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BOARD OF REGENTS

DOCKET ITEM SUMMARY
Finance & Operations
AGENDA ITEM:

December 10, 2020

Amendments to the FY 2021 Annual Capital Improvement Budget &
President’s Recommended Revised 2021 State Capital Request

Review

X

Review + Action

Action

Discussion

This is a report required by Board policy.
PRESENTERS:

President Joan T.A. Gabel
Myron Frans, Senior Vice President
Michael Berthelsen, Vice President, University Services

PURPOSE & KEY POINTS
The purpose of this item is to review and act on amendments to the FY 2021 Annual Capital
Improvement Budget and the President’s recommended revised 2021 State Capital Request.
FY 2021 Annual Capital Improvement Budget Amendments
With the approval of a bonding bill by the State of Minnesota in October, the University received
funding for the following capital projects:






HEAPR (systemwide)
Child Development Replacement (Twin Cities)
A. B. Anderson Hall Capital Renewal (Duluth)
Chemistry Undergrad Teaching Lab - Design (Twin Cities)
Clinical Research Facility – Design and Site Acquisition (Twin Cities)

These projects were included in the draft Annual Capital Improvement Budget in May. However,
they were removed prior to action in June for lack of funding. Now that funding has been secured,
Board approval is sought to move these projects forward.
2021 Revised State Capital Request
The proposed revisions to the 2021 State Capital Request are a result of approval of a bonding bill
by the State of Minnesota in October. The first priority for funding remains a $200 million HEAPR
request. Revisions to the request include remaining funding for Chemistry and Undergraduate
Teaching Facility on the Twin Cities campus (design funding was provided in the most recent state
bonding bill) and design funding for the Science Building renewal on the Duluth campus. The
revised request represents $296.06 million in projects, with $260.04 million from the state and
$32.02 million from the University.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The State Capital Request is submitted to the State of Minnesota, representing projects for which
the University is seeking state capital bonding funds. A preliminary request is provided to the
Board in June, with the formal request coming for review in September and action in October each
year. The request is informed by the Six-Year Capital Plan, which is reviewed in September and
acted on in October.
The Annual Capital Improvement Budget identifies projects with completed predesigns and
financing plans and grants approval for those projects to proceed with design and construction for
the coming fiscal year. The University requires that all capital projects spending more than
$1,000,000 on either design or construction be included in the capital budget. In order to be
included in the capital budget, the project must be approved by the respective chancellor or vice
president, have completed an appropriate level of planning (typically a predesign), have all the
required funding identified, and be ready to proceed if approved by the Board. These requirements
lead to better projects, but also exclude from the capital budget some important projects still in
development. As these projects meet the Board’s criteria, they are presented as capital budget
amendments.
PRESIDENT’S RECOMMENDATION
The President recommends approval of resolutions related to the amendments to the FY 2021
Annual Capital Improvement Budget and the revised 2021 State Capital Request.
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REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION RELATED TO
Amendments to the FY 2021 Annual Capital Improvement Budget
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents (Board) has directed the administration to annually submit a
six-year capital plan and an annual capital improvement budget; and
WHEREAS, the Board has adopted principles to guide the formulation of the six-year capital
plan and the annual capital improvement budget; and
WHEREAS, the Board recognizes the importance of sustaining and improving the University’s
facilities in support of teaching, research, and outreach; and
WHEREAS, the administration has developed a capital planning framework designed to focus
its capital planning efforts toward projects that support the University’s institutional priorities
within a financial strategy that is realistic.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board approves amendments to the FY 2021
Annual Capital Improvement Budget as described in the Finance & Operation Committee December
2020 docket materials.
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REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION RELATED TO
Revised 2021 State Capital Request
WHEREAS, the Board of Regents (Board) has directed the administration to annually submit a
capital improvement budget and a six-year capital plan in support of the University of Minnesota’s
(University) strategic priorities; and
WHEREAS, the Board recognizes the importance of sustaining and improving the University’s
facilities in support of teaching, research, and outreach; and
WHEREAS, the administration has developed a capital planning framework designed to focus
its capital planning efforts toward projects that support the University’s institutional priorities
within a financial strategy that is realistic.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Regents approves the University’s
Revised 2021 State Capital Request in the amount of $296,060,000 consisting of $264,040,000 from
the State of Minnesota and $32,020,000 from the University.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE FY2021 ANNUAL CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT BUDGET
University of Minnesota
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Annual Capital Improvement Budget Definitions by Funding Source
Local Funds
These funds have been allocated to or generated by campus-level, collegiate-level or departmental-level units. These funds include
state appropriations, tuition, internal sales, external sales and other unrestricted funds.
Grants / Gifts
Grant and gift funds are provided to the University to support specific construction projects.
Institutional Funds
This category of resources represents a broad array of funds from within the University including but not limited to central budge
allocations for specific projects and purposes.
State Debt
These funds are provided from State sold bond proceeds for use on legislatively authorized projects.
U of M Debt
These funds come from both the sale of bonds issued by the University as well as commercial paper and internal loans. The source
of the debt service payment varies by project.
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Annual Capital Improvement Budget - Amendment

Project Description Report
2020 State Capital Appropriations Amendment
The following project information sheets, ordered by file number, provide brief descriptions of each project.

11/12/2020 11:13:02 AM
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Project Description Report
3483

HEAPR
Vice President:
Campus:
Facility:
Total Cost:
Description:

3499

Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Laboratory Facility - Design
Vice President:
Campus:
Facility:
Total Cost:
Description:

3501

RRC: University Services
University Services
RRC Contact: Brian Swanson
Systemwide
Project Manager: Andrew Chan
Systemwide
$38,495
This project will maximize the effectiveness and life of the University's 29 million square feet of infrastructure. The University allocates HEAPR funding system wide in
four categories: health, safety, and accessibility; building systems; utility infrastructure; and energy efficiency.

RRC: College of Science and Engineering
Academic Affairs
RRC Contact: Mos Kaveh
Twin Cities
Project Manager: Kevin Ross
Fraser Hall
$3,980
Funding will complete design for a project that will partially demolish the west side of the original Fraser Hall building as well as the 1954 building additions to make
way for construction of a five-story addition. Active learning laboratories will provide space for collaboration, lab prep, and academic support for U of M Twin Cities'
undergraduate chemistry lab enrollment growth. Partial design funding was approved in the FY21 capital budget in the amount of $1.5M.

Institute of Child Development Replacement
Vice President:
Campus:
Facility:
Total Cost:
Description:

11/12/2020 11:13:04 AM

RRC: College of Education & Human Development
Academic Affairs
RRC Contact: Jean Quam
Twin Cities
Project Manager: Julee Taylor
Child Development, Institute of
$40,700
This project will renovate 29,850 GSF in the original Child Development Building, built in 1913 on the Twin Cities campus, demolish a 17,728 GSF building addition
from 1967, and construct a new 43,000+ square foot addition, creating a 21st century childhood development research and training hub for more than 500 students in the
developmental psychology program. Design funding for this project was approved in FY19 in the amount of $3.1M.
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Project Description Report
3510

Clinical Research Facility Design and Site Acquisition
Vice President:
Campus:
Facility:
Total Cost:
Description:

3516

RRC: Academic Clinical Affairs
Health Sciences
RRC Contact: Jakub Tolar
Twin Cities
Project Manager: Trevor Dickie
New Facility
$27,000
This project will complete design, site acquisition and preconstruction for a new clinical research facility on the Twin Cities campus. Planned to advance clinical and
outcomes-focused research projects with cross-collaborative teams, the clinical research facility will also provide access to advanced treatments and state-of-the-art care
for patients and their families. The building will include research labs and clinical trial activities and will share connections with the Clinics and Surgery Center on the
adjoining block. The 2020 bonding bill allows the University to refinance Biomedical Discovery District bonds and use any savings to fund this project.

A.B. Anderson Hall Capital Renewal
Vice President:
Campus:
Facility:
Total Cost:
Description:

11/12/2020 11:13:04 AM

RRC: Duluth Campus
Chancellor, Duluth
RRC Contact: Lendley Black
Duluth
Project Manager: John Rashid
A. B. Anderson Hall
$6,600
This project will modernize 35,000 SF of teaching space for the departments of Communication, Philosophy, History and Art. The project will update mechanical
systems, life safety systems and architectural finishes.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE FY2021 ANNUAL CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT BUDGET
University of Minnesota
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Annual Capital Improvement Budget Definitions by Funding Source
Local Funds
These funds have been allocated to or generated by campus-level, collegiate-level or departmental-level units. These funds include
state appropriations, tuition, internal sales, external sales and other unrestricted funds.
Grants / Gifts
Grant and gift funds are provided to the University to support specific construction projects.
Institutional Funds
This category of resources represents a broad array of funds from within the University including but not limited to central budge
allocations for specific projects and purposes.
State Debt
These funds are provided from State sold bond proceeds for use on legislatively authorized projects.
U of M Debt
These funds come from both the sale of bonds issued by the University as well as commercial paper and internal loans. The source
of the debt service payment varies by project.
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Annual Capital Improvement Budget - Amendment

Project Funding Report
2020 State Capital Appropriations Amendment

11/12/2020 11:11:35 AM
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Funding Report
Academic Affairs
File

Facility

Project Title

Total

Local Funds

Grants / Gifts

Institutional
Funds

State Debt

University
Debt

Comments

College of Education & Human Development
3501 Child Development,
Institute of

Institute of Child Development
Replacement

$40,700

$0

$11,500

$0

$29,200

$0

Design funding approved in FY19

$3,980

$694

$0

$0

$3,286

$0

Partial design funding approved in
FY21

$44,680

$694

$11,500

$0

$32,486

$0

College of Science & Engineering
3499 Fraser Hall

11/12/2020 11:11:37 AM

Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching
Laboratory Facility - Design
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Funding Report
Health Sciences
File

Facility

Project Title

Total

Local Funds

Grants / Gifts

Institutional
Funds

State Debt

University
Debt

Comments

Office of Clinical Affairs
3510 New Facility

11/12/2020 11:11:37 AM

Clinical Research Facility Design and Site
Acquisition

$27,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$27,000

$27,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$27,000

Refinances existing Biomedical
District bonds
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Funding Report
Chancellor, Duluth
File

Facility

Local Funds

Grants / Gifts

Institutional
Funds

State Debt

University
Debt

Project Title

Total

A.B. Anderson Hall Capital Renewal

$6,600

$2,200

$0

$0

$4,400

$0

$6,600

$2,200

$0

$0

$4,400

$0

Comments

UM Duluth
3516 A. B. Anderson Hall

11/12/2020 11:11:38 AM
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Funding Report
University Services
File

Facility

Project Title

Total

Local Funds

Grants / Gifts

Institutional
Funds

State Debt

University
Debt

Comments

University Services
3483 Systemwide

11/12/2020 11:11:38 AM

HEAPR

$38,495

$0

$0

$0

$38,495

$0

$38,495

$0

$0

$0

$38,495

$0
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Funding Report

Report Summary

Total
$116,775

11/12/2020 11:11:38 AM

Local Funds
$2,894

Grants / Gifts
$11,500

Institutional
Funds
$0

State Debt
$75,381

University
Debt
$27,000
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2021 State Capital Request - Revised
University of Minnesota
December 10, 2020
Summary:
The 2020 session of the Minnesota Legislature concluded with passage of a general obligation bonding
bill in late October, subsequent to Board of Regents action on the FY2021 Annual Capital Improvement
Budget (June), and the 2021 State Capital Request (October). This amendment provides updates and
substitutions to the previous capital request based on outcomes of the bill. The first priority is $200
million for HEAPR. The next priority is funding to complete the Twin Cities Chemistry Undergraduate
Teaching Laboratory project. Partial funding for design was provided in the 2020 bonding bill and the
balance for construction is included here. The final request is design funding for Duluth Science Building
Renewal. This project was previously included in year 2022 of the Six Year Plan; the balance for
construction remains in 2022.
Request Summary (Prioritized):
Campus
SYSTEM
UMTC
UMD

Project
HEAPR
Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Lab
UMD Science Building Capital Renewal – Design

Total
$ 200,000
$ 93,600
$
2,460

Total: $ 296,060

State
$ 200,000
$ 62,400
$
1,640

University
$
0
$ 31,200
$
820

$ 264,040
$ 32,020
dollars in thousands

Project Summaries:
1. Higher Education Asset Preservation and Replacement (HEAPR)
This request is for funds used system-wide to maximize and extend the life of the University’s existing
physical plant. HEAPR funds are essential in supporting the teaching, research, and service missions
of the University. Individual projects will fall into one of four broad categories: Health and Safety,
Building Systems, Energy Efficiency, and Utility Infrastructure. HEAPR funds do not require a onethird University funding match.
2. Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Laboratories
This project will partially demolish the west side of the original Fraser Hall building as well as the
1954 building additions to make way for construction of a five-story addition. Active learning
laboratories will provide space for collaboration, lab prep, and academic support for U of M Twin
Cities' undergraduate chemistry lab enrollment growth. Funding for design was provided in the 2020
bonding bill.
3. UMD Science Building Capital Renewal – Design
This project will complete predesign and design for a comprehensive renovation of the existing
Science Building in Duluth, also known as Old Chemistry. The state funded Heikkila Chemistry and
Advanced Materials Science (HCAMS) building created modern replacement space for many of the
functions previously accommodated in this outdated 1950’s laboratory building. Renovated space is
anticipated to support a variety of STEM functions.
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President’s Recommended
Revised 2021 State Capital Request and Amendments
to the FY 2021 Annual Capital Improvement Budget
Joan T.A. Gabel, President
Myron Frans, Senior Vice President
Michael Berthelsen, Vice President, University Services

Finance & Operations Committee
December 10, 2020
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Approved 2021 State Capital Request
Total

State

$200,000,000

$200,000,000

-

Child Development Replacement (Twin Cities)

$44,100,000

$29,400,000

$14,700,000

A. B. Anderson Hall Capital Renewal (Duluth)

$6,900,000

$4,600,000

$2,300,000

$102,300,000

$68,200,000

$34,100,000

$353,300,000

$302,200,000

$51,100,000

$27,000,000

$27,000,000

-

$27,000,000

$27,000,000

-

$380,300,000

$329,200,000

$51,100,000

HEAPR (Systemwide)

Chemistry Undergrad Teaching Lab (Twin Cities)
Subtotal – State Request
Clinical Research Facility – Design (Twin Cities)
Subtotal – Refinancing*

University

*Note: The 2021 State Request includes a request for authorization to refinance Biomedical Discovery District bonds and use
the savings, estimated at $27M, to fund Clinical Research Facility design.
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FY 2021 Capital Budget Amendments
Total

HEAPR (Systemwide)

$38,495,000

Child Development Replacement (Twin Cities)

$40,700,000

A. B. Anderson Hall Capital Renewal (Duluth)

$6,600,000

Chemistry Undergrad Teaching Lab - Design (Twin Cities)

$3,980,000

Clinical Research Facility – Design and Site Acquisition (Twin Cities)

$27,000,000
$116,775,000
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Revised 2021 State Capital Request
HEAPR (Systemwide)
Chemistry Undergrad Teaching Lab (Twin Cities)
Science Building Renewal - design (Duluth)

Total

State

University

$200,000,000

$200,000,000

-

$93,600,000

$62,400,000

$31,200,000

$2,460,000

$1,640,000

$820,000

$296,060,000

$264,040,000

$32,020,000

*Note: The State provided funds for design of the Chemistry Undergrad Teaching Lab in 2020. This request represents the
balance of this project.
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BOARD OF REGENTS

DOCKET ITEM SUMMARY
Finance & Operations
AGENDA ITEM:

X

December 10, 2020

Systemwide Strategic Plan Implementation: Principles to Guide Campus
Master Plans

Review

Review + Action

Action

Discussion

This is a report required by Board policy.
PRESENTERS:

Michael Berthelsen, Vice President, University Services
Monique MacKenzie, Director of Campus and Capital Planning

PURPOSE & KEY POINTS
The purpose of this item is to review proposed systemwide campus master planning principles that
will direct the upcoming updates of each campus master plan. In addition to reviewing the
resolution, the committee also will discuss the proposed process steps and timeline for updating
the Twin Cities campus Master Plan.
Systemwide Campus Master Planning Principles
The 2020 Systemwide Strategic Plan’s Commitment 5, Goal 3 seeks to “[b]uild comprehensive long
range capital facilities and land holding strategies to drive strategic growth.” The action items for
the goal includes establishing “new long-term physical master plans for each campus that serves
our community and is updated regularly.” The Twin Cities campus will be the first system campus
to fulfill this component of the Systemwide Strategic Plan.
The purpose of a campus master plan is to:




Ensure the University’s academic mission is served by the physical campus.
Establish the framework for the long-term evolution of the campus, building upon the
physical attributes of each place.
Identify the unique qualities of the campus that will be enhanced and areas that are
expected to change.

The resolution will provide Board guidance for the future campus master plan updates across the
system.
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Twin Cities Campus Master Plan Process
Given the age of the Twin Cities campus Master Plan (adopted in 2009) and the extent of change on
and adjacent to the campus, the administration has opted to begin with the Twin Cities campus.
Other campus master plan updates will follow in future years. The plan will illustrate the principles
and values that drive the features of the Twin Cities campus and guide decision-making about
campus renewal and growth.
The new master plan will address the physical organization of the Twin Cities campus and its
unique features and conditions. The future horizon for this plan is 10 years, through 2030.
Geographically, the scope of this effort will address all three locations of the Twin Cities campus
(West Bank, East Bank and St. Paul). Themes that are anticipated to be addressed in the plan are:









Institutional strategy
Academic activity
Land ownership
Sustainability
Buildings and capital assets, developable area
Near campus neighborhoods
Open space and natural systems
Campus utilities and transportation systems

The process to update the master plan will include the following:




Master planning efforts will maximize engagement and decision making between October
and May, to respect the academic calendar.
A number of channels for input are planned to support the development of the plan through
its phases, from the President’s cabinet to a broadly representative advisory committee.
Open forum meetings, focus groups, campus-wide survey tools and use of social media as
well as a project website are planned to maximize involvement in the development of the
plan.

The plan update will incorporate additional planning work that has been conducted in recent years,
including the 2016 Twin Cities campus Development Framework and the draft 2019 St. Paul
Strategic Facilities Plan, as well as the East Gateway and other district plans as applicable.
To maximize expertise and perspective, the University is working with an outside firm skilled in
campus master planning. A competitive process concluded with the selection of the campus
planning firm Sasaki Inc in May 2020. The master planning effort has been underway gathering
information and preparing for a campus-wide launch, beginning with the Board’s December
meeting.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Board of Regents Policy: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, Article I, Section VIII, Subd. 5
states: "The Board reserves to itself authority to approve campus master plans and amendments
thereto.”
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The last campus master planning updates were completed as follows: Morris in 2008, Twin Cities
in 2009, Crookston in 2011, Duluth in 2013, and Rochester in 2014.
Consistent with Board policy, the Board will be engaged in these efforts as the work advances on
the Twin Cities campus, with visioning conversations expected in winter 2021 and a draft plan
concept ready in late spring 2021. A completed plan is expected to be ready for Board review and
action in fall 2021. Work on the other campus master plans will follow the same pattern of
engagement.
PRESIDENT’S RECOMMENDATION
The President recommends approval of the resolution related to Systemwide Campus Master
Planning Principles.
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REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION RELATED TO
Systemwide Campus Master Planning Principles
WHEREAS, in 1993, the Board of Regents (Board) adopted the following four campus
master planning principles to direct the development of campus master plans on each of the
University of Minnesota (University) campuses:
The principle of creating and maintaining a distinctive and aspiring vision for the physical
development of each campus;
The principle of enriching the experience of all who come to the campus;
The principle of maximizing the value of existing physical assets while responding to
emerging/changing physical needs;
The principle of an inclusive, accountable, and timely process for creating and implementing
the master plan vision; and
WHEREAS, the 1993 Board resolution included a detailed articulation of how these principles
should be used in campus master planning; and
WHEREAS, since that time, the University campuses have used such planning principles to
guide the development and updates of campus master plans; and
WHEREAS, the 2020 University of Minnesota Systemwide Strategic Plan identifies the need to
update each of the campus master plans, under Commitment 5, Goal 3 action item - “Establish new
long-term physical master plans for each campus that serves our community and is updated
regularly”; and
WHEREAS, campus master plans are intended to serve as frameworks for the long term
evolution of all University campuses. These plans focus on the interaction between open spaces,
existing buildings and supportive networks and services that enhance the unique qualities of place.
Campus master plans are created as a flexible framework to support decision-makers when faced
with issues that affect the future evolution of each campus.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Regents directs that the process to
update each of the University campus master plans be guided by the following updated systemwide
campus master planning principles. Each campus will uniquely interpret how these principles are
reflected in their planning process and their campus master plans.
Establish a sustainable vision of how the physical setting of each campus will embody its
distinctive history, mission, and future.
Create an inclusive and welcoming experience for the increasingly diverse range of people
who come to campus.
Optimize existing physical assets to facilitate flexible and innovative solutions toward an
enduring future.
Consider the cost of attendance, investment and operations when planning for each campus’
future.
Integrate each campus’ master plan with the Systemwide Strategic Plan.
Ensure an inclusive, accountable, and forward-looking process for developing and
implementing the master plan.
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Systemwide Strategic Plan Implementation:
Principles to Guide Campus Master Plans
Michael Berthelsen, Vice President, University Services
Monique MacKenzie, Director, Campus and Capital Planning

Finance & Operations Committee
December 10, 2020
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Presentation Agenda
Systemwide Strategic Plan Implementation: Campus Master
Plan
• Strategic Plan Direction
• Outcomes of Campus Master Planning
• Regents Principles for Campus Planning
Twin Cities Campus Master Plan
• Engagement, Timeline
• Evolution of Twin Cities campus
2
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Systemwide Strategic Plan Direction

3
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Outcomes of Campus Master Planning
Focus on building a campus, not individual
facilities, and:
• Align with the Strategic Plan and University mission
• Determine the best overall use of existing land, development
sites and facilities
• Ensure that daily decisions are part of a long-term vision
• Assist in fundraising
• Promote positive relationships with adjacent neighborhoods,
municipalities and the region

4
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What a Campus Master Plan doesn’t do:
1. Identify all potential new building needs and
specific development sites for the institution.
2. Design new buildings and landscaping but
rather creates clear master planning principles
based on the University’s vision and goals.

3. Define a financial plan for construction.
5
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Principles to Direct Campus Planning
(1993)
1. The principle of creating and maintaining a distinctive
and aspiring vision for the physical development of each
campus;
2. The principle of enriching the experience of all who come
to the campus;
3. The principle of maximizing the value of existing physical
assets while responding to emerging/changing physical
needs; and
4. The principle of an inclusive, accountable, and timely
process for creating and implementing the master plan
vision.
Page 37 of 352

Introduction to our planning consultant:
Sasaki
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Factors to Consider Today (from Sasaki)
•
•

•
•

•
•

Cost of attendance
Best use of resources: adaptability, flexibility,
utilization, operations
Inclusion, diversity and welcoming physical
environments
Unique and distinctive experience of place
Brand, image, identity
Financial impacts
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Recommended Principles to Direct
Campus Planning (2020)
1. Establish a sustainable vision of how the physical setting of each
campus will embody its distinctive history, mission, and future.
2. Create an inclusive and welcoming experience for the increasingly
diverse range of people who come to campus.
3. Optimize existing physical assets to facilitate flexible and innovative
solutions toward an enduring future.

4. Consider the cost of attendance, investment and operations when
planning for each campus’ future.
5. Integrate each campus’ master plan with the Systemwide Strategic Plan.
6. Ensure an inclusive, accountable, and forward-looking process for
developing and implementing the master plan.
9
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Rationale for updating Twin Cities
Campus Master Plan
• Date of last plan
• Changes on and near
campus
• Best practices:10 year
cycle
• Future opportunities
and challenges
10
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Building on Prior Plans
•
•
•
•
•

Twin Cities Campus Master Plan, 2009
Development Framework, 2016
Health Sciences District Plan, 2016
East Gateway/Biomedical District, 2009
St Paul Strategic Facilities Draft Plan, 2018

11
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Engagement and Governance
Group

Role

Activity Type

Board of Regents

Approval Authority

• Work Sessions
• Milestone driven decisions

President and Cabinet

Direct, recommend to
Board

• Work Sessions
• Milestone driven decisions
• My Campus Survey

Advisory Committee

Advise, participate

• Work Sessions
• My Campus survey

Stakeholders

Participate

•
•
•
•

Subject Matter Experts
• U of M Faculty and Staff

Participate

• My Campus survey
• Focus group interviews

Core Support Team
• UServices Planning
• URelations Communications

Manage

• Daily/weekly scheduling
• Record keeping
• Advance process

My Campus survey
Town Hall Presentations
Listening Sessions
Focus group interviews

12
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Timeline
Planning Phase

Targeted Dates

Future Considerations and Assumptions

December 2020

Visioning the Campus’ Evolution

February 2021

Scenarios and Alternatives

May 2021

Draft Plan

July 2021

Final Plan

Fall 2021

Consultation with Regents will happen at each of these phases.

13
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Scope of the Campus Master Plan
• Academic direction
• Land ownership for Twin Cities campus
• Sustainability
• Buildings and capital assets, developable area
• Near campus neighborhoods
• Open space and natural systems
• Campus utilities and transportation systems

14
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Key Questions for Master Plan Update
• Topics for February master plan visioning conversation
– Financial Resiliency
– Student support: how to improve campus experience
– Near campus environment
– Diversity, equity, inclusion
– Mobility
– Outdoor spaces
– Work environment, space optimization
– Others?
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Twin Cities: Place-Based Experience
• Iconic environments
• Competitive advantage
• Appeal to broad audiences
(recruitment, retention, alumni
and donor interest)

17
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Evolving Campus: Minneapolis
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Development Strategy Areas (2016)
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Evolving Campus: Saint Paul

21
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Vision and Themes: Saint Paul Campus
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BOARD OF REGENTS

DOCKET ITEM SUMMARY
Finance & Operations
AGENDA ITEM:

December 10, 2020

President’s Finance & Operations Planning Work Group: Updates and Next
Steps

Review

Review + Action

Action

X

Discussion

This is a report required by Board policy.
PRESENTERS:

Myron Frans, Senior Vice President and co-chair of the Work Group
Kenneth Horstman, Interim Vice President, Human Resources, and co-chair
of the Work Group

PURPOSE & KEY POINTS
The purpose of this item is to provide a summary of the previous, current, and future work of the
President’s Finance & Operations Planning Work Group. The committee will discuss updates on the
hiring pause, temporary employee furloughs, pay reduction program, and the retirement incentive
offer program. The item also will include an update on the next steps recommended by the work
group.
The guiding principles utilized by the Finance & Operations Planning Work Group are as follows:






Retain current employees to the extent possible.
Consider financial impact of decisions on employees, with approaches weighting any
financial burden toward those at higher income levels.
Recognize CARES Act requirements on retention of employees to extent possible.
Prioritize fiscal responsibility.
Address financial challenge through a variety of mechanisms, including those with
immediate nonrecurring savings and those involving organizational improvements with
longer-term impacts.

Update on Work Group Initiatives
The University implemented several cost containment strategies to address budget shortfalls in
order to meet the commitments made to employees and students while preserving the long-term
financial health of the institution. They include:


Senior Leader Pay Reduction. This program was implemented in FY 2020 with over 200
senior leaders voluntarily forgoing a week of pay. For FY 2021, the President’s Cabinet,
Twin Cities campus Athletic Director, and select coaches are taking a voluntary 10 percent
pay reduction.
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Hiring pause. A strategic pause of new hires began on March 24, 2020 and remains in
place. This process allows colleges and units to conduct limited hiring and request
exceptions for key positions, including those that support COVID-19 research. Exception
requests are reviewed by the Office of the President, the Office of the Executive Vice
President and Provost, and the Office of Human Resources Interim Vice President.
Monitoring terminations and historical headcount. To assess the overall impact of
formal cost containment programs, the number of faculty and staff departing the University
is monitored along with current and historical headcount.
Merit pay freeze and suspension of other augmentations. The University did not
provide merit increases, bonuses, or other salary adjustments for the current fiscal year,
excluding labor represented employees.
Furlough and Pay Reduction Program. This systemwide program was developed to save
costs while ensuring that employees would have flexibility throughout the year to schedule
time off. The program considers the financial impacts on employees, with the financial
burden weighted toward those at higher income levels. It was developed with recognition of
CARES Act requirements on retaining employees to the fullest extent possible. The Furlough
and Pay Reduction Program is divided into two time periods: Period 1 (June 22, 2020 to
December 20, 2020) and Period 2 (December 21, 2020 to June 20, 2021).
Retirement Incentive Option. The University offered a Retirement Incentive Option (RIO)
to faculty and staff systemwide. This one-time benefit offered participants a $38,000
contribution to the State of Minnesota Health Care Savings Plan to offset future healthcare
costs. Retirement-eligible employees enrolled between August 17 and October 19, 2020 and
must retire on or before January 15, 2021. The 2020 RIO program, the first retirement
incentive offered in 11 years, enrolled 12.3 percent of eligible employees. Additional detail
regarding the RIO program is included in the docket.

More detail for these initiatives are included in the presentation materials included in the docket.
Next Steps
The Finance & Operations Planning Work Group also recommended exploring new ways to
modernize and streamline administrative services to realize recurring cost savings while improving
quality of service. The work group has identified several areas of exploration, as follows:








Examine shared services for the University. Potential benefits of shared services include
improvements in performance, customer experience, and consistency in the application of
policies and processes within the University’s highly decentralized environment. While
some shared services are in place, there is significant potential for expanding them in new
areas and across the system. These opportunities will involve multiple partners, across
multiple campuses, and would require a rethinking of work and restructuring of the
workforce to implement such a strategy.
Renegotiate or leverage existing and future purchasing contracts, determining where costs
are not critical to the University (saving incremental costs), if current contracts can be
extended given the competitive market (saving administrative costs), or if there are
multiple contracts for the same services (economies of scale).
Leverage the use of technology to create efficiencies, reduce costs, and capture cost savings.
Explore the current auxiliary services model and where it might be more advantageous for
the University to leverage internal operations versus outsourcing.
Maximize the use of technology to reduce travel costs and create an environmentally sound
organization.
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To develop a roadmap to that end, the University is using an RFP process to select a partner to
assist it in achieving the following objectives, using the Finance & Operations Work Group
recommendations for recurring savings as a guide:





Modernize “in-scope” processes to achieve efficiencies in workflow.
Improve overall service quality to meet the expectations of faculty, staff, and students.
Fully leverage the capabilities of the University’s systems and technology investments to
modernize and streamline administrative and support functions.
Impact future cost growth and capture recurring savings that can be redirected toward
systemwide strategic priorities.

The following items are in scope:







The modernization and evolution of all administrative/support activities and functions,
including general administration, finance, human resources, information technology,
facilities management, student services, communications and marketing, global programs
and activities, research administration, development, alumni relations, activities that must
be coordinated with the University’s external “associated organizations” (i.e. foundation,
alumni organizations, etc.), and potentially other like functions and activities that may
surface during the analysis.
Activities irrespective of where they occur, across all types of units and across all campuses
and locations.
Adoption of alternative organizational models that would improve the delivery of services.
“In-source versus out-source” analyses and recommendations.
Recommendations that enhance revenue-generating opportunities.

The following items are out of scope:


Academic activities that are part of the delivery of instruction, the conduct of research, and
faculty activities.

In the coming months, the Finance & Operations Planning Work Group will continue to examine
long-term, recurring actions to achieve savings in the coming fiscal years.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Board previously discussed this topic at the following meetings:



July 8, 2020: Resolution Related to Fiscal Year 2021 Retirement Incentive Offer, Board of
Regents
June 11, 2020: Recommendations of the Finance & Operations Planning Work Group, Finance
& Operations
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Retirement Incentive Option (RIO) Data
November 19, 2020

Retirement Incentive Option Use by Campus and College
Twin Cities Campus
Campus
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES

College Description
ACAD AFFAIRS/PROVOST, SR VP
ACADEMIC CLINICAL AFFAIRS,
OFC
AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT
STATION
AHSCI ALLIED HEALTH CENTER
AUXILIARY SERVICES
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, COLL OF
BOYNTON HEALTH SERVICE
CAPITAL PLANNING/PROJECT
MGMT
CONT AND PROF STUDIES, COLL
OF
CONTROLLER'S OFFICE
DENTISTRY, SCHOOL OF
DESIGN, COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION & HUMAN DEVEL,
COLL
EQUITY AND DIVERSITY
EXTENSION, U OF MN
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
FOOD, AGRI/NAT RSRC SCI, COLL
GENERAL COUNSEL, OFFICE OF
THE
GLOBAL PRGMS/STRATEGY
ALLIANCE
GRADUATE SCHOOL, THE
HEALTH SCIENCES
ADMINISTRATION
HUMAN RESOURCES, OFFICE OF
HUMPHREY SCH OF PUBLIC
AFFAIRS

RIOs Approved
7
14

Eligible
62
84

2

8

%
Approved
11.3%
16.7%

1
49
8
18
5

22
193
110
79
12

8

58

25.0%
4.5%
25.4%
7.3%
22.8%
41.7%

7
33
8
16

69
161
46
197

1
32
59
31
2

29
201
312
368
20

2

19

13.8%
10.1%
20.5%
17.4%
8.1%
3.4%
15.9%
18.9%
8.4%
10.0%

1
1
5
3

13
6
33
28

10.5%
7.7%
16.7%
15.2%
10.7%
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TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES
TWIN CITIES

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
LAW SCHOOL
LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF
LIBRARIES, UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL SCHOOL - DULUTH
CAMPUS
MEDICAL SCHOOL - TC CAMPUS
MGMT, CURTIS L CARLSON SCH
OF
NURSING, SCHOOL OF
PHARMACY, COLLEGE OF
PRESIDENT, OFFICE OF THE
PUBLIC HEALTH, SCHOOL OF
PUBLIC SAFETY
RESEARCH, OFFICE OF VP FOR
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING, COL OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS, VICE
PROVOST
UMD AUXILIARY SERVICES
UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY FINANCE
UNIVERSITY HEALTH AND SAFETY
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS, OFC OF
UNIVERSITY SERVICES
VETERINARY MEDICINE, COLL OF
OTHER
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

16
7
2
10
22
3
56
14
5
14
1
17
5
18
27
3
1
16
2
3
14
3
10
0
582

155
28
51
420
109
39
789
109
77
102
8
162
12
147
363
54
1
101
8
26
68
19
142
13
5,133

10.3%
25.0%
3.9%
2.4%
20.2%
7.7%
7.1%
12.8%
6.5%
13.7%
12.5%
10.5%
41.7%
12.2%
7.4%
5.6%
100.0%
15.8%
25.0%
11.5%
20.6%
15.8%
7.0%
0.0%
11.3%

Crookston Campus
Campus
CROOKSTON
CROOKSTON
CROOKSTON
CROOKSTON

College Description
UMC ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
UMC CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE
UMC STU AFFAIR/ENROLLMENT
MGMT
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved
2
9
9

Eligible
26
29
13

20

68

%
Approved
7.7%
31.0%
69.2%
29.4%
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Duluth Campus
Campus
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH
DULUTH

College Description
UMD ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
UMD AUXILIARY SERVICES
UMD BUS/ECON, LABOVITZ SCH
OF
UMD CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE
UMD EDUC/HUMAN SVC
PROFESSIONS
UMD FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
UMD FINANCE & OPERATIONS
UMD INFORMATION SERVICES
UMD LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF
UMD LIBRARY
UMD NAT RESOURCES RSRCH
INST
UMD SCI & ENG, SWENSON
COLLEGE
UMD STUDENT LIFE
OTHER
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved
12
17
3

Eligible
40
44
25

1
4

16
43

15
4
1
6
6
7

77
12
11
54
9
41

%
Approved
30.0%
38.6%
12.0%
6.3%
9.3%
19.5%
33.3%
9.1%
11.1%
66.7%
17.1%

9
9
0
94

75
25
35
507

12.0%
36.0%
0.0%
18.5%

Eligible
12
7
43
20
16
9
23
130

%
Approved
8.3%
28.6%
30.2%
10.0%
12.5%
22.2%
0.0%
16.9%

Eligible
13
13

%
Approved
23.1%
23.1%

Morris Campus
Campus
MORRIS
MORRIS
MORRIS
MORRIS
MORRIS
MORRIS
MORRIS
MORRIS

College Description
UMM-ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
UMM-CHANCELLOR'S OFC
UMM-FINANCE/OPERATIONS
UMM-HUMANITIES, DIV OF
UMM-SOCIAL SCIENCES, DIV OF
UMM-STUDENT AFFAIRS
OTHER
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved
1
2
13
2
2
2
0
22

Rochester
Campus
ROCHESTER
ROCHESTER

College Description
UMR CHANCELLOR'S OFC
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved
3
3
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Retirement Incentive Option Counts by Employee Group
Job Code Description
P&A
Civil Service
Faculty
Labor Represented
LEL
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs
Approved
166
246
40
269
0
721

Eligible
% Approved
1656
10.0%
1341
18.3%
1675
2.4%
1174
23.0%
4
0.0%
5850
12.3%

% of total
approved
23.0%
34.1%
5.6%
37.3%
0.0%
100%

Retirement Incentive Option by Salary Band
Salary Band
<$50,000

Count

FY21 excluding
RIO benefit

191

$5,830,013.42

FY21 including
RIO benefit

FY22 excluding
RIO benefit

FY22 including
RIO benefit

$2,201,013.42 $10,921,444.81

$7,292,444.81

$50,000 to
$74,999

303 $14,647,826.09

$8,890,826.09 $24,364,952.52 $18,607,952.52

$75,000 to
$99,999

135

$7,899,818.55

$5,334,818.55 $14,993,317.29 $12,428,317.29

$100,000 to
$124,999

56

$4,320,859.90

$3,256,859.90

$8,066,471.40

$7,002,471.40

$125,000 to
$149,999

20

$2,445,263.23

$2,065,263.23

$3,587,921.38

$3,207,921.38

$150,000 to
$290,400

16

$1,954,892.26

$1,650,892.26

$3,872,929.90

$3,568,929.90

TOTALS

721 $37,098,673.45 $23,399,673.45 $65,807,037.30 $52,108,037.30
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RIO Counts by Salary Bands
Salary Band

Count

FY21 excluding
RIO benefit

FY21 including
RIO benefit

FY22 excluding
RIO benefit

FY22 including
RIO benefit

<$50,000
$50,000 to
$74,999
$75,000 to
$99,999
$100,000 to
$124,999
$125,000 to
$149,999
$150,000 to
$290,400

191

$5,830,013.42

$2,201,013.42

$10,921,444.81

$7,292,444.81

303

$14,647,826.09

$8,890,826.09

$24,364,952.52 $18,607,952.52

135

$7,899,818.55

$5,334,818.55

$14,993,317.29 $12,428,317.29

56

$4,320,859.90

$3,256,859.90

$8,066,471.40

$7,002,471.40

20

$2,445,263.23

$2,065,263.23

$3,587,921.38

$3,207,921.38

16

$1,954,892.26

$1,650,892.26

$3,872,929.90

$3,568,929.90

TOTALS

721

$37,098,673.45 $23,399,673.45 $65,807,037.30 $52,108,037.30
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REVSIED
President’s Finance & Operations
Planning Work Group: Updates and
New Steps
Myron Frans, Senior Vice President
Kenneth Horstman, Interim Vice President, Human Resources
Finance & Operations Committee
December 10, 2020
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Finance and Operations Planning Work
Group Update on Non-Recurring Savings
•
•
•
•
•

Senior Leader voluntary pay reductions
Hiring Pause
FY21 Merit Freeze
Furlough and Pay Reduction Program
Retirement Incentive Option (RIO) Program
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Senior Leader Pay Reduction
• FY20: The Voluntary Pay Reduction Program implemented for FY20
includes over 200 senior leaders who volunteered to forgo a week’s
worth of pay, resulting in a savings of $1.0M
• FY21:
– The President’s Cabinet, Athletic Director, ICA leadership and select coaches
took a 10% pay cut during FY21, resulting in a savings of $.88M (July to
December 2020 including fringe)
– When implemented for the remainder of FY21, the President’s Cabinet,
Athletic Director, ICA leadership and select coaches taking the same 10%
pay cut would result in a savings of $1.0M (December 2020 to June 2021
including fringe)
– The overall savings estimate would be $1.88M
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Hiring Pause
• Hiring pause with exception process instituted in April of 2020
• Year-over-year comparison of hiring rates
FY19 Hires

11,869

FY20 Hires

7,606 est.

Difference

4,263 (-35.9%)

– 2,023 fewer openings estimated for FY20
– 788 current openings
• Approximately 480 of these openings support research and instruction

– Median base salary for faculty and staff is $80,000 including fringe
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Hiring Process under “Pause”
• Hiring that does not require an exception
– COVID-19 related, health and safety, 100% grant
funded, teaching positions, faculty reappointments,
and student workers
• Hiring that requires an approved exception request
– Tenure/Tenure-Track, administrative staff, offers of
$100,000 or higher
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Hiring Process under “Pause”
• Exception request must include:
– Whether replacement or a new position
– Estimated starting salary
– Projected timeframe when the position is needed
– Function and impact
– Alternatives to hire that have been investigated

• Exception must fall under one of three reasons:
– Ensures the University meets its academic priorities
– Meets fiduciary, legal, or compliance responsibilities
– Qualifies as an “Essential” position
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Terminations Decline
•
•

•

Terminations data capture retirements as well as voluntary and involuntary
terminations.
The year-over-year change from 2018-2019 to 2019-2020 is the lowest
difference of the four years reviewed.
Commitment to maintaining employment during spring semester eliminated
the potential for increased terminations this year

Year-Over-Year changes in terminations
Year:
Nov 11 – Nov 10

2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020

Terminations Count
12,577
11,229
12,547
10,307
10,094

Year- Over- Year
Change

--1,348
1,318
-2,240
-213
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Historical Headcount Data
• Systemwide data on headcount reflects the faculty and staff
numbers in the Fall Snapshot.
• The 2020 headcount is the lowest since 2016.
Year*
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Headcount
26,436
26,900
27,131
27,202
26,630

Data Source: Office of Institutional Research
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FY21 Merit Freeze
• Merit freeze eliminated merit pay increases based on
FY20 performance
– This action provided an estimated $50 to $62.5 million
(including fringe) in cost avoidance
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Furlough and Pay Reduction Program
• The Furlough and Pay Reduction for FY21
Savings Estimates

6/22/20 to
12/20/20

Furlough and Pay Reduction salary
savings, with fringe

$20.75 M

$20.75 M

$41.5 M

$0.88 M

$1.0 M

$1.88 M

$21.63 M

$21.75 M

$43.38 M

Leadership Pay Reduction salary
and fringe savings
Total Furlough and Pay Reduction
savings estimate

12/21/20 to
6/20/21

Total
Savings
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Retirement Incentive Option (RIO)
• 721 employees will take the RIO (12.3% of eligible employees)
• The savings of the RIO need to be considered against the cost of the
incentive and the filling the vacancies
• Savings apply to FY21 and FY22
• Campuses and units now reviewing need for any replacements
Estimated Savings

FY21

FY22

Gross salary and fringe compensation

$37.1M

$65.8M

Including the two $19,000 benefit payments
made in FY21 and FY22

$23.4M

$52.1M

Estimating 40% of positions backfilled

$14.0M

$31.3M
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Estimated Cost Containment
Impact Summary
Program Savings Estimates

FY21

FY22

Estimated Total

RIO (including incentive without
replacement)*

$23.40 M

$52.1 M

$75.5 M

Furlough and Pay Reduction

$41.50 M

NA

$41.50 M

$1.88 M

NA

$1.88 M

$66.78 M

$52.1 M

$118.88 M

Senior Leader Pay Reduction
Total Program Savings Estimate

*Estimated RIO savings including incentive and 40% replacement rate for FY21-22: $45.3 M.
Total estimated program savings for FY21-22 would be reduced to $88.68 M.
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Retirement Incentive Option (RIO)
by Employee Group
Job Code Description
P&A
Civil Service
Faculty
Labor Represented
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved
166
246
40
269
721

Eligible
1,656
1,341
1,675
1,178
5,850

% Approved
10.0%
18.3%
2.4%
22.8%
12.3%

% of total approved
23.0%
34.1%
5.6%
37.3%
100.0%
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RIO by Salary Band
Salary Band

Count

FY21 excluding
RIO benefit

FY21 including
RIO benefit

FY22 excluding
RIO benefit

FY22 including
RIO benefit

<$50,000

191

$5,830,013.42

$2,201,013.42

$10,921,444.81

$7,292,444.81

$50,000 to $74,999

303

$14,647,826.09

$8,890,826.09

$24,364,952.52

$18,607,952.52

$75,000 to $99,999

135

$7,899,818.55

$5,334,818.55

$14,993,317.29

$12,428,317.29

$100,000 to $124,999

56

$4,320,859.90

$3,256,859.90

$8,066,471.40

$7,002,471.40

$125,000 to $149,999

20

$2,445,263.23

$2,065,263.23

$3,587,921.38

$3,207,921.38

$150,000 to $290,400

16

$1,954,892.26

$1,650,892.26

$3,872,929.90

$3,568,929.90

721

$37,098,673.45

$23,399,673.45

$65,807,037.30

$52,108,037.30

TOTALS
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RIO by Campus
Campus

RIOs Approved

Eligible

20

% Approved
68

Crookston

29.4%

94

507

Duluth

18.5%
22

130

Morris
Rochester

3

13

Twin Cities

582

5132

All Campuses

721

5850

16.9%
23.1%
11.3%
12.3%
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F&O Planning Work Group Recommendations: Next Steps
•

New ways to modernize and streamline administrative services in order to realize
recurring cost savings while also improving quality of service:
o
o
o
o

•

Examine shared services for the University
Renegotiate or leverage existing and future purchasing contracts
Leverage the use of technology to create efficiencies, reduce costs, and capture cost
savings
Explore “in-sourcing” vs “out-sourcing”

To that end, the University will seek a partner to help create a roadmap to achieve the
following objectives:
o
o
o
o

Modernize “in-scope” processes to achieve efficiencies in work flow
Improve overall service quality
Fully leverage the capabilities of the University’s systems and technology investments
Impact future cost growth and capture recuring savings to direct to strategic priorities
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F&O Planning Work Group Recommendations: Next Steps
Scope Guidelines


The University’s expectations about the breadth, scope, and boldness of vendor
proposals are reflected in the following guidelines:
o

o

o
o
o
o

The modernization and evolution of all administrative/support activities and
functions are in scope
Activities across all types of units and across all campuses and locations are in
scope
Adoption of alternative organizational models are in scope
“Insource versus outsource” analyses and recommendations are in scope
Recommendations that enhance revenue-generating opportunities are in scope
Academic and faculty activities that are part of the delivery of instruction and the
scientific conduct of research are out of scope
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Appendix
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RIO by Campus
Crookston Campus
College Description

RIOs Approved

Eligible

% Approved

UMC ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

2

26

7.7%

UMC CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE

9

29

31.0%

UMC STU AFFAIR/ENROLLMENT MGMT
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

9

13

69.2%

20

68

29.4%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Duluth Campus
College Description
UMD ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
UMD AUXILIARY SERVICES
UMD BUS/ECON, LABOVITZ SCH OF
UMD CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE
UMD EDUC/HUMAN SVC PROFESSIONS
UMD FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
UMD FINANCE & OPERATIONS
UMD INFORMATION SERVICES
UMD LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF
UMD LIBRARY
UMD NAT RESOURCES RSRCH INST
UMD SCI & ENG, SWENSON COLLEGE
UMD STUDENT LIFE
OTHER
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved

Eligible

12
17
3
1
4
15
4
1
6
6
7
9
9
0
94

40
44
25
16
43
77
12
11
54
9
41
75
25
35
507

% Approved
30.0%
38.6%
12.0%
6.3%
9.3%
19.5%
33.3%
9.1%
11.1%
66.7%
17.1%
12.0%
36.0%
0.0%
18.5%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Morris Campus
College Description
UMM-ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
UMM-CHANCELLOR'S OFC
UMM-FINANCE/OPERATIONS
UMM-HUMANITIES, DIV OF
UMM-SOCIAL SCIENCES, DIV OF
UMM-STUDENT AFFAIRS
OTHER
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved

Eligible
1
2
13
2
2
2
0
22

12
7
43
20
16
9
23
130

% Approved
8.3%
28.6%
30.2%
10.0%
12.5%
22.2%
0.0%
16.9%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Rochester Campus
College Description
UMR CHANCELLOR'S OFC
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved

Eligible
3

13

% Approved
23.1%

3

13

23.1%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Twin Cities Campus
College Description
ACAD AFFAIRS/PROVOST, SR VP
ACADEMIC CLINICAL AFFAIRS, OFC
AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT STATION
AHSCI ALLIED HEALTH CENTER
AUXILIARY SERVICES
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, COLL OF
BOYNTON HEALTH SERVICE
CAPITAL PLANNING/PROJECT MGMT
CONT AND PROF STUDIES, COLL OF
CONTROLLER'S OFFICE
DENTISTRY, SCHOOL OF
DESIGN, COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION & HUMAN DEVEL, COLL
EQUITY AND DIVERSITY
EXTENSION, U OF MN
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
FOOD, AGRI/NAT RSRC SCI, COLL
GENERAL COUNSEL, OFFICE OF THE
GLOBAL PRGMS/STRATEGY ALLIANCE

RIOs Approved

Eligible
7
14
2
1
49
8
18
5
8
7
33
8
16
1
32
59
31
2
2

62
84
8
22
193
110
79
12
58
69
161
46
197
29
201
312
368
20
19

% Approved
11.3%
16.7%
25.0%
4.5%
25.4%
7.3%
22.8%
41.7%
13.8%
10.1%
20.5%
17.4%
8.1%
3.4%
15.9%
18.9%
8.4%
10.0%
10.5%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Twin Cities Campus
College Description

GRADUATE SCHOOL, THE
HEALTH SCIENCES ADMINISTRATION
HUMAN RESOURCES, OFFICE OF
HUMPHREY SCH OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
LAW SCHOOL
LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF
LIBRARIES, UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL SCHOOL - DULUTH CAMPUS
MEDICAL SCHOOL - TC CAMPUS
MGMT, CURTIS L CARLSON SCH OF
NURSING, SCHOOL OF
PHARMACY, COLLEGE OF
PRESIDENT, OFFICE OF THE
PUBLIC HEALTH, SCHOOL OF

RIOs Approved

1
1
5
3
16
7
2
10
22
3
56
14
5
14
1
17

Eligible

% Approved

13
6
33
28
155
28
51
420
109
39
789
109
77
102
8
162

7.7%
16.7%
15.2%
10.7%
10.3%
25.0%
3.9%
2.4%
20.2%
7.7%
7.1%
12.8%
6.5%
13.7%
12.5%
10.5%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Twin Cities Campus
College Description

RIOs Approved

Eligible

% Approved

5

12

41.7%

RESEARCH, OFFICE OF VP FOR

18

147

12.2%

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING, COL OF

27

363

7.4%

STUDENT AFFAIRS, VICE PROVOST

3

54

5.6%

UMD AUXILIARY SERVICES

1

1

100.0%

16

101

15.8%

UNIVERSITY FINANCE

2

8

25.0%

UNIVERSITY HEALTH AND SAFETY

3

26

11.5%

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS, OFC OF

14

68

20.6%

3

19

15.8%

10

142

7.0%

0

12

582

5,132

0.0%
11.3%

PUBLIC SAFETY

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY SERVICES
VETERINARY MEDICINE, COLL OF
OTHER
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED
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President’s Finance & Operations
Planning Work Group: Updates and
New Steps
Myron Frans, Senior Vice President
Kenneth Horstman, Interim Vice President, Human Resources
Finance & Operations Committee
December 10, 2020
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Finance and Operations Planning Work
Group Update on Non-Recurring Savings
•
•
•
•
•

Senior Leader voluntary pay reductions
Hiring Pause
FY21 Merit Freeze
Furlough and Pay Reduction Program
Retirement Incentive Option (RIO) Program
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Senior Leader Pay Reduction
• FY20: The Voluntary Pay Reduction Program implemented for FY20
includes over 200 senior leaders who volunteered to forgo a week’s
worth of pay, resulting in a savings of $1.0M
• FY21:
– The President’s Cabinet, Athletic Director, ICA leadership and select coaches
took a 10% pay cut during FY21, resulting in a savings of $.88M (July to
December 2020 including fringe)
– When implemented for the remainder of FY21, the President’s Cabinet,
Athletic Director, ICA leadership and select coaches taking the same 10%
pay cut would result in a savings of $1.0M (December 2020 to June 2021
including fringe)
– The overall savings estimate would be $1.88M
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Hiring Pause
• Hiring pause with exception process instituted in April of 2020
• Year-over-year comparison of hiring rates
FY19 Hires

11,869

FY20 Hires

7,606 est.

Difference

4,263 (-35.9%)

– 2,023 fewer openings estimated for FY20
– 788 current openings
• Approximately 480 of these openings support research and instruction

– Median base salary for faculty and staff is $80,000 including fringe
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Hiring Process under “Pause”
• Hiring that does not require an exception
– COVID-19 related, health and safety, 100% grant
funded, teaching positions, faculty reappointments,
and student workers
• Hiring that requires an approved exception request
– Tenure/Tenure-Track, administrative staff, offers of
$100,000 or higher
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Hiring Process under “Pause”
• Exception request must include:
– Whether replacement or a new position
– Estimated starting salary
– Projected timeframe when the position is needed
– Function and impact
– Alternatives to hire that have been investigated

• Exception must fall under one of three reasons:
– Ensures the University meets its academic priorities
– Meets fiduciary, legal, or compliance responsibilities
– Qualifies as an “Essential” position
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Terminations Decline
•
•

•

Terminations data capture retirements as well as voluntary and involuntary
terminations.
The year-over-year change from 2018-2019 to 2019-2020 is the lowest
difference of the four years reviewed.
Commitment to maintaining employment during spring semester eliminated
the potential for increased terminations this year

Year-Over-Year changes in terminations
Year:
Nov 11 – Nov 10

2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020

Terminations Count
12,577
11,229
12,547
10,307
10,094

Year- Over- Year
Change

--1,348
1,318
-2,240
-213
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Historical Headcount Data
• Systemwide data on headcount reflects the faculty and staff
numbers in the Fall Snapshot.
• The 2020 headcount is the lowest since 2016.
Year*
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Headcount
26,436
26,900
27,131
27,202
26,630

Data Source: Office of Institutional Research
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FY21 Merit Freeze
• Merit freeze eliminated merit pay increases based on
FY20 performance
– This action provided an estimated $50 to $62.5 million
(including fringe) in cost avoidance
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Furlough and Pay Reduction Program
• The Furlough and Pay Reduction for FY21
Savings Estimates

6/22/20 to
12/20/20

Furlough and Pay Reduction salary
savings, with fringe

$20.75 M

$20.75 M

$41.5 M

$1.88 M

$1.88 M

$3.76 M

$22.63 M

$45.26 M

Leadership Pay Reduction salary
and fringe savings
Total Furlough and Pay Reduction
savings estimate

$22.63M

12/21/20 to
6/20/21

Total
Savings
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Retirement Incentive Option (RIO)
• 721 employees will take the RIO (12.3% of eligible employees)
• The savings of the RIO need to be considered against the cost of the
incentive and the filling the vacancies
• Savings apply to FY21 and FY22
• Campuses and units now reviewing need for any replacements
Estimated Savings

FY21

FY22

Gross salary and fringe compensation

$37.1M

$65.8M

Including the two $19,000 benefit payments
made in FY21 and FY22

$23.4M

$52.1M

Estimating 40% of positions backfilled

$14.0M

$31.3M
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Estimated Cost Containment
Impact Summary
Program Savings Estimates
RIO (including incentive without
replacement)*

FY21

FY22

Estimated Total

$23.40 M

$52.1 M

$75.5 M

Furlough and Pay Reduction

$41.5 M

NA

$41.5 M

Senior Leader Pay Reduction

$3.76 M

NA

$3.76 M

$68.66 M

$52.1 M

$120.76 M

Total Program Savings Estimate

*Estimated RIO savings including incentive and 40% replacement rate for FY21-22: $45.3 M.
Total estimated program savings for FY21-22 would be reduced to $90.56 M.
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Retirement Incentive Option (RIO)
by Employee Group
Job Code Description
P&A
Civil Service
Faculty
Labor Represented
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved
166
246
40
269
721

Eligible
1,656
1,341
1,675
1,178
5,850

% Approved
10.0%
18.3%
2.4%
22.8%
12.3%

% of total approved
23.0%
34.1%
5.6%
37.3%
100.0%
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RIO by Salary Band
Salary Band

Count

FY21 excluding
RIO benefit

FY21 including
RIO benefit

FY22 excluding
RIO benefit

FY22 including
RIO benefit

<$50,000

191

$5,830,013.42

$2,201,013.42

$10,921,444.81

$7,292,444.81

$50,000 to $74,999

303

$14,647,826.09

$8,890,826.09

$24,364,952.52

$18,607,952.52

$75,000 to $99,999

135

$7,899,818.55

$5,334,818.55

$14,993,317.29

$12,428,317.29

$100,000 to $124,999

56

$4,320,859.90

$3,256,859.90

$8,066,471.40

$7,002,471.40

$125,000 to $149,999

20

$2,445,263.23

$2,065,263.23

$3,587,921.38

$3,207,921.38

$150,000 to $290,400

16

$1,954,892.26

$1,650,892.26

$3,872,929.90

$3,568,929.90

721

$37,098,673.45

$23,399,673.45

$65,807,037.30

$52,108,037.30

TOTALS
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RIO by Campus
Campus

RIOs Approved

Eligible

20

% Approved
68

Crookston

29.4%

94

507

Duluth

18.5%
22

130

Morris
Rochester

3

13

Twin Cities

582

5132

All Campuses

721

5850

16.9%
23.1%
11.3%
12.3%
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F&O Planning Work Group Recommendations: Next Steps
•

New ways to modernize and streamline administrative services in order to realize
recurring cost savings while also improving quality of service:
o
o
o
o

•

Examine shared services for the University
Renegotiate or leverage existing and future purchasing contracts
Leverage the use of technology to create efficiencies, reduce costs, and capture cost
savings
Explore “in-sourcing” vs “out-sourcing”

To that end, the University will seek a partner to help create a roadmap to achieve the
following objectives:
o
o
o
o

Modernize “in-scope” processes to achieve efficiencies in work flow
Improve overall service quality
Fully leverage the capabilities of the University’s systems and technology investments
Impact future cost growth and capture recuring savings to direct to strategic priorities
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F&O Planning Work Group Recommendations: Next Steps
Scope Guidelines


The University’s expectations about the breadth, scope, and boldness of vendor
proposals are reflected in the following guidelines:
o

o

o
o
o
o

The modernization and evolution of all administrative/support activities and
functions are in scope
Activities across all types of units and across all campuses and locations are in
scope
Adoption of alternative organizational models are in scope
“Insource versus outsource” analyses and recommendations are in scope
Recommendations that enhance revenue-generating opportunities are in scope
Academic and faculty activities that are part of the delivery of instruction and the
scientific conduct of research are out of scope
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Appendix
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RIO by Campus
Crookston Campus
College Description

RIOs Approved

Eligible

% Approved

UMC ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

2

26

7.7%

UMC CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE

9

29

31.0%

UMC STU AFFAIR/ENROLLMENT MGMT
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

9

13

69.2%

20

68

29.4%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Duluth Campus
College Description
UMD ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
UMD AUXILIARY SERVICES
UMD BUS/ECON, LABOVITZ SCH OF
UMD CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE
UMD EDUC/HUMAN SVC PROFESSIONS
UMD FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
UMD FINANCE & OPERATIONS
UMD INFORMATION SERVICES
UMD LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF
UMD LIBRARY
UMD NAT RESOURCES RSRCH INST
UMD SCI & ENG, SWENSON COLLEGE
UMD STUDENT LIFE
OTHER
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved

Eligible

12
17
3
1
4
15
4
1
6
6
7
9
9
0
94

40
44
25
16
43
77
12
11
54
9
41
75
25
35
507

% Approved
30.0%
38.6%
12.0%
6.3%
9.3%
19.5%
33.3%
9.1%
11.1%
66.7%
17.1%
12.0%
36.0%
0.0%
18.5%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Morris Campus
College Description
UMM-ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
UMM-CHANCELLOR'S OFC
UMM-FINANCE/OPERATIONS
UMM-HUMANITIES, DIV OF
UMM-SOCIAL SCIENCES, DIV OF
UMM-STUDENT AFFAIRS
OTHER
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved

Eligible
1
2
13
2
2
2
0
22

12
7
43
20
16
9
23
130

% Approved
8.3%
28.6%
30.2%
10.0%
12.5%
22.2%
0.0%
16.9%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Rochester Campus
College Description
UMR CHANCELLOR'S OFC
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED

RIOs Approved

Eligible
3

13

% Approved
23.1%

3

13

23.1%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Twin Cities Campus
College Description
ACAD AFFAIRS/PROVOST, SR VP
ACADEMIC CLINICAL AFFAIRS, OFC
AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT STATION
AHSCI ALLIED HEALTH CENTER
AUXILIARY SERVICES
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, COLL OF
BOYNTON HEALTH SERVICE
CAPITAL PLANNING/PROJECT MGMT
CONT AND PROF STUDIES, COLL OF
CONTROLLER'S OFFICE
DENTISTRY, SCHOOL OF
DESIGN, COLLEGE OF
EDUCATION & HUMAN DEVEL, COLL
EQUITY AND DIVERSITY
EXTENSION, U OF MN
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
FOOD, AGRI/NAT RSRC SCI, COLL
GENERAL COUNSEL, OFFICE OF THE
GLOBAL PRGMS/STRATEGY ALLIANCE

RIOs Approved

Eligible
7
14
2
1
49
8
18
5
8
7
33
8
16
1
32
59
31
2
2

62
84
8
22
193
110
79
12
58
69
161
46
197
29
201
312
368
20
19

% Approved
11.3%
16.7%
25.0%
4.5%
25.4%
7.3%
22.8%
41.7%
13.8%
10.1%
20.5%
17.4%
8.1%
3.4%
15.9%
18.9%
8.4%
10.0%
10.5%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Twin Cities Campus
College Description

GRADUATE SCHOOL, THE
HEALTH SCIENCES ADMINISTRATION
HUMAN RESOURCES, OFFICE OF
HUMPHREY SCH OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
LAW SCHOOL
LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF
LIBRARIES, UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL SCHOOL - DULUTH CAMPUS
MEDICAL SCHOOL - TC CAMPUS
MGMT, CURTIS L CARLSON SCH OF
NURSING, SCHOOL OF
PHARMACY, COLLEGE OF
PRESIDENT, OFFICE OF THE
PUBLIC HEALTH, SCHOOL OF

RIOs Approved

1
1
5
3
16
7
2
10
22
3
56
14
5
14
1
17

Eligible

% Approved

13
6
33
28
155
28
51
420
109
39
789
109
77
102
8
162

7.7%
16.7%
15.2%
10.7%
10.3%
25.0%
3.9%
2.4%
20.2%
7.7%
7.1%
12.8%
6.5%
13.7%
12.5%
10.5%
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RIO by Campus, continued
Twin Cities Campus
College Description

RIOs Approved

Eligible

% Approved

5

12

41.7%

RESEARCH, OFFICE OF VP FOR

18

147

12.2%

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING, COL OF

27

363

7.4%

STUDENT AFFAIRS, VICE PROVOST

3

54

5.6%

UMD AUXILIARY SERVICES

1

1

100.0%

16

101

15.8%

UNIVERSITY FINANCE

2

8

25.0%

UNIVERSITY HEALTH AND SAFETY

3

26

11.5%

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS, OFC OF

14

68

20.6%

3

19

15.8%

10

142

7.0%

0

12

582

5,132

0.0%
11.3%

PUBLIC SAFETY

UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY SERVICES
VETERINARY MEDICINE, COLL OF
OTHER
TOTAL RIOS APPROVED
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BOARD OF REGENTS

DOCKET ITEM SUMMARY
Finance & Operations
AGENDA ITEM:

December 10, 2020

FY 2021 Operating Budget Update & FY 2022 Budget Variables and Levers

Review

Review + Action

Action

X

Discussion

This is a report required by Board policy.
PRESENTERS:

Julie Tonneson, Associate Vice President and Budget Director

PURPOSE & KEY POINTS
The purpose of this agenda item is to:



Update the committee on analysis related to FY 2021 revenues and expenditures compared
to the COVID-19 Adjusted Budget (CAB) and how the findings will impact the FY 2022
budget.
Engage in a discussion of the primary variables impacting budget planning for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, 2021 (FY 2022).

Board discussions and review of components of the annual operating budget began with the
development of the biennial budget request to the State of Minnesota. While the state’s process that
will culminate with a new set of operating budget appropriations for FY 2022 and FY 2023 is
unfolding and is scheduled to end in May, the internal process to build the FY 2022 annual
operating budget must move forward.
The timeline for Board discussion and review of components specific to the FY 2022 annual
operating budget begins with the December discussion of variables and levers. It continues with a
review of annual budget framework variables in February, and ends with review and action on the
President’s Recommended Annual Operating Budget for FY 2022 in June 2021. The goals of each
step are for the administration to share information and recommendations and for the Board to
provide input and guidance reflecting their priorities and expectations for next year’s budget. The
December discussion will focus on general definitions and trends in resources and expenditures,
rather than specific issues or values for FY 2022.
Update: FY 2021 Budget Status
Findings
From mid-September to mid-October, the Budget Office met with each tuition-generating unit
and several others that engage in significant “other revenue” generating activities to re-evaluate
their budget status for the year. Discussions centered around an update of individual tuition
revenue estimates (incorporating actual student registrations for fall), estimates of other
earned revenues that could be impacted by changes in operations due to the pandemic,
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expenditure levels for regular activities that could be impacted by changes in operations due to
the pandemic, and new expenditures directly associated with responding to COVID-19. In all
cases, annual estimates based on an assessment of year-to-date activity this fall were compared
with the entered budget, and the meetings concluded with a mutually understood and accepted
estimate of annual financial activity. At this point, the total projected shortfall compared to
budget related to the variables just mentioned is approximately $166 million.

Net Tuition
Shortfall
($16,000,000)

Net “Other
Revenues”
Shortfall
($148,000,000)

Significant
COVID-19
Expenditures
($2,000,000)

Total
($166,000,000)

The tuition revenue shortfall of $16 million includes projected positive variances from budget
totaling $3.7 million in five units, offset by projected negative variances of $19.5 million across
15 units. Two tuition-generating units are estimated to come in right at budget. The negative
tuition variances are driven primarily by two things: a drop in enrollment, often including
significant reductions in the number of international students; and a change in the mix of
enrolled students toward those paying resident rates and away from those paying nonresident
rates. In many cases, the change in enrollment will impact revenues for at least four years as the
bulk of the change is in the undergraduate population. There are a few notable exceptions,
however, where the large dollar impact is in the post-baccalaureate population enrolled in oneor two-year programs, so the revenue could shift back to traditional levels as early as next fiscal
year.
The “other revenue” category includes many of the miscellaneous external sales activities
discussed at the October Finance & Operations meeting, but it is notable that the majority (over
$123 million) represents projected losses in student housing, dining, parking, and athletics. This
category is largely impacted by:





A slower return to a normal schedule of events.
A loss of paying customers for educational sales, conferences and performances.
Elimination of fans at sporting events and reduced season ticket purchases.
The decision to delay the move-in date last fall on three campuses and the decision to
offer an end to fall housing/dining contracts after Thanksgiving.

The $2 million of significant COVID-19 related expenditures corresponds to purchasing in units
exceeding roughly $100,000 for items or services specifically tied to a change in operations due
to the pandemic: more personal protective equipment, rental of space to disperse students for
safer classroom experiences, cleaning supplies, classroom modifications, etc. Additional
expenditures occurring in central support units that will be paid for by reserves and savings
from the furlough/temporary pay reductions in those units are not included in the table above.
Recommended solutions
Recommended solutions to the full $169.2 million are summarized in the table below. Solutions
were applied to each unit in a customized way but generally in the following order:
1. Unit covers “normal” tuition shortfalls if balances/budgets allows.
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2. Furlough/Temporary Pay Reduction (TPR) savings within each unit are applied
(generally O&M/Other unrestricted funds only, with private practice and state special
funds applied in a few cases).
3. Unit level balances in addition to #1 are applied if sufficient and appropriate for the
remaining shortfall.
4. Unit plans for further budget reductions under the 3 percent and 6 percent targets are
applied if appropriate/necessary.
5. Furlough/TPR savings from the central support units are transferred in to help address
issues in other units (after addressing projected COVID-19 related needs in those
support units).
6. Central Reserves is applied.
7. Loans – only for auxiliaries at this point.
The plan at this point in time can be summarized as follows:

12
mo.

Identified
Total
“Shortfall”

Unit’s
Furlough
TPR

Unit’s
Balances

3-6%
Actions

F/TPR
from
Support
Units

$165.9m

$30.1m

$51.7m

$3.4m

$4.0m

Central
Reserves

F/TPR
from
Academic
Units

Loan

Units’
balance
growth
w/o
issue

$4.5m

$0

$82.3m

$10.1m

Furlough/TPR
The furlough/TPR program will continue for the full fiscal year, as approved by the Board in
June. The $30.1 million identified in the table above is the total of projected savings for the
year in the units reviewed as part of this analysis, and only within the funding sources that
can be applied to the identified issues (state appropriations, tuition, misc. unrestricted
sources). The additional $4.0 million identified in the table above is the projected savings in
central support units net of increased COVID-19 related costs. Total furlough/TPR savings
(estimated by the Office of Human Resources to be approximately $52 million with fringe)
exceeds this $34 million primarily because three categories of savings are not represented
in the table: those realized in restricted funds, the difference between gross and net savings
in the central support units, and the savings realized in the major auxiliary units which were
factored in to get to the net “shortfall” total for those units.
Unit’s Balances
The University actively manages unit balances and reserves as part of balancing the budget
every year. In this exercise, the unrestricted balances were included as a potential solution
to projected shortfalls, and unique decisions were made to spend them down based on the
circumstances within each unit.
3-6 Percent Actions
Last spring, all units of the University were asked to develop options for reducing their
spending during this fiscal year by 3 percent and 6 percent. Those plans could be a
combination of nonrecurring and recurring savings. In cases where the projected shortfalls
are significant and the use of furlough/TPR savings and unit balances is not sufficient to
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offset them, the solution includes implementing some of the actions submitted as part of
those plans.
Furlough/TPR Transfer from Support Units
Because the furlough/TPR program extends across all funds and all units, unrestricted
savings are being generated in central support units that are experiencing little to no
negative impacts on their budget. After allowing for a small amount of known and expected
cost increases in these units related to the pandemic, approximately $4 million of savings
can be reallocated to the units experiencing budget shortfalls. The plan doesn’t include a
formulaic distribution of these funds. Rather, it includes an allocation to units based on the
severity of the shortfall and the availability of the preceding tools to adequately offset it.
Central Reserves
As part of the FY 2021 operating budget, a total of $35 million of central reserves was
approved for spending across FY 2020 and FY 2021 to address budget shortfalls. As
explained in October, $22 million of that $35 million was allocated out in balancing FY 2020.
That leaves the remaining $13 million as authorized for spending in FY 2021. At this time,
the plan incorporates the use of $4.5 of that $13 million. Due to the revenue and cost
uncertainties that remain for the rest of the fiscal year, and the likelihood of changes in the
projected investment earnings that funds central reserves, this plan holds back the $8.5
million for later allocation if necessary.
Furlough/TPR Transfer from Academic Units
At this time, the plan does not incorporate transferring savings from the furlough/TPR
program in academic units that are not experiencing budget shortfalls to units with
shortfalls. Instead, those units that are accumulating savings have been instructed to
reserve those savings for the previously mentioned uncertainties.
Loans
For Twin Cities Athletics and the Crookston, Rochester and Twin Cities campus auxiliary
units, the plan includes long-term loans to be paid back over a period of years. It is likely
that the loans to Twin Cities Athletics and Twin Cities auxiliaries will be significant and will
require Board approval per Board of Regents Policy: Debt Transactions. Specific financing
options have been developed and will continue to be refined and analyzed through winter
and early spring before a final decision will be made and implemented near the end of the
fiscal year. For Crookston and Rochester, the total amount needed will be much less, so
different financing options will be developed. The plan does not include loans as an option
for the Morris and Duluth campus auxiliaries. In consultation with those campuses, it was
decided that balances, budget reductions and central support transfers to cover the
shortfalls all in one year will be used.
Units’ Balance Growth Without Issue
Because this analysis includes all of the tuition variances from budget (positive and
negative) and the applicable projected furlough/TPR savings for all academic units, the
projections result in some units experiencing an estimated growth in balances. As
mentioned above, units in this situation have been instructed to retain the savings from the
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furlough/TPR program (that creates this positive outcome) for review and potential
redeployment later in the year should that be necessary.
Timing and Board of Regents actions
Because the fiscal year is not even half complete, many changes could yet occur to the estimates
described above. The outlined set of recommendations to address the shortfalls is a fully
balanced plan that could be executed if everything was final or static. However, at this point the
recommendation is to monitor to see whether modifications to the plan are warranted. A final
form of this plan can be implemented prior to the end of the fiscal year.
Many of the actions recommended to address the shortfalls are already in place and include:





The use of central reserves to address COVID-19 financial issues – up to $35 million
across FY 2020 and FY 2021.
The furlough/temporary pay reduction program during FY 2021.
The RIO program that will begin to generate savings in FY 2021.
The Board policy change allowing long-term debt for operations contingent on Board
approval (see below).

At this point the only piece of the plan outlined above that will require review and action by the
Board would be implementation of long-term debt for specific operating purposes. If that
remains the preferred solution for Twin Cities Athletics and any of the other auxiliaries, a full
plan and rationale will be submitted to the Board later this spring. For all other aspects of the
plan, updates will be provided throughout the winter and spring.
Impact on the FY 2022 Budget Process
As the analysis continues on budget disruptions this fiscal year, the shortfalls will be evaluated for
their longevity – namely, to determine if they will have multi-year impacts on the budget beyond FY
2021. In the case of tuition revenue shortfalls, many of them will impact budgets for up to four
years, so the majority are being considered recurring issues that will require a recurring response
beginning as soon as FY 2022. The significant costs related to COVID-19 will likely not continue at
current levels beyond this fiscal year, so as of this point in time they are not being factored into FY
2022 budget planning. Finally, the other revenue impacts will be a mix. For many of them, as soon
as customers return, the revenues will rebound, but the question remains when that will happen.
The expectation for the activities funded by “other revenues” is that they will right-size their
spending to balance within available resources. Budgets will continue to be monitored for potential
short-term support, but a recurring solution on the budget framework for these activities is not
warranted at this time. All activities across the University may be impacted by the continuing work
related to the recommendations of the Finance & Operations Work Group, so where possible, those
impacts will be incorporated into the budget to help address recurring issues.
FY 2022 – The Budget Framework
At the very early stages of developing each biennial budget request to the State of Minnesota, the
University creates a budget planning framework for the two years of the upcoming biennium. The
framework is a very high-level set of assumptions regarding changes in revenues and expenditures
that summarize plans for achieving a balanced budget. The framework focuses on the significant
unrestricted funds available to support the maintenance and operations of the University’s core
missions: the state appropriation and tuition.
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The other funds of the institution (fees, auxiliary and other unrestricted sales, restricted grants,
contracts, gifts, etc.) are generated differentially by units throughout the University based on the
activities they engage in. They are monitored and reviewed by central administration but are
automatically attributed to units as generated. The annual budgeting of revenues and expenses in
this category of funds requires estimating and decision making processes at the local unit level, but
not by central administration (some auxiliary rates, such as those for student room and board and
parking, are reviewed and approved by central administration). These other funds are incorporated
into detailed budget planning for each unit and are included in the President’s recommended
annual operating budget, but they are only a very small component of the “budget framework”.
Where possible, growth in these revenues can cover general operating cost increases, taking the
place of what might have been funded by O&M in the past.
For example, an increase of $100,000 in Indirect Cost Recovery funds within a unit may be
budgeted as an unrestricted revenue source to cover the compensation costs of an employee or two
that was funded by O&M in the past. The opposite scenario is also true, however. If grant funding,
decreases in a unit and that unit must continue to support a tenured faculty member’s salary
previously supported by that grant, it is the unrestricted state O&M appropriation that often must
shift to cover that expense. These shifts occur each year in many units as they strategically manage
their resources and costs, but they are small adjustments on the margin relative to the $1.6 billion
of unrestricted O&M and tuition resources.
It is important to note that many of the funds in these other categories are restricted to unit and to
purposes, so they cannot replace a dollar of state appropriation or tuition. For FY 2022, this
category of revenues will be discussed more intently due to the impact the pandemic has had on
many of the operations funded by these sources, as noted in the previous section. During a
“pandemic recovery” period, it has been and may continue to be necessary to provide one-time
financial assistance to bridge these activities to a higher level of recurring revenue generation.
A typical budget framework reflects incremental changes in resources and costs and includes the
following components:








Estimated or known changes in state appropriations.
Planned internal reallocations (savings from efficiencies or spending decreases).
Planned changes in tuition revenue based on recommended rates and enrollment.
Planned increases in salary costs based on recommended compensation plan.
Estimated cost increases for fringe benefits.
Estimated cost increases for technology maintenance agreements and facilities operations
(utilities, debt service etc.).
Planned investment pool for programmatic and operating initiatives.

The budget framework is a guide that impacts the decision making process throughout the year, but
it does not remain stagnant. As new information becomes available or as decisions are made based
on priority needs of the institution, the framework is adjusted. It must always, however, result in a
positive or $0 balance.
Change in Total Expenditures
Adjusted for inflation (CPI) total expenditures at the University over the last ten years have
increased at an average annual rate less than 1.5 percent: 1.4 percent average annual growth for all
nonsponsored funds combined and 1.0 percent average annual growth for state and tuition funds
alone. The rate of growth the last five years has been even less, with the average annual growth for
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all nonsponsored funds combined at 1.0 percent, and for state and tuition funds alone at 0.4
percent.
Over this time period, the largest annual growth rates in spending occurred in the FY 2013-FY 2016
time frame. Within those years, and in many of the years with lower rates of growth, two
expenditure categories consistently increased by greater than 10 percent, driving the overall
increases: capital and noncapital equipment, and consulting/professional services. It’s clear,
however, that years of significant growth in these areas can be followed by immediate returns to
growth at inflation rate levels or even lower: these expenditures tend to be the most volatile and
dependent on swings in research activity and large system projects. Other expenditure categories,
including salaries and fringe benefits, student aid, utilities, rents & leases, and so forth, have grown
at a much lower pace, and in some cases have decreased in year over year comparisons.
The primary expenditure variables highlighted under the following headings represent areas with
significant impact on the budget every year. The University has discretion over the level at which
some are included in the budget, while others represent required spending obligations. Because
next year will not be a “normal” year in terms of financial planning as a result of the pandemic’s
ongoing impact on University operations, flexibility in planning for and managing spending levels
will be necessary. Plans must proceed, but they need to be nimble in order to accommodate
potential decreases in resources (state appropriation, tuition and fees, external sales, etc.). As a
result, these variables involve some element of “choice” on the part of the University and should be
discussed for that purpose.
Compensation
In the last 12 years, the University implemented an across-the-board salary freeze in two years
(FY 2010 and FY 2012), one year of a salary freeze on all but some collectively bargained
contracts (FY 2021), and nine years in which the approved average compensation increases
have been in the 2.0 percent to 2.5 percent range, delivered on a merit basis (not across the
board) or through collective bargaining agreements. The decision for FY 2022 compensation
increases will naturally take into consideration the major drivers for this variable: inflation
faced by University employees and their households, market competition for talented faculty
and staff (globally in some cases and the best the Twin Cities and the region have to offer in
others), the results of collective bargaining, and the University’s ability to support the expense.
In addition to salary increases, the University’s budget framework must include the projected
impact of changes in fringe benefit rates charged to departments. If these rates are increasing
overall, then there will be a budgetary cost to all University departments, regardless of whether
or not there is a salary increase. For FY 2022 the required methodology for the calculation of
fringe rates (which is designed to recover actual costs faced in FY 2020) is projected to result in
relatively flat rates due to the significant down-turn in health care costs in the last months of FY
2020 as a result of the pandemic and the corresponding reduction in medical visits and
procedures. As a result, in O&M and tuition alone the FY 2022 additional fringe cost (with no
salary increase) is estimated to be just under $2 million. Each percentage increase in salaries
then will have an additional impact on the budget, over and above that $2 million. It is
important to note that all indicators are projecting a return to recent growth rates for health
care costs beginning this fiscal year, which will then have a corresponding incremental impact
of more than $10 million on the FY 2023 budget (due to the two-year lag).
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Facilities and Technology
Many of the facility and technology infrastructure cost increases can be estimated in advance
based on current or recent activity or known vendor driven changes. While in any given year,
some costs go up and others remain stable or decrease, it is not unusual for total required
obligations in these cost categories to grow in the range of $2-$7 million per year. Each year
estimated changes are built into early versions of the framework and updated throughout the
process as more information becomes available. For FY 2022, current estimates are projecting
an overall cost increase of roughly $7.5 million.
The primary drivers of costs in these categories are varied. Some are beyond the control of the
University and others are the result of University decisions. The former includes energy costs,
weather, government regulations, and security threats. The latter includes the scope and
magnitude of mission activities (growth in research, academic programs and enrollment),
capital projects and resulting bond sales, expansion of gross square footage, the number of
employees and access points into University systems, desires for system modernization, and the
University’s risk tolerance.
Upon reviewing these drivers annually, some specific cost increases must be planned for,
including those for utilities, facility operations for newly opened space (net of de-commissioned
space), debt service, leases, and agreements/contracts related to licensing and maintenance of
technology systems. In addition, decisions must be made related to the optional desired
investment in repair and renovation of existing facilities, cyber security and core technology
infrastructure (storage, network, phone system, etc.).
Academic and Support Unit Needs and Ambitions/Opportunities
A strategic investment category is included as a discretionary item each year in the framework.
Academic and support units bring forward many proposals for funding during the budget
development process – from expansion of programs and services, to general support for base
operations. In addition, addressing the action plans and goals of the Systemwide Strategic Plan
will require investment. Maintaining excellence in University programs and services while
moving forward with improvements is a consistent priority, but the amount of available
discretionary resources changes as other revenue and spending components of the framework
fluctuate. The challenge is often committing adequate funds to this category while providing a
reasonable salary increase and covering required cost increases – all while balancing within
constrained resource growth (or even reductions).
The decision about an appropriate level of investment funding in the budget for FY 2022, over
and above the required amounts necessary to address the other categories of spending
mentioned above, will naturally consider a variety of influences. Example considerations
include:






Implementation of the Systemwide Strategic Plan and other strategic plans at the
University, campus and college levels.
Goals of the Board of Regents, the President, chancellors, deans and vice presidents.
Emerging needs of students, staff, and faculty (mental health, cyber security, research
computing, student debt, building security, etc.).
Enrollment shifts associated with the pandemic, or otherwise, that lead to reduced
tuition, demand for instructors, etc.
Improvements in systems and processes to produce more and better data and enhance
accountability.
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Inflation and market-driven cost increases in operations.
Pursuit of performance metrics tied to the Systemwide Strategic Plan and related to
research rankings, departmental and program rankings, graduation rates, sustainability,
etc.

Resource Variables in the Budget Framework
In recent years, state appropriations to the University increased modestly after a four-year decline
during the great recession (dollars in millions):
FY08

FY09

FY10

FY11

FY12

FY13

FY14

$708.8

$701.5

$647.8

$615.6

$569.7

$569.7

$601.2

-$7.3

-$53.7

-$32.2

-$45.9

$0.0

+$31.5

FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

FY21

$615.5

$650.0

$650.8

$683.1

$673.0

$694.1

$695.8

+$14.3

+$34.5

+$0.8

+$32.3

-$10.0

+$21.1

+$1.7

At $695.8 million in FY 2021, without adjusting for inflation, the appropriation remains $13 million
less than the University received at its peak support of $708.8 million in FY 2008. Adjusting for
inflation (CPI), an appropriation of $708.8 million in FY 2008 would have the same buying power as
$881.7 million today, which is $186.0 million more than the actual FY 2021 appropriation.
Within the $695.8 million appropriation for FY 2021, $602.8 million is the unrestricted Operations
& Maintenance (O&M) “block grant” and $93.0 million is restricted state special appropriations.
There is no opportunity to repurpose the restricted funds to broader purposes, and they are held
flat for FY 2021.
If approved, the University’s biennial request to the State of Minnesota would add incremental new
unrestricted resources of $15.5 million in each of the next two fiscal years.
Tuition
In development of the budget framework at the beginning of the process, tuition rate decisions
are generally considered in three categories: resident undergraduate on each campus,
nonresident/non-reciprocity undergraduate on each campus, and graduate/professional.
During the first decade of this century, tuition rates at the University increased significantly in
almost all categories: partially in response to periodic reductions in state funding; partially to
address cost increases for essential items in the budget; and partially to maintain excellence in
academic programs and services. It is an annual decision that takes into consideration a variety
of factors as part of a larger total budget package. The primary variables impacting the decision
include student debt levels, availability of financial aid, student demand, market comparisons to
institutions with which we compete for students, earnings potential of graduates, inflationary
pressures on University costs, and benefits to students of increased spending allowed from
revenue gains.
In two of the last four biennium, the University requested funding from the state specifically to
take the place of increased resident tuition rates. The state approved that request in FY 2014-FY
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2015 and partially in FY 2016-FY 2017. As a result of the increased appropriations in those
early years, University decisions to lower internal costs, and the zero percent increase in all
tuition and fees in FY 2021 as a result of pandemic considerations, the resident undergraduate
tuition rate on the Twin Cities campus has increased at an average annual rate of only 1.3
percent since FY 2013. On the other system campuses, the increase has been even less, with an
average annual rate increase of just 0.5 percent at UMC, UMD and UMR and 0.6 percent at UMM.
This year (FY 2021) the Twin Cities campus resident undergraduate tuition rate ranks 7 out of
14 in the Big Ten (or 6 out of 13 excluding Northwestern). The other campuses remain at or
near the top of their comparison groups.
Recent history for nonresident/non-reciprocity (NRNR) undergraduate tuition rates has been
different. The Crookston and Rochester campuses do not have a NRNR tuition differential for
competitiveness reasons, and the Morris campus just reinstated a differential beginning in FY
2017. The Duluth campus has a NRNR tuition differential that has been increasing by 5 percent
or less in recent years (zero percent for FY 2021 though).
In June of 2007 (for students entering fall 2008), the Board approved a plan to decrease the
NRNR tuition differential on the Twin Cities campus significantly – to the bottom of the Big Ten
– in order to improve recruitment potential and build pipelines of potential students from
markets throughout the country. This happened at a time when fewer than 25 percent of the
NRNR students were paying the full tuition rate, and at the same time the State of Minnesota
changed the reciprocity agreement with the State of Wisconsin in such a way that resulted in
additional revenue for the University, so the small loss in NRNR tuition was offset by increased
reciprocity tuition and minor changes in tuition discounting. This strategy, combined with
continued improvement in the academic profile of the University, has been successful in
building strong demand for NRNR enrollment. Over the last five years, the University has
increased the Twin Cities NRNR tuition rates in the range of 7-15 percent, with the exception of
a zero percent increase for FY 2021 due to the pandemic. This year (FY 2021) the Twin Cities
campus NRNR undergraduate tuition rate ranks 10 out of 14 in the Big Ten (or 9 out of 13
excluding Northwestern). Just last year, the ranking was 8 out of 14, but the two schools ranked
9 and 10 increased rates for FY 2021 and now sit just $62 and $606 higher than the Twin Cities
campus. Enrollment disruptions, also due to the pandemic, may very well lead to a revised
strategy in setting NRNR tuition rates for the near future.
The tuition rate changes for graduate and professional programs vary significantly by program.
The professional schools take into consideration their tuition rate compared to peers, student
demand and the ranking of their programs, as well as the debt levels and earning potential for
their graduates. The availability of student financial aid in the professional programs is uneven
and thus rarely impacts tuition rate strategies, with the exception of the Law School. The rates
for graduate programs factor in many of those same variables, as well as the financial impact to
departments of assistantship costs. Generally, these rates have increased at a steady, moderate
pace reflecting inflation or trends among other schools.
In all scenarios related to state funding (approved requested increase, stable, or decreased), the
potential of tuition rate increases will need to be considered as part of an overall plan to
balance the budget: considered in combination with spending cuts to offset revenue losses,
internal reallocations (spending cuts in some areas to redirect resources to higher priorities),
and the potential availability of growth in other unrestricted resources.
Savings from Efficiencies and Reduced Expenditures
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Each year, some level of internal reallocation has been incorporated into the annual approved
budget, reflecting choices to reduce spending on items throughout the University in order to
offset revenue losses and to pay for cost increases and priority investments in other areas of
spending (dollars in millions):
FY14

FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

FY21

Reallocation

$14.9

$16.1

$30.5

$22.8

$17.1

$19.0

$16.7

$19.9

% of State/Tuition

1.1%

1.2%

2.1%

1.6%

1.1%

1.3%

0.8%

1.1%

Framework Funds

Prior to FY 2014 the reallocations were largely driven by a reduction in state appropriations
combined with annual cost increases and investment priorities. Beginning in FY 2014, those
pressures on the budget were joined by significant concern over increasing tuition rates, and
then-President Kaler introduced a goal to reduce administrative costs $90 million over six
years. The recommended budget for each year since then has included significant reallocations
in the framework funds to reduce administrative costs (combined with some reallocations to
reduce spending on mission activities as well) in order to balance the budget. In FY 2019 the
full $90 million was achieved.
The approved budget for FY 2021 includes continued expectations regarding increased
efficiencies and decisions to reduce spending throughout the University as part of the normal
budget balancing process. In addition, this year includes the added requirements of addressing
the impacts of Covid-19. Regardless of the reason for reallocations, the approach to making
decisions regarding the exact unit location and levels of reallocation is implemented in two
ways:
1. Through the budget process, with review and recommendations by senior leaders, as
part of balancing the framework funds (state appropriations and tuition); and
2. For all other funds, through budget planning at the local level based on an expectation
that revenues will grow to cover cost and investment needs related to activities funded
by those sources, or the relevant units must make decisions to lower costs in order to
operate within available resources.
While some amount of re-prioritization within existing resources can be implemented annually
in most units, significant expenditure reductions cannot continue each year without an impact
to programs and services. In the face of a changing environment, with potentially continued
disruption to traditional revenues and significant expenditures tied to the evolution of
University operations, clear direction on the desired scope of programming and tactical goals
associated with strategic plans will aid in determining the appropriate placement of those
impacts.
In addition to a review of scope, the University is also embarking on a systemwide initiative to:





Modernize and streamline administrative and support processes to achieve efficiencies
in workflow;
Improve overall service quality;
Reduce future cost growth; and
Capture recurring savings.
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This initiative is underway with the launching of an RFP on November 25 and will continue into
the first half of 2021. It is possible that some changes could be implemented with little time and
effort and resulting savings could be recognized in the FY 2022 budget. However, it is more
likely that substantive changes will take shape over a longer period of time, resulting in savings
to the budget beginning in FY 2023. Future discussions with the Board will include an update
on the status of this initiative and its incorporation into the budget.
Other Revenues
The FY 2021 approved operating budget includes estimated revenues in all other funds
(excluding state appropriations and tuition) of $2.2 billion. Just over 27 percent of that ($600
million) is estimated sponsored grant funding; highly restricted to specific research and
outreach projects as directed by the sponsoring organizations. Another 16 percent ($355
million) is estimated revenues derived from sales to students and others for room and board,
parking, bookstore purchases, athletic tickets and so forth: the auxiliary businesses of the
University. The remaining 57 percent of the $2.2 billion is split between grants and contracts,
federal appropriations and gifts/endowment earnings (each restricted by the source to a
particular unit or purpose within the University) and the unrestricted funds from sales and fees,
indirect cost recovery (reimbursement for overhead expenditures associated with sponsored
grants) and private practice funds in the Medical School. Roughly 80 percent of the total $2.2
billion is either restricted revenue or auxiliary unavailable for broad purposes. Please note, the
information just summarized is based on the budget approved for the year in June, unadjusted for
potential changes as result of the pandemic as described earlier in this document.
The University has made it a priority to increase resources from these other funds. During the
six-year period 2014 to 2020, the total from these revenues grew 15 percent. Within the budget
process and the budget model, the University incents units to seek out and grow these
revenues, and in fact it is expected that these revenues will grow to cover the compensation and
general inflationary costs for programming supported by them as emphasized above. They are,
however, available differentially across the institution. Because the revenues are directly
attributed to the units that generate them, some units are able to leverage these resources and
benefit from them more than others. In some cases, it is also true that these resources are
managed within the context of providing funding for specific activities that would not exist
without that revenue. Due to the nuances associated with these funding sources, the potential
for growth in them to offset a loss of tuition or state appropriation is minimal.
Distributed Budget Management Model
Over the last 20 years, the University has evolved into a full Responsibility Center Management
(RCM) budget model in which the leaders of the campuses, colleges and major support units are
held accountable for the financial health of their activities. As a result, they are each responsible for
developing the financial strategies to accompany their programmatic goals and aspirations, within
the context of University policies, priorities, and direction. The budget process is one in which the
goals and priorities of the Board and the President provide University direction to units’ planning,
and information is shared in a way that allows for strategic decisions by leadership to best achieve
those goals. The unique financial challenges, opportunities and available tools (described in budget
variable terminology above) are discussed for each individual unit with the intent of making each as
successful as possible, within the overall requirement of a balanced budget. An understanding of
the budget variables as discussed here, applied to the unit level, is what ultimately results in a
recommended balanced budget.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The COVID-19 Adjusted Budget for FY 2021 contained descriptions of contingency plans related to
further budget disruptions as a result of the pandemic. The Board approved items relevant to the
FY 2021 budget discussion at the following meetings:




July 2020: Resolution Related to Fiscal Year 2021 Retirement Incentive Offer, Board of
Regents
June 2020: Recommendations of the Finance & Operations Planning Work Group, Board of
Regents
June 2020: President’s Recommended FY 2021 Annual Operating Budget, Board of Regents

Related to the discussion on FY 2022 budget variables and levers, the President’s recommended
annual operating budget is submitted to the Board for review and action each year in late spring or
early summer depending on the adjournment date of the Minnesota Legislature. Because the
University’s appropriation for the next biennium will not be known until late May 2021 at the
earliest, it is anticipated that the President will provide recommendations on the FY 2022 annual
operating budget for review and subsequent action in June 2021.
In the last five years, discussion on the upcoming fiscal year budget assumptions were held in
September or October (prior to the budgets for FY 2017 through FY 2021). For this cycle, in order
to discuss an update of the FY 2021 budget at the October meeting, the early review of budget
variables for FY 2022 was delayed until December.
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REVSIED

FY 2021 Operating Budget Update &
FY 2022 Budget Variables and Levers
Myron Frans, Senior Vice President
Julie Tonneson, Associate Vice President and Budget Director

Finance & Operations Committee
December 10, 2020
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Topics for this agenda item
include:
• FY21 Budget Review Process and Results
• FY22 Budget Variables
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In October we shared the following plans:
By Unit – and Compared to Budget – Re-estimate:
-

Tuition Revenue Based on Fall Enrollment
Other Earned Revenues
“Regular” Expenditures
COVID-19 Related Expenditures
Savings from Furlough/Temporary Pay Reductions
Savings from the RIO
Projection of FY21 Significant Shortfalls by unit
and for the University Overall
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The Results:
Net Tuition
Shortfall
($16,000,000)
•
•
•
•
•

Net “Other
Revenues”
Shortfall
($148,000,000)

Significant
COVID-19
Expenditures
($2,000,000)

5 units estimating tuition above budget
3 units estimating tuition right at budget
15 units estimating tuition below budget
Significant COVID-19 related expenditures
Estimated loss of other revenues

Total
($166,000,000)
+$3.7m
$0
($19.5m)
($2.0m)
($148.0m)

(largely external sales - $123.5m in Athletics & Other Auxiliaries)
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Recommended Solutions (in order of application):
• Unit covers “normal” tuition shortfall if balances/budgets
allow
• Furlough/Temporary Pay Reduction (F/TPR) savings
within each unit
• Additional unit level balances if sufficient and appropriate
• Unit plans for further budget reductions – 3%/6% plans
• F/TPR savings from central support units reallocated
• Central Reserves
• Loans
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Plan by the numbers:
Identified
Total
“Shortfall”
$165.9m

Unit’s
Furlough
TPR
$30.1m

Unit’s
Balances
$51.7m

3-6%
Actions
$3.4m

F/TPR
from
Support
Units
$4.0m

Central
Reserves

F/TPR
from
Academic
Units

$4.5m

$0

Loan
$82.3m

Units’
balance
growth
w/o issue
$10.1m
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Timeline – FY21 Review
Unit Level
Meetings &
Data
Gathering

Mid Sept.Early Oct.

Board
Meeting –
Update

Oct. 9

Analysis &
Conclusions
By Unit &
In Total

Recommendations
to the
President

Mid Oct. Early Nov.

Mid-Nov.

Board
Meeting –
Update

Dec. 10

Continued
Monitoring
And Plan
Adjustments

Jan. –
May

Implement
Plan

June

FY22 Budget
Process Begins
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Budget Variables and
Levers for FY22
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Timeline – Annual Budget Items Before the Board
2020

Summer

Develop Biennial Budget Framework-set the stage

2020

October

Discussed FY21 Budget Update – Not FY22

December

Discuss FY22 Budget Variables and Levers

February

Discuss FY22 Annual Budget Framework

June/June

Review and Act on President’s Recommended Budget

2021

Dec. – Cost Benchmarking Report
Feb. – Central Reserves Fund Report
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All Funds Budget Development
Major Revenue
Sources

For purposes of budget development:

Tuition & O&M
Appropriation

revenue used to support costs of instruction,
some research & public service - plus overhead

All “Other Revenues”

1. Where possible, grow to cover all associated
cost increases and allow for program growth
2. Reallocate within fund source as necessary if
revenue growth does not cover cost increases
3. Move costs in from O&M when possible &
appropriate
4. Move costs to O&M when absolutely
necessary
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The “Budget Framework” is a high level
plan to balance the University’s budget –
focusing on O&M and tuition.
Change in
Available
Resources

or

Change in Costs
& Investments

>
11
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First – the spending side of the budget…..
Total expenditures (adjusted for inflation - CPI) have grown at an
average annual rate of 1.4% in all nonsponsored funds combined,
and 1.0% in state and tuition funds alone
6%

Most volatile expenditure
categories driving year over year
changes:
• Equipment
• Professional services

5%
4%
3%
2%

1%
0%
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

-1%
-2%

2019

2020

Other categories generally within
inflation rates or less.

-3%

All Nonsponsored Funds

State and Tuition
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Incremental Salary and Fringe Costs Planned in
the Annual Framework ($ for State Appropriations & Tuition only)

Annual
Increase

$ in millions

FY10

FY11

FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

Freeze

2.0%

Freeze

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

2.0%

2.5%

2.0%

2.0%

2.25%

$20.9

$31.5

$16.6

$15.6

$13.2

$15.0

$23.0

$13.6

$34.0

$31.7

$40.7
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Factors Considered When We BUDGET for a
Merit Increase Pool:
Actions of organizations we compete with for talent - average merit increase
pool projected by others in our comparison markets:
• Twin Cities All Industry %
• National Higher Education %

Inflation – for employees and for the University
• Consumer Price Index, September 2019-2020 = 1.4%
• Personal Consumption Index, September 2019-2020 = 1.4%
• Higher Education Price Index, 2020 = 2.2%

The University’s ability to pay
• Each 1% increase = $18 million (salary only – all funds)
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Other Cost Variables – FY22
Drivers

Projections

FACILITIES

Energy Costs; Weather; Gross Square
Footage; Capital Projects/Resulting Bond
Sales; Expanding Research and Enrollment

$5.8 MILLION

TECHNOLOGY

Vendor Contracts; System Modernization;
Scope of Mission Activities; Balance of Security
Threats and Risk Tolerance

$1.7 MILLION

ACADEMIC/SUPPORT UNIT
NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES

Emerging needs of students and faculty;
Enrollment shifts; Systems and process
improvements; Inflation and market-driven cost
increases in operations
Strategic planning at all levels; Goals of the
Board of Regents and University leadership;
Pursuit of excellence

TBD
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Major Resource Variables in the
University’s Budget:
1. State Appropriation
2. Tuition
3. Savings from Efficiencies and Expenditure Reductions
4. Other Revenues
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The actual $708.8m appropriation* in 2008, if
adjusted for CPI, would equal $881.7m in 2021.
The actual appropriation in 2021 is $695.7m
$881.7m

$1,000.0
$900.0

Gap =
$186m

$800.0
$700.0
$600.0

$695.7m
$708.8m

$500.0
$400.0
$300.0
$200.0
$100.0
$0.0

Actual State $

Adj. for 2008 CPI

Potential reductions
in next biennium?

*Includes Cigarette Tax and MnCare – excludes nonrecurring project appropriations
Source for adjusted data: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, CPI Inflation Calculator, August 26, 2020
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Tuition: Growth Potential
Assuming stable enrollment, each 1% increase in the
tuition rate is estimated to generate:
Twin Cities:
Resident Undergraduate
Nonresident Undergraduate
Resident Graduate & Professional
Nonresident Graduate & Professional

$ 3,200,000
$ 1,400,000
$ 1,900,000
$ 1,500,000

System Campuses:
Resident Undergraduate
Nonresident Undergraduate
Graduate & Professional

$ 1,200,000
$ 100,000
$ 100,000

Total for 1% increase across all rates

$ 9,400,000

• Resident undergraduate – low avg.
annual increase since 2013
• Nonresident undergraduate – TC
reached middle of Big10 last year
but fell this year
• System campuses – rates high in
the market
• Enrollment & ability to pay
concerns for all

Calculated on the revised (lower)
tuition base for FY21
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Planned Reallocations Over Time
Framework Reallocations Included in President’s Recommended Operating Budget
($ in million) – Range from 1-3% of O&M/Tuition Budget

$45.0

$40.5

$40.0

Planned
“Year Off”

$35.0

$30.5

$30.0
$22.8

$25.0
$20.0

$14.9

$17.1

$16.1

$19.0

$19.9
$16.7

$15.0
$4.0

$10.0

Planning targets of
3%, 6% & 9%

$5.0
$FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

FY21

FY22

* Note – excludes reallocations required in other “non-framework” funds.
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F&O Planning Workgroup Recommendations: Next Steps
Goals for support functions and service delivery:
o Modernize
o Improve service to “customers”
o Ensure compliance
o Increase efficiency
o Reset structures
o Save money
Time it takes to do it well means little impact on FY22 budget.
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There has been a dramatic and permanent reset of the
University’s revenues - State Support vs. All Other Revenues
60%
50%
40%
30%
State
Appropriations
Tuition

20%
10%
0%
State Appropriations
Tuition
All Other Revenues

All Other
Revenues

1989
39%
12%
49%

1996
32%
13%
55%

2002
32%
16%
52%

2008
27%
22%
52%

2014
18%
25%
57%

2020
18%
25%
57%

(estimated)
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Exp. Station

$13 m

Rochester
Humphrey
CCAPS
Design

TC Colleges/Major Academic Units &
System Campuses
Total FY20 Actual Revenues
(sponsored & nonsponsored)*

Nursing
Crookston
Morris
Law
Extension

* Fees/Sales excludes auxiliary revenues on system campuses

Pharmacy
Dentistry
CBS
Pub Health
Vet Med
Carlson
CEHD
AHC Shared
CFANS
Duluth
Liberal Arts
CSE

Medical School

$761 m

State Appropriation

Tuition

ICR

Gifts

Endowments

Fees/Sales

Grants/Contracts
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Annual Budget Process
Distributed Budget Management Model
President

•
•
•
•
•

Sets broad goals, strategies, principles
Directs and delegates the overall process
Receives and acts on recommendations from Budget Committee
Delivers Final Recommended Budget to the Board
Accountable for ensuring University’s financial health in accordance
with Board of Regents’ direction

Chancellors, Deans, VPs

•
•
•
•

Provide input into broad goals and strategies
Develop unit level priorities, goals and strategies
Request funding and assistance from Central to achieve goals
Implement final decisions/Accountable for overall unit financial health

Departments

• Respond to RRC level direction regarding development of departmental
priorities, goals and strategies
• Request funding and assistance from RRC to achieve goals
• Implement final decisions

Board of Regents

Reviews and acts on Annual Budget submitted by the President
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And today’s discussion can provide direction to
that decision making process. What does the
Board think about the variables given the
uncertainties of today?
Resources:
Tuition strategy?
Enrollment maintenance or growth
– impact on metrics?
Cutting budgets and reallocating
resources beyond that needed to
offset revenue losses?
Other thoughts?

Costs:
Compensation strategy?
Reducing budgets by reducing
scope in some cases?
Magnitude of investment in
strategic plan initiatives?
Other thoughts?
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FY 2021 Operating Budget Update &
FY 2022 Budget Variables and Levers
Myron Frans, Senior Vice President
Julie Tonneson, Associate Vice President and Budget Director

Finance & Operations Committee
December 10, 2020
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Topics for this agenda item
include:
• FY21 Budget Review Process and Results
• FY22 Budget Variables
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In October we shared the following plans:
By Unit – and Compared to Budget – Re-estimate:
-

Tuition Revenue Based on Fall Enrollment
Other Earned Revenues
“Regular” Expenditures
COVID-19 Related Expenditures
Savings from Furlough/Temporary Pay Reductions
Savings from the RIO
Projection of FY21 Significant Shortfalls by unit
and for the University Overall
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The Results:
Net Tuition
Shortfall
($16,000,000)
•
•
•
•
•

Net “Other
Revenues”
Shortfall
($148,000,000)

Significant
COVID-19
Expenditures
($2,000,000)

5 units estimating tuition above budget
3 units estimating tuition right at budget
15 units estimating tuition below budget
Significant COVID-19 related expenditures
Estimated loss of other revenues

Total
($166,000,000)
+$3.7m
$0
($19.5m)
($2.0m)
($148.0m)

(largely external sales - $123.5m in Athletics & Other Auxiliaries)
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Recommended Solutions (in order of application):
• Unit covers “normal” tuition shortfall if balances/budgets
allow
• Furlough/Temporary Pay Reduction (F/TPR) savings
within each unit
• Additional unit level balances if sufficient and appropriate
• Unit plans for further budget reductions – 3%/6% plans
• F/TPR savings from central support units reallocated
• Central Reserves
• Loans
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Plan by the numbers:
Identified
Total
“Shortfall”
$165.9m

Unit’s
Furlough
TPR
$30.1m

Unit’s
Balances
$51.7m

3-6%
Actions
$3.4m

F/TPR
from
Support
Units
$4.0m

Central
Reserves

F/TPR
from
Academic
Units

$4.5m

$0

Loan
$82.3m

Units’
balance
growth
w/o issue
$10.1m
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Timeline – FY21 Review
Unit Level
Meetings &
Data
Gathering

Mid Sept.Early Oct.

Board
Meeting –
Update

Oct. 9

Analysis &
Conclusions
By Unit &
In Total

Recommendations
to the
President

Mid Oct. Early Nov.

Mid-Nov.

Board
Meeting –
Update

Dec. 10

Continued
Monitoring
And Plan
Adjustments

Jan. –
May

Implement
Plan

June

FY22 Budget
Process Begins
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Budget Variables and
Levers for FY22
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Timeline – Annual Budget Items Before the Board
2020

Summer

Develop Biennial Budget Framework-set the stage

2020

October

Discussed FY21 Budget Update – Not FY22

December

Discuss FY22 Budget Variables and Levers

February

Discuss FY22 Annual Budget Framework

May/June

Review and Act on President’s Recommended Budget

2021

Dec. – Cost Benchmarking Report
Feb. – Central Reserves Fund Report
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All Funds Budget Development
Major Revenue
Sources

For purposes of budget development:

Tuition & O&M
Appropriation

revenue used to support costs of instruction,
some research & public service - plus overhead

All “Other Revenues”

1. Where possible, grow to cover all associated
cost increases and allow for program growth
2. Reallocate within fund source as necessary if
revenue growth does not cover cost increases
3. Move costs in from O&M when possible &
appropriate
4. Move costs to O&M when absolutely
necessary
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The “Budget Framework” is a high level
plan to balance the University’s budget –
focusing on O&M and tuition.
Change in
Available
Resources

or

Change in Costs
& Investments

>
11
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First – the spending side of the budget…..
Total expenditures (adjusted for inflation - CPI) have grown at an
average annual rate of 1.4% in all nonsponsored funds combined,
and 1.0% in state and tuition funds alone
6%

Most volatile expenditure
categories driving year over year
changes:
• Equipment
• Professional services

5%
4%
3%
2%

1%
0%
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

-1%
-2%

2019

2020

Other categories generally within
inflation rates or less.

-3%

All Nonsponsored Funds

State and Tuition
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Incremental Salary and Fringe Costs Planned in
the Annual Framework ($ for State Appropriations & Tuition only)

Annual
Increase

$ in millions

FY10

FY11

FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

Freeze

2.0%

Freeze

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

2.0%

2.5%

2.0%

2.0%

Freeze

$20.9

$31.5

$16.6

$15.6

$13.2

$15.0

$23.0

$13.6

$34.0

$31.7

$12.6
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Factors Considered When We BUDGET for a
Merit Increase Pool:
Actions of organizations we compete with for talent - average merit increase
pool projected by others in our comparison markets:
• Twin Cities All Industry %
• National Higher Education %

Inflation – for employees and for the University
• Consumer Price Index, September 2019-2020 = 1.4%
• Personal Consumption Index, September 2019-2020 = 1.4%
• Higher Education Price Index, 2020 = 2.2%

The University’s ability to pay
• Each 1% increase = $18 million (salary only – all funds)
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Other Cost Variables – FY22
Drivers

Projections

FACILITIES

Energy Costs; Weather; Gross Square
Footage; Capital Projects/Resulting Bond
Sales; Expanding Research and Enrollment

$5.8 MILLION

TECHNOLOGY

Vendor Contracts; System Modernization;
Scope of Mission Activities; Balance of Security
Threats and Risk Tolerance

$1.7 MILLION

ACADEMIC/SUPPORT UNIT
NEEDS/OPPORTUNITIES

Emerging needs of students and faculty;
Enrollment shifts; Systems and process
improvements; Inflation and market-driven cost
increases in operations
Strategic planning at all levels; Goals of the
Board of Regents and University leadership;
Pursuit of excellence

TBD
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Major Resource Variables in the
University’s Budget:
1. State Appropriation
2. Tuition
3. Savings from Efficiencies and Expenditure Reductions
4. Other Revenues
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The actual $708.8m appropriation* in 2008, if
adjusted for CPI, would equal $881.7m in 2021.
The actual appropriation in 2021 is $695.7m
$881.7m

$1,000.0
$900.0

Gap =
$186m

$800.0
$700.0
$600.0

$695.7m
$708.8m

$500.0
$400.0
$300.0
$200.0
$100.0
$0.0

Actual State $

Adj. for 2008 CPI

Potential reductions
in next biennium?

*Includes Cigarette Tax and MnCare – excludes nonrecurring project appropriations
Source for adjusted data: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, CPI Inflation Calculator, August 26, 2020
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Tuition: Growth Potential
Assuming stable enrollment, each 1% increase in the
tuition rate is estimated to generate:
Twin Cities:
Resident Undergraduate
Nonresident Undergraduate
Resident Graduate & Professional
Nonresident Graduate & Professional

$ 3,200,000
$ 1,400,000
$ 1,900,000
$ 1,500,000

System Campuses:
Resident Undergraduate
Nonresident Undergraduate
Graduate & Professional

$ 1,200,000
$ 100,000
$ 100,000

Total for 1% increase across all rates

$ 9,400,000

• Resident undergraduate – low avg.
annual increase since 2013
• Nonresident undergraduate – TC
reached middle of Big10 last year
but fell this year
• System campuses – rates high in
the market
• Enrollment & ability to pay
concerns for all

Calculated on the revised (lower)
tuition base for FY21
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Planned Reallocations Over Time
Framework Reallocations Included in President’s Recommended Operating Budget
($ in million) – Range from 1-3% of O&M/Tuition Budget

$45.0

$40.5

$40.0

Planned
“Year Off”

$35.0

$30.5

$30.0
$22.8

$25.0
$20.0

$14.9

$17.1

$16.1

$19.0

$19.9
$16.7

$15.0
$4.0

$10.0

Planning targets of
3%, 6% & 9%

$5.0
$FY12

FY13

FY14

FY15

FY16

FY17

FY18

FY19

FY20

FY21

FY22

* Note – excludes reallocations required in other “non-framework” funds.
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F&O Planning Workgroup Recommendations: Next Steps
Goals for support functions and service delivery:
o Modernize
o Improve service to “customers”
o Ensure compliance
o Increase efficiency
o Reset structures
o Save money
Time it takes to do it well means little impact on FY22 budget.
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There has been a dramatic and permanent reset of the
University’s revenues - State Support vs. All Other Revenues
60%
50%
40%
30%
State
Appropriations
Tuition

20%
10%
0%
State Appropriations
Tuition
All Other Revenues

All Other
Revenues

1989
39%
12%
49%

1996
32%
13%
55%

2002
32%
16%
52%

2008
27%
22%
52%

2014
18%
25%
57%

2020
18%
25%
57%

(estimated)
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Exp. Station

$13 m

Rochester
Humphrey
CCAPS
Design

TC Colleges/Major Academic Units &
System Campuses
Total FY20 Actual Revenues
(sponsored & nonsponsored)*

Nursing
Crookston
Morris
Law
Extension

* Fees/Sales excludes auxiliary revenues on system campuses

Pharmacy
Dentistry
CBS
Pub Health
Vet Med
Carlson
CEHD
AHC Shared
CFANS
Duluth
Liberal Arts
CSE

Medical School

$761 m

State Appropriation

Tuition

ICR

Gifts

Endowments

Fees/Sales

Grants/Contracts
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Annual Budget Process
Distributed Budget Management Model
President

•
•
•
•
•

Sets broad goals, strategies, principles
Directs and delegates the overall process
Receives and acts on recommendations from Budget Committee
Delivers Final Recommended Budget to the Board
Accountable for ensuring University’s financial health in accordance
with Board of Regents’ direction

Chancellors, Deans, VPs

•
•
•
•

Provide input into broad goals and strategies
Develop unit level priorities, goals and strategies
Request funding and assistance from Central to achieve goals
Implement final decisions/Accountable for overall unit financial health

Departments

• Respond to RRC level direction regarding development of departmental
priorities, goals and strategies
• Request funding and assistance from RRC to achieve goals
• Implement final decisions

Board of Regents

Reviews and acts on Annual Budget submitted by the President
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And today’s discussion can provide direction to
that decision making process. What does the
Board think about the variables given the
uncertainties of today?
Resources:
Tuition strategy?
Enrollment maintenance or growth
– impact on metrics?
Cutting budgets and reallocating
resources beyond that needed to
offset revenue losses?
Other thoughts?

Costs:
Compensation strategy?
Reducing budgets by reducing
scope in some cases?
Magnitude of investment in
strategic plan initiatives?
Other thoughts?
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BOARD OF REGENTS

DOCKET ITEM SUMMARY
Finance & Operations
AGENDA ITEM:

December 10, 2020

Collective Bargaining Agreements

Review

X

Review + Action

Action

Discussion

This is a report required by Board policy.
PRESENTERS:

Kenneth Horstman, Interim Vice President, Office of Human Resources

PURPOSE & KEY POINTS
The purpose of this item is for the committee to review and act on collective bargaining agreements
(CBA) between the Regents of the University of Minnesota and:
A. District Council No. 1 of the Graphic Communications Conference International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local 1B, Twin Cities
B. Graphic Communications Conference of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local
1M, Crafts and Trades Unit
Once approved, the CBAs will define the terms and conditions of employment for covered
employees between the date of signing and October 31, 2021. Outlined below is a description of the
covered employees, a summary of each contract’s economic provisions, and the associated financial
impact of each agreement.
A. District Council No. 1 of the Graphic Communications Conference International
Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 1B, Twin Cities, Crafts and Trades Unit
Covered Employees
The employees covered by this CBA are printing equipment operators. The total number of
employees is six.
Summary Economic Highlights
During the contract year November 1, 2020 through October 31, 2021, no employee in any
classification will receive a salary range adjustment.
Financial Impact
This is a one-year agreement, November 1, 2020 through October 31, 2021.
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Recurring Costs:
Base Annual Payroll
Base Salary Adjustments
Total Recurring Cost

$ 315,932.40
$
0.00
$ 315,932.40

Negotiation Timeline
Negotiations began on September 1, 2020. The parties reached a tentative agreement on
September 25, 2020. The Union’s contract ratification process was completed on September
30, 2020.
B. Graphic Communications Conference of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters
Local 1M, Crafts and Trades Unit
Covered Employees
The employees covered by this CBA are lithographers. There is only one employee.
Summary Economic Highlights
During the contract year November 1, 2020 through October 31, 2021, no employee in any
classification will receive a salary range adjustment.
Financial Impact
This is a one-year agreement, November 1, 2020 through October 31, 2021.
Recurring Costs:
Base Annual Payroll
Base Salary Adjustments
Total Recurring Cost

$
$
$

52,976.07
0.00
52,976.07

Negotiation Timeline
Negotiations began on September 1, 2020. The parties reached a tentative agreement on
September 25, 2020. The Union’s contract ratification process was completed on October 27,
2020.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Board of Regents Policy: Reservation and Delegation of Authority reserves to the Board authority to
approve collective bargaining agreements.
PRESIDENT’S RECOMMENDATION
The President recommends approval of the following collective bargaining agreements:
A. District Council No. 1 of the Graphic Communications Conference International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local 1B, Twin Cities
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B. Graphic Communications Conference of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local
1M, Crafts and Trades Unit
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REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION RELATED TO
District Council No. 1 of the Graphic Communications Conference International
Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 1B, Twin Cities
WHEREAS, the parties have met and negotiated over the course of the past several months and
have reached agreement regarding terms and conditions of employment for the employees of this
bargaining unit; and
WHEREAS, District Council No.1 of the Graphic Communications Conference International
Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 1B, Twin Cities, Crafts and Trades Unit has ratified acceptance of
this agreement; and
WHEREAS, according to Board of Regents Policy: Reservation and Delegation of Authority,
approval of labor agreements by the Board of Regents is required.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that on the recommendation of the President, the Board
of Regents approves this labor agreement as outlined in the Finance & Operations Committee
docket for December 10, 2020.
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REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION RELATED TO
Graphic Communications Conference of the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters Local 1M, Crafts and Trades Unit
WHEREAS, the parties have met and negotiated over the course of the past several months and
have reached agreement regarding terms and conditions of employment for the employees of this
bargaining unit; and
WHEREAS, the Graphic Communications Conference of the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters Local 1M, Crafts and Trades Unit has ratified acceptance of this agreement; and
WHEREAS, according to Board of Regents Policy: Reservation and Delegation of Authority,
approval of labor agreements by the Board of Regents is required.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that on the recommendation of the President, the Board
of Regents approves this labor agreement as outlined in the Finance & Operations Committee
docket for December 10, 2020.
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BOARD OF REGENTS

DOCKET ITEM SUMMARY
Finance & Operations
AGENDA ITEM:

December 10, 2020

Consent Report - REVISED

Review

X

Review + Action

Action

Discussion

This is a report required by Board policy.
PRESENTERS:

Myron Frans, Senior Vice President

PURPOSE & KEY POINTS
General Contingency
The purpose of this item is to review and act on allocations from General Contingency greater than
$250,000. There are no items requiring approval this period.
Purchase of Goods and Services $1,000,000 and Over
The purpose of this item is to review and act on purchases of goods and services of $1,000,000 and
over.


To Chromacode, Inc. and other related suppliers for an additional estimated $10,800,000
for the purchase of HDPCR SARS-CoV-2 assay test kits for the Medical School for the period
of August 1, 2020 through April 21, 2021. This purchase will be paid for with funds from the
contract from the State of Minnesota. See enclosed documentation regarding basis for
supplier selection.



To Elsevier, Inc. for an estimated $7,803,000 for subscription to Elsevier ScienceDirect as
needed for the University Libraries for the period of January 1, 2021, through December 31,
2023. The $7,803,000 allotted payment to Elsevier over the next three years is included in
the University Libraries 2021, 2022 and 2023 budget, as well as the 2021, 2022 and 2023
budgets for Duluth, Morris and Crookston Libraries. Supplier was selected by University
Libraries under the authority granted by Board of Regents Policy: Libraries and Archives and
Board of Regents Policy: Purchasing.



To Metropolitan Council/Metro Transit for an estimated $1,017,600 for the continuation of
the Metropass, U-Pass, and Campus Zone programs for discounted transit pass program for
Parking & Transportation Services for the period of August 19, 2020 through September 30,
2021, with optional contract extensions through August 25, 2022 for an additional
$1,017,600. Total contract value, if all options are exercised, would be $2,035,200. These
programs will be financed annually by user fees, transportation fees, and parking revenues.
This item is budgeted for in the FY21 budget. See enclosed documentation for basis for
supplier selection.
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To Optum Health for an additional estimated $2,200,000 for stop loss insurance coverage
for UPlan participants for Office of Human Resources Employee Benefits for the period of
January 1, 2021 through December 21, 2021. This contract will be funded by the Office of
Human Resources out of the Fringe Benefits Recovery. Optum Health was selected as a
result of a competitive Request for Proposal (RFP) conducted by Purchasing Services. Four
suppliers responded to the original RFP.



To Pier Group/Hewlett Packard Enterprise for an estimated $7,400,000 for a high
performance computing system for the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute (MSI). The new
system will be purchased using funds earmarked in MSI's budget specifically for this
purpose. Pier Group/Hewlett Packard Enterprise, the existing supplier, was selected as a
result of a competitive Request for Proposal (RFP) process conducted by Purchasing
Services. Eight suppliers responded to the RFP.



To SAGE for an estimated $1,582,400 for subscription to SAGE Premier as needed for the
University Libraries for the period of January 1, 2021, through December 31, 2023. The
$1,582,400 allotted as payment to SAGE over the next three years is included in the
University Libraries, Law and Duluth 2021, 2022, and 2023 budgets. Supplier was selected
by University Libraries under the authority granted by Board of Regents Policy: Libraries
and Archives and Board of Regents Policy: Purchasing.



To Becton Dickinson, Chromacode, Inc., New England Biolabs, Promega and other related
suppliers for up to $15,000,000 for the purchase of SARS-CoV-2 biologic and chemical
reagents for the University of Minnesota Genomics Center for the period of December 14,
2020 through June 30, 2021. These purchases will ultimately be paid for with funds
generated from services provided to CICH Health (UMGC External Sales activity) which
includes the costs of the reagents. See enclosed documentation for basis of supplier
selection.

Real Estate Transaction
The purpose of this item is to review and act on the following real estate transaction:


Fairview Clinical Research Unit Lease, Phillips-Wagensteen Building (Twin Cities campus)

A transaction narrative sheet is included in the docket and addresses the basis for request, lease
terms, and costs of this agreement. A site map locating the facility on the Twin Cities campus is also
included.
Schematic Designs
The purpose of this item is to review and act on schematic designs for the following projects:




Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Laboratories (Twin Cities campus)
Lind Hall Renovation (Twin Cities campus)
PWB 2 - Physical Therapy Classroom Renovation (Twin Cities campus)

A project data sheet is in the docket and addresses the basis for request, project scope, cost
estimate, funding, and schedule for each project. Site maps locating the projects on the Twin Cities
campus are also in the docket.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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Approvals are sought in compliance with Board of Regents policy as follows:





General Contingency: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, Article I, Section VII, Subd. 1.
Purchase of Goods and Services $1,000,000 and Over: Reservation and Delegation of
Authority, Article I, Section VII, Subd. 6.
Lease Transactions: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, Article I, Section VIII, Subd. 2
Schematic Designs: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, Article I, Section VIII, Subd. 9.

PRESIDENT’S RECOMMENDATION
The President recommends approval of the Consent Report.
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BOARD OF REGENTS

DOCKET ITEM SUMMARY
Finance & Operations
AGENDA ITEM:

December 10, 2020

Consent Report

Review

X

Review + Action

Action

Discussion

This is a report required by Board policy.
PRESENTERS:

Myron Frans, Senior Vice President

PURPOSE & KEY POINTS
General Contingency
The purpose of this item is to review and act on allocations from General Contingency greater than
$250,000. There are no items requiring approval this period.
Purchase of Goods and Services $1,000,000 and Over
The purpose of this item is to review and act on purchases of goods and services of $1,000,000 and
over.


To Chromacode, Inc. and other related suppliers for an additional estimated $10,800,000
for the purchase of HDPCR SARS-CoV-2 assay test kits for the Medical School for the period
of August 1, 2020 through April 21, 2021. This purchase will be paid for with funds from the
contract from the State of Minnesota. See enclosed documentation regarding basis for
supplier selection.



To Elsevier, Inc. for an estimated $7,803,000 for subscription to Elsevier ScienceDirect as
needed for the University Libraries for the period of January 1, 2021, through December 31,
2023. The $7,803,000 allotted payment to Elsevier over the next three years is included in
the University Libraries 2021, 2022 and 2023 budget, as well as the 2021, 2022 and 2023
budgets for Duluth, Morris and Crookston Libraries. Supplier was selected by University
Libraries under the authority granted by Board of Regents Policy: Libraries and Archives and
Board of Regents Policy: Purchasing.



To Metropolitan Council/Metro Transit for an estimated $1,017,600 for the continuation of
the Metropass, U-Pass, and Campus Zone programs for discounted transit pass program for
Parking & Transportation Services for the period of August 19, 2020 through September 30,
2021, with optional contract extensions through August 25, 2022 for an additional
$1,017,600. Total contract value, if all options are exercised, would be $2,035,200. These
programs will be financed annually by user fees, transportation fees, and parking revenues.
This item is budgeted for in the FY21 budget. See enclosed documentation for basis for
supplier selection.
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To Optum Health for an additional estimated $2,200,000 for stop loss insurance coverage
for UPlan participants for Office of Human Resources Employee Benefits for the period of
January 1, 2021 through December 21, 2021. This contract will be funded by the Office of
Human Resources out of the Fringe Benefits Recovery. Optum Health was selected as a
result of a competitive Request for Proposal (RFP) conducted by Purchasing Services. Four
suppliers responded to the original RFP.



To Pier Group/Hewlett Packard Enterprise for an estimated $7,400,000 for a high
performance computing system for the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute (MSI). The new
system will be purchased using funds earmarked in MSI's budget specifically for this
purpose. Pier Group/Hewlett Packard Enterprise, the existing supplier, was selected as a
result of a competitive Request for Proposal (RFP) process conducted by Purchasing
Services. Eight suppliers responded to the RFP.



To SAGE for an estimated $1,582,400 for subscription to SAGE Premier as needed for the
University Libraries for the period of January 1, 2021, through December 31, 2023. The
$1,582,400 allotted as payment to SAGE over the next three years is included in the
University Libraries, Law and Duluth 2021, 2022, and 2023 budgets. Supplier was selected
by University Libraries under the authority granted by Board of Regents Policy: Libraries
and Archives and Board of Regents Policy: Purchasing.

Real Estate Transaction
The purpose of this item is to review and act on the following real estate transaction:


Fairview Clinical Research Unit Lease, Phillips-Wagensteen Building (Twin Cities campus)

A transaction narrative sheet is included in the docket and addresses the basis for request, lease
terms, and costs of this agreement. A site map locating the facility on the Twin Cities campus is also
included.
Schematic Designs
The purpose of this item is to review and act on schematic designs for the following projects:




Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Laboratories (Twin Cities campus)
Lind Hall Renovation (Twin Cities campus)
PWB 2 - Physical Therapy Classroom Renovation (Twin Cities campus)

A project data sheet is in the docket and addresses the basis for request, project scope, cost
estimate, funding, and schedule for each project. Site maps locating the projects on the Twin Cities
campus are also in the docket.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Approvals are sought in compliance with Board of Regents policy as follows:




General Contingency: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, Article I, Section VII, Subd. 1.
Purchase of Goods and Services $1,000,000 and Over: Reservation and Delegation of
Authority, Article I, Section VII, Subd. 6.
Lease Transactions: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, Article I, Section VIII, Subd. 2
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Schematic Designs: Reservation and Delegation of Authority, Article I, Section VIII, Subd. 9.

PRESIDENT’S RECOMMENDATION
The President recommends approval of the Consent Report.
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General Contingency
Fiscal Year 2021
(7/1/2020-6/30/2021)
Recipient
1

FY21 General Contingency Allocation

2

Carryforward from FY20 to FY21

6

Capital Project Management

5

6

7

Amount

Balance

Purpose

$1,000,000
$2,055,475
($74,578)

$3,055,475
$2,980,897

Closeout Eastcliff generator, chimney and patio repairs
(committed FY18).

New items this reporting period:
none

$2,980,897

Current Balance

$2,980,897

Pending Activity:
Recipient
8

Amount

Purpose

The use of $2.1 million of the General Contingency balance for nonrecurring investments was approved in the FY21 President's Recommended Operating Budget
(see attached schedule from the June docket). From that list of approved incremental investments, two items over $250,000 specific to the General Contingency
funding source are presented here to ensure compliance with Regents policy on tracking items of this magnitude. These items, in addition to those previously
approved but falling under the $250,000 threshold, will be included on the General Contingency report again when the transfers are processed.

9

University Services

10

UM Morris

(1,000,000)

1,980,897

Support for the Twin Cities Campus Master Plan. $500,000
FY21; $500,000 FY22.

(580,000)

1,400,897

Partial year end support for UM Morris core operations and
services.

* Items $250,000 or more subject to Board approval.

FY20 - Dec, 2020
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Rationale for Exception to Competitive Bidding
This purchase has not been competitively bid because this assay kit is brand specific as it
integrates with existing equipment already in use. The assay kits have been fully validated and
exceed expectations. Equipment exclusively supports COVID testing.
Procedures undertaken to ensure reasonableness of price include a discount of $5 per test from
$20 to $15 (savings of $3,600,000) and comparison to previously purchased assay tests from
similar suppliers. May have to use additional suppliers if/when the original supplier runs out of
available inventory.
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Purchase of Goods and Services $1,000,000 and over
To Elsevier, Inc. for an estimated $7,803,000 for subscription to Elsevier ScienceDirect as
needed for the University Libraries for the period of January 1, 2021, through December 31,
2023.
Elsevier ScienceDirect is a library database that provides online access to unique digital
journal content, of which the University Libraries subscribes to approximately 970
journals.
Elsevier, Inc. is the only publisher to offer this unique journal content.
University Libraries will purchase these resources on behalf of all the libraries of the
University of Minnesota (and accessible system wide). The University Libraries will pay
approximately $7,533,000; Duluth, Morris and Crookston Libraries will pay $225,000,
$30,000, and $15,000, respectively.
This is a three-year license with Elsevier with no obligation to renew past year 2021 and
is renegotiable. The first year (2021) will cost an estimated $2,585,000 (a 13% decrease
from 2020 costs) and if renewed, increase approximately 0% in 2022 and 2% in 2023
totaling the three-year contract at an estimated $7,803,000.
The $7,803,000 allotted as payment to Elsevier over the next three years is included in
the University Libraries 2021, 2022 and 2023 budget, as well as the 2021, 2022 and 2023
budgets for Duluth, Morris and Crookston Libraries.

Submitted by: Lisa German, Dean of Libraries
499 Wilson
Phone: (612) 624-1807

Approval for this item requested by:
_______________________________

11-18-2020
________________________

Executive Vice President and Provost

Date
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11/18/2020
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Purchase of Goods and Services $1,000,000 and over
To Optum Health for an additional estimated $2,200,000 for stop loss insurance coverage for
UPlan participants for Office of Human Resources Employee Benefits for the period of January
1, 2021 through December 21, 2021.
Stop loss insurance is a critical part of risk management for the University of
Minnesota’s self-funded UPlan Medical Program. Stop loss insurance protects the
University of Minnesota from unpredictable and catastrophic risks, limits the risk of
self-funding the UPlan, and limits the UPlan liability to a specific dollar amount per
covered life per year. Stop loss provides reimbursement to the UPlan for a $1,000,000
deductible.
Optum Health was selected as a provider for stop loss coverage as a result of a request
for proposal conducted in December 2014. The Office of Human Resources (OHR) is
extending the current contract by one additional year to develop a request for proposal.
Based on market data, from OHR's consultant Willis Towers Watson, most stop loss
renewals for 2021 are coming with a 25% increase to the premium. However, based on
negotiations, OHR anticipates that University of Minnesota premiums will
increase less than 20%.
This contract will be funded by the Office of Human Resources out of the Fringe Benefits
Recovery.
Submitted by: Mary Rohman Kuhl

Interim Director, Total Compensation
Approval for this item requested by:
Ken Horstman
Interim Vice President, Office of Human Resources

11/16/2020
Date
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Purchase of Goods and Services $1,000,000 and over
To Pier Group / Hewlett Packard Enterprise for an estimated $7,400,000 for a high performance
computing system for the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute (MSI).
The proposed new system will allow MSI's users to run jobs of cutting edge scale
and sophistication, utilizing high core counts, large memory, and
high-performance GPUs, which are critical for the growing field of informatics in
the life sciences, and fast and large-scale computation. These capabilities are
critical to the University's ability to do the research that leads to medical,
scientific and other breakthroughs. Moreover, this computational capability will
help the University attract and keep first class researchers, who will keep the
University competitive, and increase its competitiveness in attracting research
funding.
A competitive process received 3 qualifying responses out of 8 submitted. From these, it
was decided that the Pier Group / Hewlett Packard Enterprise system represented the
best system, given the needs outlined above, as well as the best value for the money for
installation starting in May 2021 and production by November 2021
The new system will be purchased using funds earmarked in MSI's budget
specifically for this purpose.

Submitted by: James Wilgenbusch PhD.
Director, Research Computing
Walter Library, Room 599
117 Pleasant St SE
Minneapolis, MN 55455
(850) 294-7422
Approval for this item requested by:

VP or Exec. VP Name
VP or Exec. VP Title

11/13/2020
Date
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Purchase of Goods and Services $1,000,000 and over
To SAGE for an estimated $1,582,400 for subscription to SAGE Premier as needed for
the University Libraries for the period of January 1, 2021, through December 31, 2023.
SAGE Premier is a library database that provides online access to unique digital journal
content of University Libraries currently subscribe to approximately 1,120 journals.
SAGE is the only publisher to offer this unique journal content.
University Libraries will purchase these resources on behalf of University of Minnesota
Libraries, the Law Library, and the Kathryn A. Martin Library at University of
Minnesota Duluth. The University Libraries will pay approximately $1,179,000; Law will
pay $61,000; and Duluth will pay $342,400.
This is a three-year license with SAGE through the Big Ten Academic Alliance. The first
year (2021) will cost an estimated $517,000 (and increase approximately 2.0% in 2022
and 2023 totaling the three-year contract at an estimated $1,582,000).
The $1,582,400 allotted as payment to SAGE over the next three years is included in the
University Libraries, Law and Duluth 2021, 2022, and 2023 budgets.

Submitted by: Lisa German, Dean of Libraries
499 Wilson
Phone: (612) 624-1807
Approval for this item requested by:

_______________________________

11-18-2020
________________________

Executive Vice President and Provost

Date
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Purchase of Goods and Services $1,000,000 and over
To Becton Dickinson, Chromacode, Inc., New England Biolabs, Promega and other related
suppliers for up to $15,000,000 for the purchase of SARS-CoV-2 biologic and chemical reagents
for the University of Minnesota Genomics Center for the period of December 14, 2020 through
June 30, 2021.
The University of Minnesota Genomics Center (UMGC) has a contract with CICH
Health to provide tests to CICH Health clients as a fee for service sale. Their goal is to
be able to process up to 60,000 tests per day.
In order to accommodate a range of testing needs (e.g., nasal swab and saliva), the
UMGC is putting in place three different tests, each of which uses different reagents and
incurs a different cost. The reagent cost per test can range from $2-$15. Because the
testing platforms that will be used will depend on the needs of clients, and the volume of
tests will depend on the course of the pandemic, the total amount of reagent purchase
contracts is unknown at this time.
Depending on the specific number of tests ordered for each of the three testing platforms,
reagent purchases may be made from several suppliers, including Becton Dickinson,
Chromacode, Inc., New England Biolabs, and Promega. For each test type, reagent
substitution is not permitted, as per FDA rules.
These purchases will ultimately be paid for with funds generated from services provided
to CICH Health (UMGC External Sales activity) which includes the costs of the reagents.

Submitted by: Kenny Beckman, PhD
Director
UMN Genomics Center
Phone: 612-626-2985
Email: kbeckman@umn.edu

Approval of the item is requested by:

______________________________________
Chris Cramer
VP for Research

December 8, 2020
___________________________
Date
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Rationale for Exception to Competitive Bidding
These purchases will not be competitively bid because the testing reagents required are specified
by FDA regulations (Emergency Use Authorizations, aka EUAs); reagent substitution is not
permitted.
Procedures undertaken to ensure reasonableness of price include volume discounts and
comparison to tests from other FDA-approved suppliers.
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FIVE-YEAR LEASE TO FAIRVIEW HEALTH SERVICES, INC.,
6,969 ASSIGNABLE SQUARE FEET AT
516 DELAWARE STREET SE, MINNEAPOLIS
(TWIN CITIES CAMPUS)
1. Recommended Action
The President recommends the appropriate administrative officers receive authorization to execute
a five-year lease for 6,969 assignable square feet (ASF) associated with the clinical research unit
(CRU) in the Phillips-Wangensteen Building (PWB) for occupancy by Fairview Health Services for
the operation of a hospital-based research clinic.
2. Description of Leased Premises
The leased premises will consist of approximately 6,969 assignable square feet of space on the first
floor of the Phillips-Wangensteen Building, located at 516 Delaware Street SE, Minneapolis (see
attached map).
3. Basis for Request
This lease will position Fairview Health Services to operate the Clinical Research Unit (CRU) as a
“hospital owned” research clinic. The advantages of a “hospital owned” research clinic include the
ability to combine a patient standard of care visit with a patient research visit during a single
encounter in one location. This model of care is more respectful to patients and more efficient for
patients, providers, and clinical researchers. University’s faculty, including its Medical School
faculty, will have the ability to engage in both clinical research and standard of care patient services
in the Leased Premises and utilize clinical services from Fairview Health Services.
In addition, Fairview will provide information technology infrastructure to support standard of care
clinical services in combination with clinical research. This includes the installation of Epic in the
CRU which will enable Fairview to bill private insurance and 3rd party government payers for
standard of care visits that occur in the CRU.
4. Details of Transaction
The subject lease will commence on January 1, 2021 and continue for a term of five years, with an
option to renew for one additional year. If extended, the term of the lease would expire December
31, 2026 which aligns with the current term of the underlying University and Fairview Health
Services Academic Affiliation Agreement.
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5. Lease Costs
Fairview Health Services will pay an initial base rent of $28.00 per assignable square foot, or
$195,132.00 per year, for rent for the leased premises, increasing 2.5% annually beginning January
1, 2022. Base rent includes utilities and operational services in accordance with University’s
standard services for the building. Any additional services desired by Fairview Health Services or
required in the operation of the clinic shall be at Fairview’s sole cost and covered under a separate
Service Level Agreement with Facilities Management. In addition, Fairview Health Services will
pay additional rent of $79,119.00 per year for each of the first four years, which is equivalent to the
undepreciated value of University owned furniture, fixtures and equipment (FF&E) provided in the
space. The total value of the lease over the initial term is $1,342,154.
6. Use of Funds Received by the University
The Office of Academic Clinical Affairs will receive the rent payments on this lease.
7. Recommendations
The above-described real estate transaction is appropriate:

Myron Frans, Senior Vice President for Finance and Operations

Rachel T.A. Croson, Executive Vice President and Provost
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Lease Location
Other University Affiliated Buildings
Current University Property
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Schematic Design: Lind Hall Renovation
Twin Cities Campus
Project No. 01-031-20-1159
1. Basis for Project
A renovated Lind Hall will provide an academic home for the College of Science and
Engineering’s (CSE) newest department, Industrial and Systems Engineering (ISyE), and
space relief for the Computer Science and Engineering (CS&E) department, which has seen
and will continue to experience significant growth. The project will accommodate these and
other growing demands by expanding teaching, collaboration, and associated research
spaces critical to student success:
• Creating a welcoming interdisciplinary hub for CSE
• Expanding student services capacity currently in Lind Hall’s first floor
• Creating a single academic home for ISyE, currently spread across multiple buildings
• Providing student and instructor teaching, learning, and collaboration space for CSE
• Investing in CSE and Office of Classroom Management (OCM) instruction space to
address University-wide teaching needs, technology, and active learning paradigms
• Addressing building code, infrastructure, and accessibility issues
• Investing in the historic campus core
• Strategically aligning this project with other CSE capital investments.
2. Scope of Project
The Lind Hall project involves demolition and renovation of approximately 57,500 GSF of the
existing building (basement, second, and third floors) located on the East Bank of the Twin
Cities campus:
• Partial remodel of the sub-basement to infill crawl space
• The basement level will accommodate new classrooms, help center, and TA space
• The recently-remodeled first floor will remain
• The second floor will be the new home for ISyE with a full remodel
• The third floor will house CSE college offices and their student advising group
• The fourth floor will receive minor renovations
All remodeled levels will receive ADA compliant facilities.
3. Master Plan
This project complies with the Twin Cities Campus Master Plan dated March 2009.
4. Environmental Issues
The project has no anticipated environmental issues.

1
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5. Cost Estimate
Construction Cost
Non-Construction Cost
Total Project Cost

$25,695,000
$7,305,000
$33,000,000

6. Capital Funding
CSE (Donors)
University Debt
Total Capital Funding

$5,000,000
$28,000,000
$33,000,000

7. Capital Budget Approvals
The FY2021 Annual Capital Budget included $2,000,000 for project design cost. The
balance of project costs will be carried in the FY2022 Annual Capital Budget.
8. Annual Operating and Maintenance Cost
Estimated Operating Cost (net increase)

No increase

9. Project Schedule
Proposed Design Completion:
Proposed Substantial Completion:
10. Project Team
Architect:
Construction Manager at Risk:

June 2021
September 2022

Collaborative Design Group/CDG
Mortenson Company

11. Recommendation
The above described project scope of work, cost, funding, and schedule is appropriate:

Rachel Croson, Executive Vice President and Provost

Myron Frans, Senior Vice President for Finance and Operations

2
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LIND HALL RENOVATION

N
KEY PLAN

SECOND FLOOR - ISyE RECEPTION

UMN- Lind Hall Remodel
Project No. 001-031-20-1159

12.2020
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BASEMENT

FLOOR 2

FLOOR 3

FLOOR 4

BASEMENT - INTERACTIVE LEARNING SPACE

UMN – Lind Hall Remodel
Project No. 001.031.20.1159

12.2020
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Schematic Design: Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Laboratories
Twin Cities Campus
Project No. 01-051-20-2302
1. Basis for Project
This project will renovate and add to the existing Fraser Hall to:
• Replace, improve, and consolidate outdated general and organic chemistry teaching
laboratories and support space currently in Smith and Kolthoff Halls.
• Provide modern chemistry teaching laboratories to support evidence-based
instructional methods such as guided inquiry, active learning, and active student
collaboration, as well as improved spaces for student-instructor interaction.
• Accommodate current and future projections of student demand for undergraduate
laboratory instruction in the core physical sciences.
2. Scope of Project
The proposed Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Laboratories will remove circa-1954
building additions, renovate the remaining existing 1928 Fraser Hall, and construct a new fivefloor addition with penthouse. The total project includes renovation of approximately 30,370
GSF and 91,350 GSF new construction, for a total project area of 121,720 GSF:
• Renovated and new spaces will include: seven general chemistry, four life sciences,
and seven organic chemistry teaching labs with associated student collaboration and
prep/storage
• Tutoring and informal student collaboration, professional offices
• Renovated general purpose classrooms
• Future nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) space
• Loading, storage, and operational support spaces
Existing mechanical, electrical, and life safety systems will be replaced. This project meets
B3/SB2030 Guidelines.
3. Master Plan
The project complies with the Twin Cities Campus Master Plan dated March 2009.
4. Environmental Issues
Geo-technical and environmental testing identified poor soils along a former railroad corridor
bisecting the site, which impacts the structural design at the existing building and addition;
there are no other known environmental issues on this site. Both the 1928 and 1954 buildings
require hazardous material abatement based on the current survey by the University Facilities
Management Hazardous Materials Program. The project budget includes mitigation costs.
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5. Cost Estimate
Construction Cost
Non-Construction Cost
Total Project Cost

$86,011,100
$12,388,900
$ 98,400,000

6. Capital Funding
Design Funding to Date:
CSE
State Funding
Total Capital Funding to date

$2,193,640
$3,286,000
$5,479,640

Future Funding:
State Funding
Additional CSE
Future Capital Funding

$62,314,000
$30,606,360
$92,920,360

7. Capital Budget Approvals
The FY2021 Annual Capital Budget included $1,500,000 for project design cost through
Schematic Design. Per recent approval of State bond funding for the design of this project, a
Capital Budget Amendment request of $3,979,640 is currently before the Regents, for total
design funding of $5,479,640. The balance of Project Costs will be carried in the FY2022
Annual Capital Budget.
8. Annual Operating and Maintenance Cost
The anticipated additional operating cost is $1,389,534 or $11.42/sf.
9. Schedule
Proposed Design Completion:
Proposed Substantial Completion:
10. Project Team
Architect of Record:
Construction Manager at Risk:

August 2021
July 2023

BWBR
Mortenson Company

11. Recommendation
The above described project scope of work, cost, funding, and schedule is appropriate:

Rachel Croson, Executive Vice President and Provost

Myron Frans, Senior Vice President for Finance and Operations
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CHEMISTRY UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING LABORATORY

N
KEY PLAN

LABORATORY RENDERING

FLOOR 1

FLOOR 2

UMN - Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Laboratory
Project No. 01-051-20-2302

12.2020
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VIEW FROM NORTHWEST

VIEW FROM SOUTHEAST
UMN - Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Laboratory
Project No. 01-051-20-2302

12.2020
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Schematic Design: PWB 2 - Physical Therapy Classroom Renovation
Twin Cities Campus
Project No. 01-144-20-2177
1. Basis for Project:
Classrooms for the Division of Physical Therapy are currently located on floors 2 and 5 of the
Children's Rehab Building. These rooms are too small and the facilities overall do not meet
current teaching standards; classrooms and support spaces must be relocated for
accreditation and an anticipated increase in class size.
This proposed relocation to Level 2 of the Phillips-Wangensteen Building is adjacent to the
new Health Sciences Education Center. This move will further consolidate teaching space
into the Health Sciences campus core, a clear benefit for students and faculty.
2. Scope of Project:
The renovation will include 6,800 GSF of classroom and support space with retractable
partitions to accommodate different class sizes, storage space, a faculty touchdown office,
and main reception space. The project will include new ceiling systems and lighting,
mechanical and electrical improvements, new floor and wall finishes, and card reader access.
3. Master Plan:
The project complies with the Twin Cities Campus Master Plan dated March 2009.
4. Environmental Issues:
The space has recently been renovated and no significant environmental issues are
anticipated. There is a potential need for abatement in ductwork; the project budget includes
a line item for this.
5. Cost Estimate:
Construction Cost
Non-Construction Cost
Total Project Cost

$2,038,400
$ 669,600
$2,708,000

6. Capital Funding:
Medical School operating budget
Physical Therapy reserves
Total Capital Funding

$1,806,200
901,800
$2,708,000

7. Capital Budget Approvals
This project was approved for a Capital Budget Amendment to the FY2021 Annual Capital
Budget in October 2020.
8. Annual Operating and Maintenance Cost:
Annual Operating and Maintenance Costs are estimated at $12.83/SF.
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9. Project Schedule:
Proposed Design Completion:
Proposed Substantial Completion:
10. Project Team:
Architect:
Contractor:

February 2021
November 2021
U+B Architecture & Design
TBD

11. Recommendation:
The above described project scope of work, cost, funding, and schedule is appropriate:

Rachel Croson, Executive Vice President and Provost

Myron Frans, Senior Vice President for Finance and Operations
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LOCATION MAP

SECOND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR FURNITURE PLAN

PWB 2: Physical Therapy Classroom Renovation
Project No: 01-144-20-2177

12.2020
09.06.2020
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BOARD OF REGENTS

DOCKET ITEM SUMMARY
Finance & Operations
AGENDA ITEM:

December 10, 2020

Information Items

Review

Review + Action

Action

X

Discussion

X This is a report required by Board policy.
PRESENTERS:

Myron Frans, Senior Vice President

PURPOSE & KEY POINTS
A. Fiscal Year 2020 Annual Financial Report
The purpose of this item is to provide the final Fiscal Year 2020 Annual Financial Report. The
report, including the external auditor summary report, was provided via email on November 4,
2020 to the Board and is included as an information item in the December docket materials for the
Finance & Operations Committee.
B. Administrative Cost Definition and Benchmarking Update
The purpose of this agenda item is to provide details on the goals, definitions, methodology and FY
2020 results related to the annual Administrative Cost Definition and Benchmarking analysis.
C. Semi-Annual Capital Project Management Report
This report includes projects in process that have been approved in the annual capital
improvement budget and for which the Board is required to approve the schematic design. The
report highlights progress and challenges in delivering the project scope of work within the
approved budget and schedule. The report is presented in the summer and in the winter to provide
performance information to the Board.
D. Debt Management Advisory Committee Update
The purpose of this item is to provide a summary of the meeting of the Debt Management Advisory
Committee held on October 29, 2020. The agenda for the meeting included:





Review of the results of the State bonding bill
Summary of the issuance of general obligation bonds Series 2020A and 2020B
Discussion of future capital projects that may require debt financing
Summary of fiscal year 2021 debt-related activities underway
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E. Investment Advisory Committee Update
The purpose of this item is to provide a report on the quarterly meeting of the Investment Advisory
Committee (IAC) held on November 11, 2020. The agenda for the meeting included:









Introduction of two new IAC members: Elizabeth (Beth) Lilly and Jon Havice
Portfolio Performance Review
Discussion: Asset Allocation Re-Underwriting
Sub-portfolio updates
Manager Recommendation: Rally Ventures Fund IV – Approved
Manager Recommendation: Lake Bleu Sunshine Fund II – Approved
Manager Recommendation: Crow Holdings Realty Partners IX – Approved
Discussion: CLO Equity – Extended Credit

F. Quarterly Asset Management Report
The purpose of this item is to report on the performance results for assets managed by the Office of
Investments & Banking (OIB) for the period ending September 30, 2020. The OIB prepares this
report, as required by Board policy, for review by the Board.






The invested assets of the University totaled approximately $2.94 billion on September 30,
2020.
The Consolidated Endowment Fund (CEF) value increased by $111.6 million to $1.53
billion and distributed over $15 million to the University during the quarter. The total
investment return for CEF during the quarter was 8.9 percent, compared to its short-term
benchmark at 6.4 percent.
The total investment return over the 10-year period was 9.0 percent compared to the
CPI+5 percent objective of 6.8 percent.
The market value of the Short-term Reserves (TIP) increased by $170.0 million to $1.26
billion as of September 30, 2020. The total return on the portfolio over the quarter was 0.4
percent compared to a benchmark return of 0.1 percent. The change in market value of
during the quarter was largely due to the timing of cash flows as part of the University’s
normal business cycle.

G. Quarterly Purchasing Report
The purpose of this item is to provide a quarterly report of purchasing activity, including detailed
reports with brief discussion on the following activity:





Summary of Purchasing Activity
Purchases made as Approved Exceptions to Competitive Process
Purchases made as Preapproved Exceptions to Competitive Process
Violations of Board of Regents Policy: Purchasing
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Deloitte & Touche LLP
Suite 2800
50 South Sixth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402-1538
USA
Tel: +1 612 397 4000
Fax: +1 612 397 4450
www.deloitte.com

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT

The Board of Regents
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
We have audited the accompanying consolidated statements of net position of the University of Minnesota (the
"University") as of June 30, 2020 and 2019, the related consolidated statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in
net position, and cash flows for the years then ended and the related notes to the consolidated financial statements,
which collectively comprise the University's basic consolidated financial statements as listed in the table of contents.
Management's Responsibility for the Consolidated Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these consolidated financial statements in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the design,
implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of consolidated
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors' Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We did not
audit the financial statements of the discretely presented component units. Those financial statements were audited
by other auditors, whose reports have been furnished to us, and our opinion, insofar as it relates to the amounts
included for the discretely presented component units, is based solely on the reports of the other auditors. We
conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and
the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free from material misstatement. The financial
statements of the discretely presented component units were not audited in accordance with Government Auditing
Standards.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the University's preparation
and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the University's internal
control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit
opinion.
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Opinion
In our opinion, based on our audits and the reports of the other auditors, the consolidated financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the University as of June 30, 2020 and
2019, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for the years then ended and the financial statements of
the discretely presented component units as of and for the years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019, in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Other Matters
Required Supplementary Information
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the management’s discussion
and analysis and the schedule of employer’s contributions for other postemployment benefits, the schedule of
changes in total other postemployment benefits liability, the schedules of the employer’s share of net pension liability,
and the schedules of employer’s contributions for pensions, as listed in the table of contents, which are the
responsibility of the University’s management, be presented to supplement the basic consolidated financial
statements. Such information, although not a part of the basic consolidated financial statements, is required by the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing
the basic consolidated financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We and
other auditors have applied certain limited procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America, which consisted of inquiries of management
about the methods of preparing the information and comparing the information for consistency with management’s
responses to our inquiries, the basic consolidated financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our
audits of the basic consolidated financial statements. We do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on the
information because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to express an opinion or
provide any assurance.
Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated October 21, 2020 on our
consideration of the University's internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its compliance with
certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other matters. The purpose of that report
is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control over financial reporting and compliance and the results
of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the University’s internal control over financial
reporting or on compliance. That report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government
Auditing Standards in considering the University’s internal control over financial reporting and compliance.

October 21, 2020
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Deloitte & Touche LLP
Suite 2800
50 South Sixth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402-1538
USA
Tel: +1 612 397 4000
Fax: +1 612 397 4450
www.deloitte.com

Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting and on Compliance and Other Matters Based on an
Audit of Financial Statements Performed in Accordance With Government Auditing Standards

The Board of Regents
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America and
the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States, the consolidated statements of net position of the University of Minnesota (the
“University”) as of June 30, 2020, the related consolidated statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in net
position, and cash flows for the year then ended, and the related notes to the consolidated financial statements, which
collectively comprise the University’s basic consolidated financial statements, and have issued our report thereon
dated October 21, 2020. Our report includes a reference to other auditors who audited the financial statements of the
discretely presented component units, as described in our report on the University’s consolidated financial
statements. The financial statements of the discretely presented component units were not audited in accordance
with Government Auditing Standards, and accordingly, this report does not include reporting on internal control over
financial reporting or compliance and other matters associated with the discretely presented component units.
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
In planning and performing our audit of the consolidated financial statements, we considered the University's internal
control over financial reporting (internal control) as a basis for designing audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the consolidated financial statements, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the University’s internal control. Accordingly, we do not
express an opinion on the effectiveness of the University’s internal control.
A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow management or
employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and correct,
misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal
control such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of the entity’s financial statements will
not be prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. A significant deficiency is a deficiency, or a combination
of deficiencies, in internal control that is less severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit
attention by those charged with governance.
Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph of this section and
was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be material weaknesses or significant
deficiencies. Given these limitations, during our audit we did not identify any deficiencies in internal control that we
consider to be material weaknesses. However, material weaknesses may exist that have not been identified.
Compliance and Other Matters
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the University's consolidated financial statements are free
from material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations,
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contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a direct and material effect on the
consolidated financial statements. However, providing an opinion on compliance with those provisions was not an
objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. The results of our tests disclosed no
instances of noncompliance or other matters that are required to be reported under Government Auditing Standards.
Purpose of this Report
The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and compliance and the
results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of the University’s internal control or on
compliance. This report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in
considering the University’s internal control and compliance. Accordingly, this communication is not suitable for any
other purpose.

October 21, 2020
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About the University of Minnesota
(Unaudited)
The University of Minnesota was founded in 1851 and has five campuses, as well as research and outreach
centers, and extension service offices throughout the state of Minnesota (the State).
The University is both the State’s land-grant university, with a strong tradition of education and public service,
and a major research institution, with faculty of national and international reputation.
The University is one of only five universities in the nation with an engineering school, a medical school, a
law school, a veterinary medicine school and an agricultural school all on one campus.
The University is among the top nine public research institutions nationally. The University is the State’s major
research institution with research expenditures of approximately $775.1 million, $720.6 million, and $768.1
million in fiscal years 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively, for research under various programs funded by
governmental and private sources. Various governmental and private sources also funded research activities
with expenditures included in both Instruction and Public Service.
Twin Cities Campus
The Twin Cities campus is the flagship for the University, with enrollment of approximately 51,300 students.
The Twin Cities campus is among the nation’s top public research universities, with award-winning faculty,
state-of-the-art facilities, and world-class academics.
Duluth Campus
The Duluth campus is a comprehensive, highly ranked regional research and liberal arts university that offers
instruction through the doctoral degree and has a global reputation for research in natural and freshwater
resources. The Duluth campus consistently ranks among the top Midwestern regional universities with student
enrollment of approximately 10,900 students.
Crookston Campus
The Crookston campus is known for its focus on experiential learning and is one of the nation’s pioneers in
online and distance education with a student enrollment of approximately 2,800 students.
Morris Campus
The Morris campus is ranked as one of the top public liberal arts colleges in the nation and is a leader in
environmental sustainability and diversity. The Morris campus focuses on undergraduate programs with a
student enrollment of approximately 1,500 students.
Rochester Campus
The Rochester campus is focused on meeting the educational needs of students in the southeastern Minnesota
area at the upper division undergraduate and post-baccalaureate levels and conducts research in the areas of
health sciences and biotechnology. The Rochester campus has a student enrollment of approximately 600
students.
7
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Mission
The University’s mission is carried out on multiple campuses and throughout the State and consists of the
following:


Research and Discovery—To generate and preserve knowledge, understanding, and creativity by
conducting high quality research, scholarship, and artistic activities that benefit students, scholars, and
communities across the State, the nation, and the world.



Teaching and Learning—To share that knowledge, understanding, and creativity by providing a broad
range of educational programs in a strong and diverse community of learners and teachers, and to
prepare graduate, professional, and undergraduate students, as well as non-degree-seeking students
interested in continuing education and lifelong learning, for active roles in a multiracial and
multicultural world.



Outreach and Public Service—To extend, apply, and exchange knowledge between the University and
society by applying scholarly expertise to community problems, by helping organizations and
individuals respond to their changing environments, and by making the knowledge and resources
created and preserved at the University accessible to the citizens of the State, the nation, and the world.

The University conducts its mission activities at its campuses and other facilities throughout the State. Each
year, the University:


provides instruction for approximately 67,000 students;



graduates approximately 16,200 students, 33 percent with graduate or first professional degrees on the
Twin Cities campus;



provides over 300 student exchange programs, ranking third nationally with learning abroad programs;



conducts research sponsored by the National Institutes of Health, the National Science Foundation,
other federal, state, and governmental agencies, and numerous private companies and foundations;



reaches out to more than one million Minnesotans through various outreach and public service
activities.

Board of Regents of the University of Minnesota
The Board of Regents articulates a vision for the University and works to ensure the University of Minnesota
fulfills its mission of education, research, and outreach. The 12 members of the Board of Regents each serve
for a six-year term. Every two years, one-third of the Board seats are up for election. A joint convention of the
State legislature elects one Regent from each of the State’s eight congressional districts and four from the state
at large. One of the four at-large Regents must be a University of Minnesota student at the time of election.
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis
(Unaudited)
This discussion and analysis of the University of Minnesota’s (the University) consolidated financial
statements provides an overview of the consolidated financial position and activities of the University as of
and for the years ended June 30, 2020, 2019, and 2018. The discussion has been prepared by management and
should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements and the accompanying notes.
Consolidated Financial Statements
The consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles prescribed by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB). The consolidated financial
statements required under these reporting standards include the Consolidated Statements of Net Position; the
Consolidated Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position; and the Consolidated
Statements of Cash Flows. All are reported on a consolidated basis for the University as a whole. Also required
are the financial results of the University’s legally separate component units.
The University records a net pension liability in accordance with GASB Statement No. 68 (GASB 68),
Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pensions—an amendment of GASB Statement No. 27 and GASB
Statement No. 71 (GASB 71), Pension Transition for Contributions made Subsequent to the Measurement
Date—an amendment of GASB Statement No. 68., which represents accounting and reporting standards only.
The State has not enacted any law that requires the University to assume the liability, as a participant of the
pension plans, in the event the State were unable to continue paying benefits from the retirement plans. The
required recording of the deferred outflows of resources, deferred inflows of resources, net pension liability,
and related expenses are recorded on the University’s consolidated financial statements, but have no impact to
the funding provisions, nature and amount of benefits, or actual cash flows of the University. For additional
information refer to the respective sections below, as well as Note 6 and GASB 68 and GASB 71.
Financial Highlights
Fiscal year 2020 began with the inauguration of Joan T.A Gabel as the 17th president of the University. She
leads the University’s mission by honoring its legacy as a place of discovery and opportunity, while
emphasizing solutions inspired by Minnesotans that serve our state and change the world. In her first year as
president, the University was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic both operationally and financially. In
March of 2020, the University pivoted to online instruction and remote operations, sending students and
employees off campuses, as well as the cancellation of many on-campus events, including athletics. The
University refunded students for housing, dining and other student fees and event participants for tickets. As
a result, the University experienced a significant decrease to auxiliary enterprises revenues.
As a world-class research institution, the University has been at the forefront of the global response to the
pandemic. By mid-April, University research was developing further understanding of the COVID-19 virus,
exploring drug trials for vaccines and possible treatments, as well as working with the Federal Food and Drug
Administration to operationalize the use of the Coventor ventilator, which was invented at the University and
provided a practical and scalable ventilator for production. At the state level, the University has partnered with
state health officials and the Mayo Clinic to provide COVID-19 testing to Minnesotans.
The University has responded to the pandemic in ways to ensure the financial position remains strong. The
University enacted cost saving measures such as salary reductions, as well reducing hiring of new employees.
Also, processes were executed to increase the overall liquidity of the University’s assets.
9
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The University has also sought various funding sources available due to the pandemic and recognized $16.8
million in Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act funding in fiscal year 2020. CARES
Act funding provided grant funds to be paid directly to students, as well as funds to be used by the University.
Funds awarded for University use provided an offset to the loss of revenues in auxiliary enterprises.
Despite the impact of the pandemic, the University’s financial position remains strong with assets of $6.5
billion, an increase of $5.8 million from fiscal year 2019. Liabilities remained consistent at $2.5 billion for
fiscal years 2020 and 2019. The University’s net position, the difference between total assets, deferred outflows
of resources (items previously reported as assets), total liabilities, and deferred inflows of resources (items
previously reported as liabilities), increased to $3.7 billion as of June 30, 2020 compared to $3.6 billion as of
June 30, 2019. The University’s net position increased $61.6 million in fiscal year 2020 compared to an
increase of $411.8 million in fiscal year 2019, reflecting continued, strong financial results.
The University experienced a decrease in total revenue in fiscal year 2020 of $39.9 million or 1.7 percent due
to decreases in auxiliary enterprises and educational services, partially offset by increases in grants and
contracts. Total expenses increased $334.3 million or 9.8 percent compared to a decrease in fiscal year 2019
of $347.4 million or 9.3 percent.
The University continues to focus on instruction, research and public service while continuing to emphasize
controlling operating expenses.
Dollar amounts in the following discussion are presented in thousands, unless otherwise noted.
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Consolidated Statements of Net Position
A comparison of the University’s assets, deferred outflows of resources, liabilities, deferred inflows of
resources, and net position as of June 30, 2020, 2019 and 2018 is summarized in the table below:
2020
Assets
Current assets
Noncurrent assets, excluding capital assets
Capital assets, net
Total assets
Deferred outflows of resources
Liabilities
Current liabilities, excluding long-term debt
Noncurrent liabilities, excluding long-term debt
Long-term debt
Total liabilities
Deferred inflows of resources
Net position
Unrestricted
Restricted—expendable
Restricted—nonexpendable
Net investment in capital assets
Total net position

$

1,196,723
2,097,192
3,247,756
6,541,671

2019
$

1,099,839
2,201,476
3,234,494
6,535,809

2018
$

1,103,480
2,015,711
3,185,317
6,304,508

339,573

618,869

948,273

577,693
319,791
1,562,340
2,459,824

556,282
347,440
1,613,482
2,517,204

518,349
1,250,444
1,541,789
3,310,582

730,511

1,008,147

724,632

575,234
1,105,850
316,573
1,693,252
3,690,909

602,509
1,038,042
314,264
1,674,512
3,629,327

345,558
901,976
309,407
1,660,626
3,217,567

Assets
Current assets are used to support current operations and consist primarily of cash and cash equivalents,
receivables, net and short-term investments.
Noncurrent assets consist primarily of investments, capital assets net of accumulated depreciation, and student
loan receivables, net.
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The following schedule summarizes the University’s current and noncurrent assets as of June 30, 2020,
2019, and 2018:

2020
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables, net
Investments
Other assets
Total current assets

$

2019

Increase (Decrease)
From 2019 to 2020
From 2018 to 2019
Amount
Percent
Amount Percent

2018

659,943 $ 405,247 $ 463,460
340,988
369,025
319,820
143,733
271,618
263,676
52,059
53,949
56,524
1,196,723
1,099,839
1,103,480

$ 254,696
(28,037)
(127,885)
(1,890)
96,884

62.8%
(7.6%)
(47.1%)
(3.5%)
8.8%

$ (58,213)
49,205
7,942
(2,575)
(3,641)

(12.6%)
15.4%
3.0%
(4.6%)
(0.3%)

Noncurrent assets
Capital assets, net

3,247,756

3,234,494

3,185,317

13,262

0.4%

49,177

1.5%

Other noncurrent assets
Cash and cash equivalents & other assets
Receivables, net
Investments
Total other noncurrent assets

23,765
62,859
2,010,568
2,097,192

77,688
70,606
2,053,182
2,201,476

43,193
74,621
1,897,897
2,015,711

(53,923)
(7,747)
(42,614)
(104,284)

(69.4%)
(11.0%)
(2.1%)
(4.7%)

34,495
(4,015)
155,285
185,765

79.9%
(5.4%)
8.2%
9.2%

5,862

0.1%

$ 231,301

3.7%

Total assets

$ 6,541,671 $ 6,535,809 $ 6,304,508

$

As of June 30, 2020, total assets increased $5.9 million primarily due to increases in cash and cash equivalents,
and capital assets, net, partially offset by decreases in investments, receivables, net, and other assets.
Investments decreased $170.5 million primarily due to the University’s response to the pandemic to increase
overall liquidity. As a result, cash and cash equivalents and other assets increased $198.9 million. Noncurrent
cash and cash equivalents consist of unspent bond proceeds of $14.8 million and $62.6 million as of June 30,
2020 and 2019, respectively. Capital assets (net of accumulated depreciation) increased $13.3 million primarily
due to increased real estate acquisitions near the Twin Cities campus, as well as spending on construction
projects. Refer to Note 4 for additional information related to capital assets.
Capital Assets and Related Debt Activities
Capital additions totaled $235.4 million, $269.3 million, and $272.5 million in fiscal years 2020, 2019 and
2018, respectively. Fiscal year 2020 spending included the purchase of several properties surrounding the Twin
Cities campus, including the purchase of Shriners Hospital property to establish a world-leading Institute for
Child and Adolescent Brain Health. Project spending continuing in fiscal year 2021 is projected to be $37.5
million and $26.0 million for the Masonic Institute for the Developing Brain and Pillsbury Hall rehabilitation,
respectively. See Note 4 for more detailed information about capital assets.
Capital leases of $0, $22.4 million and $2.7 million were entered into in fiscal year 2020, 2019 and 2018,
respectively. Refer to Note 5 for additional information.
Capital spending is mainly financed by a combination of state capital appropriations, University-issued debt,
revenues generated by University departments, and donor gifts, depending on the specific capital project.
The University structures long-term debt so that principal is paid annually, which frees up capacity to issue
new debt. The University also utilizes a commercial paper program with authority to issue up to $400 million.
12
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The rating agencies factor in the maximum authorization when determining ratings, even when the outstanding
commercial paper is less than the maximum authorized amount.
The University’s long-term debt is rated Aa1 by Moody’s Investors Service (Moody’s) and AA by S&P Global
Ratings (S&P) – ratings which indicate high quality debt and results in strong demand and competitive pricing
in the marketplace for University bonds.
Deferred Outflows of Resources
Deferred outflows of resources are items previously reported as assets that result in the outflow of net position
in the current reporting period for activities applicable to a future reporting period. As of June 30, 2020, the
deferred outflows of resources decreased $279.3 million primarily due to the balances and related activity of
the University’s net pension liability related to the State retirement plans. Refer to Note 6 for additional
information related to State retirement pension plans.
Liabilities
Current liabilities are obligations that are expected to become due and payable during the next fiscal year.
Current liabilities consist primarily of accounts payable and accrued liabilities including salaries and
compensation-related expenditures, and unearned income. Current unearned income is comprised of revenue
related to summer session tuition and fees deferred to the following fiscal year, and funds received in advance
of expenditures on sponsored accounts. In 2020, the University recorded $9.5 million in unearned income for
CARES Act funds.
Noncurrent liabilities consist primarily of accrued liabilities (including the net pension liability), notes
payable, leases and bonds payable (long-term debt).
The following schedule summarizes the University’s current and noncurrent liabilities as of June 30, 2020,
2019, and 2018:

Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities and other
Unearned income
Long-term debt
Total current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Accrued liabilities and other
Unearned income *
Long-term debt
Total noncurrent liabilities
Total Liabilities

Increase (Decrease)
From 2019 to 2020
From 2018 to 2019
Amount
Percent
Amount
Percent

2020

2019

2018

115,710 $
397,381
64,602
334,529
912,222

163,956 $
327,918
64,408
320,119
876,401

137,764
315,696
64,889
346,794
865,143

$ (48,246)
69,463
194
14,410
35,821

(29.4%)
21.2%
0.3%
4.5%
4.1%

1,250,400
44
1,194,995
2,445,439

(27,680)
31
(65,552)
(93,201)

$ 2,459,824 $ 2,517,204 $ 3,310,582

$ (57,380)

$

319,716
75
1,227,811
1,547,602

347,396
44
1,293,363
1,640,803

$

26,192
12,222
(481)
(26,675)
11,258

19.0%
3.9%
(0.7%)
(7.7%)
1.3%

(8.0%)
70.0%
(5.1%)
(5.7%)

(903,004)
98,368
(804,636)

(72.2%)
0.0%
8.2%
(32.9%)

(2.3%)

$ (793,378)

(24.0%)

* Total is less than 1 percent - not included in the graph.
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As of June 30, 2020, total liabilities decreased $57.4 million primarily due to a decrease in long-term debt of
$51.1 million and accounts payable of $48.2 million, partially offset by increases in accrued liabilities of $41.8
million. As a result of the CARES Act, the University is able to defer payment of the employer portion of
FICA, driving an increase in accrued liabilities. The University’s long-term debt represents 63.5 percent of
total liabilities or $1,562.3 million as of June 30, 2020 compared to 64.1 percent or $1,613.5 million as of June
30, 2019.
The net pension liability for fiscal year 2019 was significantly impacted by both changes in actuarial
assumptions and plan changes. The change to the actuarial assumptions increased the single discount rate to
7.50 percent in fiscal year 2019, from 5.42 percent in fiscal year 2018. Additionally, changes to the plan
provisions included increased member contributions. These changes resulted in a decrease of $904.3 million
in the net pension liability recorded by the University in fiscal year 2019, thereby increasing the University’s
net position, which did not reoccur in fiscal year 2020.
With the implementation of GASB Statement No. 75, Accounting and Financial Reporting for
Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions (GASB 75) in fiscal year 2018, the University recorded the
University’s full liability related to other postemployment benefits (OPEB). The University reported an OPEB
liability of $46.7 million, $40.3 million and $34.9 million in fiscal years 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
As of June 30, 2020, the cumulative OPEB liability of $46.7 million was recorded as a current liability of $3.0
million and a noncurrent liability of $43.7 million. Refer to Note 10 for additional information related to OPEB.
Long-term debt decreased $51.1 million or 3.2 percent. The University issued Commercial Paper Notes Series
I in the amount of $48.0 million and a note payable of $4.5 million in fiscal year 2020. Additions from the
issuance were offset by normal amortization of the bonds, premiums and discounts. Refer to Note 5 for
additional information related to long-term debt. During fiscal year 2018, the Board of Regents (the Board)
authorized a revolving commercial paper facility through which the University may issue tax-exempt and
taxable commercial paper notes for short or long-term financing of capital projects. The aggregate principal
amount outstanding under the facility shall not exceed $400 million.
Deferred Inflows of Resources
Deferred inflows of resources are items previously reported as liabilities that result in the inflow of net position
in the current reporting period for activities applicable to a future reporting period. As of June 30, 2020, the
deferred inflows of resources decreased $277.6 million, primarily due to the balances and related activity of
the University’s net pension liability related to the State retirement plans. Refer to Note 6 for additional
information related to State retirement pension plans.
Net Position
Net position represents the residual value of the University’s assets and deferred outflows of resources, after
deducting liabilities and deferred inflows of resources and consists of the following three classifications:


Unrestricted net position—Includes assets that are not subject to limitations or stipulations imposed by
external entities and that have not been set aside for capital or endowment purposes. These assets are
available for any lawful purpose of the University and include resources that may be designated for
specific purposes as determined by management or the Board.
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Restricted net position, which is divided into two categories—
o Expendable assets are available for expenditure by the University, but only in accordance with
restrictions placed on their use by donors and other external entities.
o Nonexpendable assets are also externally restricted, but are required to be retained in perpetuity,
including the University’s true endowments and institutional contributions to refundable loan
programs.



Net investment in capital assets—Includes property, plant, and equipment, net of accumulated
depreciation, reduced by the outstanding balances of debt attributable to these capital assets.

The following schedule summarizes the University’s net position as of June 30, 2020, 2019, and 2018:

2020
Unrestricted
$ 575,234 $
Restricted:
Expendable
1,105,850
Nonexpendable
316,573
Net investment in capital assets
1,693,252
$ 3,690,909 $
Total net position

Increase (Decrease)
From 2019 to 2020
From 2018 to 2019
Amount
Percent
Amount
Percent
$ (27,275)
(4.5%)
$ 256,951
74.4%

2019
2018
602,509 $ 345,558
1,038,042
901,976
314,264
309,407
1,674,512
1,660,626
3,629,327 $ 3,217,567

$

67,808
2,309
18,740
61,582

6.5%
0.7%
1.1%
1.7%

136,066
4,857
13,886
$ 411,760

15.1%
1.6%
0.8%
12.8%

The University’s unrestricted net position decreased $27.3 million in fiscal year 2020, of which $0.7 million
is due to impact of recording adjustments to the University’s net pension liability. The University’s restricted
expendable net position increased $67.8 million in fiscal year 2020 due primarily to changes in market values
related to endowments, slightly offset by $0.2 million due to impact of recording of adjustments to the
University’s net pension liability. The University’s net investment in capital assets increased $18.7 million
primarily due to capital assets and decrease in long-term debt, partially offset by unspent bond proceeds.
Consolidated Statements of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Position
The Consolidated Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position present the University’s
operating, nonoperating, capital and endowment related financial activity during the year. This statement
differentiates between operating and nonoperating revenues and expenses, and it displays the net income or
loss from operations.
Total Operating Revenues
Operating revenues are those generated by the University’s principal ongoing operations such as tuition,
sponsored research grants and contracts, and sales and services provided by the University’s educational and
self-supporting auxiliary units. State appropriations are reported as nonoperating revenues, as are gifts and
other revenues, for which the University does not give equal value in exchange for the resources received.
Operating revenues have remained consistent at 62.5 percent, 63.2 percent, and 62.6 percent of total revenues
for fiscal years 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
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The following schedule summarizes the University’s Operating, Nonoperating and Other Revenue for the years
ended June 30, 2020, 2019, and 2018:

2020
Operating revenues
Grants and contracts
Student tuition and fees, net
Auxiliary enterprises, net
Educational activities
Other operating revenue
Total operating revenues
Nonoperating revenues
Federal appropriations
State appropriations
Grants, gifts, and other
nonoperating, net
Net investment gain
Total nonoperating revenues
Total other revenues
Total revenues (noncapital)

$

2019

Increase (Decrease)
From 2019 to 2020
From 2018 to 2019
Amount
Percent
Amount
Percent

2018

986,023 $ 976,160 $ 939,085
826,683
823,690
797,329
413,049
457,742
438,118
142,735
151,320
153,335
750
213
108
2,369,240
2,409,125
2,327,975

$

9,863
2,993
(44,693)
(8,585)
537
(39,885)

1.0%
0.4%
(9.8%)
(5.7%)
252.1%
(1.7%)

$

37,075
26,361
19,624
(2,015)
105
81,150

3.9%
3.3%
4.5%
(1.3%)
97.2%
3.5%

17,146
694,910

17,883
674,288

21,690
684,261

(737)
20,622

(4.1%)
3.1%

(3,807)
(9,973)

(17.6%)
(1.5%)

495,538
91,435
1,299,029

453,044
146,282
1,291,497

406,936
166,226
1,279,113

42,494
(54,847)
7,532

9.4%
(37.5%)
0.6%

46,108
(19,944)
12,384

11.3%
(12.0%)
1.0%

124,795

108,345

110,744

16,450

15.2%

(2,399)

(2.2%)

(15,903)

(0.4%)

91,135

2.5%

$ 3,793,064 $ 3,808,967 $ 3,717,832

$

$

Total revenues decreased in fiscal year 2020 by $15.9 million primarily due to a decrease in operating revenue,
partially offset by an increase in state appropriations as well as grants, gifts, and other nonoperating revenue.
Operating revenues decreased $39.9 million or 1.7 percent mainly due to decreases in auxiliary enterprises,
driven by reductions in operations in response to the pandemic. Revenues from sales and services of
educational activities decreased $8.6 million due to the impact of the pandemic. State appropriations increased
$20.6 million as a result of the State biennial increase. Grants and contracts increased $9.9 million or 1.0
percent primarily due to a new contract with Fairview Health Services (Fairview) effective January 1, 2019.
Other significant sources of nonoperating revenue to the University included gifts in support of operating
expenses of $189.2 million, $214.5 million, and $195.6 million, and grants and gifts for capital purposes of
$26.1 million, $24.2 million, and $35.7 million in fiscal years 2020, 2019, and 2018, respectively.
For the year ended June 30, 2020, other revenues, which consist of capital appropriations, and capital
endowments gifts and grants increased $16.4 million or 15.2 percent and decreased $2.4 million or 2.2 percent
in fiscal years 2020 and 2019, respectively. Capital appropriation revenue is received as project expenses are
incurred. As projects near completion, the revenue received decreases.
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Total Operating Expenses
The following schedule summarizes the University’s operating expenses by functional category for the years
ended June 30, 2020, 2019, and 2018:

2020
Education and general
Instruction
Research
Public service
Academic support
Student services
Institutional support
Operation and maintenance of plant
Scholarships and fellowships
Depreciation
Total education and general
Other operating expenses
Auxiliary enterprises
Other operating expenses, net
Total other operating expenses
Total operating expenses

2019

2018

$843,727
775,110
275,927
465,291
137,213
294,488
314,976
68,389
215,954
3,391,075

$801,626
720,614
243,734
401,418
122,009
238,655
268,839
64,524
214,336
3,075,755

$827,200
768,137
285,251
465,319
142,865
314,769
310,674
64,589
221,797
3,400,601

292,356
(388)
291,968

269,780
1,070
270,850

297,711
120
297,831

$3,683,043

$3,346,605

$3,698,432

Increase (Decrease)
From 2019 to 2020
From 2018 to 2019
Amount Percent
Amount
Percent
$ 42,101
54,496
32,193
63,873
15,204
55,833
46,137
3,865
1,618
315,320

5.3%
7.6%
13.2%
15.9%
12.5%
23.4%
17.2%
6.0%
0.8%
10.3%

($25,574)
(47,523)
(41,517)
(63,901)
(20,856)
(76,114)
(41,835)
(65)
(7,461)
(324,846)

(3.1%)
(6.2%)
(14.6%)
(13.7%)
(14.6%)
(24.2%)
(13.5%)
(0.1%)
(3.4%)
(9.6%)

22,576
8.4%
(1,458) (136.3%)
21,118
7.8%

(27,931)
950
(26,981)

(9.4%)
791.7%
(9.1%)

$ (351,827)

(9.5%)

$ 336,438

10.1%

Total operating expenses increased $336.4 million or 10.1 percent in fiscal year 2020 compared to a decrease
of $351.8 million or 9.5 percent in fiscal year 2019. Across almost all functional categories, salaries and
compensation-related expenditures continued to represent the most significant expense to the University at
$2.5 billion or 66.5 percent, $2.1 billion or 62.3 percent, and $2.4 billion or 65.5 percent of operating expenses
in fiscal years 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively. Compensation related expenditures increased $366.7 million
or 17.6 percent in fiscal year 2020, compared to a decrease of $338.5 million or 14.0 percent and $244 thousand
or 3 percent in fiscal years 2019 and 2018, respectively. The decrease in compensation related expenditures in
fiscal year 2019 is primarily due to the University’s recording of GASB 68 and 71 pension expenses which
resulted in decreases in fringe related expenses of $291.0 million associated with the decrease in the net
pension liability. The decrease was a one-time event in fiscal year 2019, resulting in a corresponding increase
in fiscal year 2020.
Increases in all functional categories in fiscal year 2020 are primarily the result of one-time reductions in
compensation related expenses in fiscal year 2019 due to the University’s recording of GASB 68 and 71
adjustments. Institutional Support also experienced an increase of $8.7 million in fiscal year 2020 due to
various technology projects.
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Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
The following schedule summarizes the University’s cash flows for the years ended June 30, 2020, 2019, and
2018:

2020
2019
2018
Cash (used) provided by
Operating activities
$ (1,059,779) $ (1,005,521) $ (1,019,820)
Noncapital financing activities
1,218,601
1,149,795
1,102,699
Capital and related financing
activities
(201,676)
(150,232)
(142,775)
249,809
(15,093)
112,059
Investing activities
206,955
(21,051)
52,163
Net increase (decrease) in cash
Cash, beginning of year
Cash, end of year

$

467,817

488,868

436,705

674,772 $

467,817 $

488,868

Increase (Decrease)
From 2019 to 2020
From 2018 to 2019
Amount
Percent
Amount
Percent
$

$

(54,258)
68,806

5.4%
6.0%

$ 14,299
47,096

1.4%
4.3%

(51,444)
264,902
228,006

(34.2%)
1755.1%
(1083.1%)

(7,457)
(127,152)
(73,214)

(5.2%)
113.5%
(140.4%)

(21,051)

(4.3%)

52,163

11.9%

206,955

44.2%

$ (21,051)

(4.3%)

The University’s cash and cash equivalents increased $207.0 million compared to fiscal year 2019 due to an
increase in cash provided by investing activities, partially offset by an increase in cash used by noncapital
financing activities and operating activities.
The cash used by operating activities increased $54.3 million compared to fiscal year 2019 primarily due to
the timing of normal business activities.
The cash provided by noncapital financing activities increased $68.8 million compared to an increase of $47.1
million in fiscal year 2019. The most significant sources of cash provided included State appropriations totaling
$694.9 million and $674.5 million, grants totaling $302.3 million and $223.2 million, and gifts totaling $200.5
million and $214.4 million in 2020 and 2019, respectively.
The cash used by capital and related financing activities increased $51.4 million primarily due to a decrease in
cash flows related to a reduction of proceeds from capital debt of $167.8 million, partially offset by a decrease
of $66.3 million in principal payments on debt. During fiscal year 2020, the University issued $0 and $48.0
million in new bond issuances and commercial paper, respectively, compared to $175.5 million and $73.6
million in new bond issuances and commercial paper, respectively, in fiscal year 2019. Cash inflows for capital
acquisitions from capital appropriations, capital grants and gifts and bonds issued during the year funded a
portion of the University’s equipment needs and ongoing renovation and construction initiatives.
Investing Activities
The University’s endowment funds are invested to preserve the inflation-adjusted value of the endowment and
to maximize total return within acceptable risk parameters. These objectives are benchmarked over three-to
five-year periods.
Long-term endowment and other investments included increases from net unrealized gains (losses) on the
endowment and other investments of $(5.6) million, $12.1 million, and $96.4 million in fiscal years 2020,
2019, and 2018, respectively. Annual distributions of the endowment to departments, partially offset by
reinvested endowment earnings, decreased investments by $63.9 million, $62.2 million, and $59.7 million in
fiscal years 2020, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
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To provide a relatively stable level of support for endowed programs, a specified percentage rate based on a
five-year, moving-average market value of the endowment is distributed each year. These distributions provide
funds for a variety of purposes, including instructional needs, research activities, scholarships, and academic
support. An endowment spending policy requires balancing current needs with the long-term focus of the
institution. The endowment funds distribution rate was 4.5 percent in fiscal years 2020, 2019, and 2018.
Factors Affecting Future Financial Position and/or Results of Operations
The University is the flagship research institution in the State. It has received historically strong support from
the State, its academic quality attracts record numbers of applications, it has a diversified mix of revenue
streams which augment tuition and state support, and it enjoys a strong credit rating which enables low cost of
borrowing. Maintaining these competitive advantages, and managing operating costs, is more important than
ever to the overall results of operations.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant effect on society, the economy, and government at all levels.
As detailed below, the University relies on federal and state government for a large portion of its financial
support. Current levels of support may be at risk if governmental units that support the University are unable
to continue support at previous levels. The impact of the pandemic is enumerated more fully below.
State support for operations and maintenance–Continued state support is an important component of future
fiscal health for the University. The FY 2020-2021 biennium set base funding for the University at $1,342.5
million. However, the State’s May 2020 interim budget forecast projected the State will finish the biennium
with a $2,426 million deficit. As the Minnesota Legislature begins debating the State’s 2022-2023 biennial
operating budget, it will be required by law to also resolve the projected deficit. In recognition of budgetary
and economic realities, the University will submit a modest request to increase the base funding provided to
the University by $46.5 million, a 3.5% increase over the University’s current base funding. There is no
guarantee that the State will be able to finance this requested increase, given the challenges it faces in resolving
the projected deficit, while responding to increased needs from other stakeholders.
State support for facilities and capital projects–The University’s strategic plans for capital projects continue
to be focused on 5 key areas:






Renovating or removing buildings that are considered to be “critical” as deemed by the Facilities
Condition Assessment criteria
Advancing the Health Sciences
Modernizing St. Paul campus research laboratories
Expanding facilities capacity in science, technology, engineering, and math programs
Repositioning the University’s libraries for the 21st Century

The University has increasingly focused its state capital requests on Higher Education Asset Preservation and
Renewal (HEAPR) as a source of funding to maintain and renew existing facilities. The Minnesota Legislature
approved a 2020 bonding bill in October 2020 which was signed into law by the Governor. The legislation
provided $75,381 in state bonding to finance a number of University capital priorities, including HEAPR
($38,495), predesign and design activities for a new chemistry undergraduate teaching laboratory on the Twin
Cities campus ($3,286), facilities improvements for the Institute of Child Development ($29,200), and
renovation of the A.B. Anderson Hall on the Duluth campus ($4,400). The law also provided authority for the
University to refinance previously issued University debt that is supported by state appropriations, retain the
debt service savings and apply the savings to additional new debt that will finance design of a new clinical
research facility on the Twin Cities campus. The University’s Board of Regents will consider approval of a
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2021 state capital request aligns with the University’s academic priorities. There is no guarantee that the State
will be able to finance future capital requests given the challenges it faces in resolving the projected state
budget deficit, while responding to increased needs from other stakeholders.
Federal funding–The University consistently ranks among the top ten public research universities in federal
funding for research and development, thanks to the productivity and ingenuity of its faculty. The tightening
of the federal budget, the failure of the United States Congress to adopt annual budgets which provide stability
and predictability, and the policy directions of the current presidential administration have created a high level
of uncertainty about federal funding for many universities. In addition, the federal government passed the
CARES Act, legislation focused on ameliorating the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. The
legislation was financed primarily with deficit spending. As the federal government grapples with and responds
to the longer-term economic impacts from the pandemic, there is no guarantee that future funding for federally
financed programs such as research and federal student aid programs, will keep pace with past levels.
Enrollment–The University has built a national reputation for high quality undergraduate, graduate, and
professional education. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic had a modest but manageable negative impact
on enrollment. Fall semester 2020 enrollment across the system showed a 2.6% decline in undergraduate
enrollment from fall semester 2019, from 44,000 undergraduate full-time equivalent students to 42,900. Fall
semester 2020 graduate and professional education showed a 1.3% decline from fall 2019, from 16,900 to
16,700. The primary factor impacting enrollment was the restrictions on international travel caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic. As a part of the FY 2021 approved budget, undergraduate tuition was held flat for all
undergraduate students, and all graduate and professional students except for dental school and medical school
students. The University’s ability to consistently attract students whose educational experience may be
different from their expectations due to COVID-19 will be important in the near term to maintain the tuition
revenue stream.
Expenses and cost containment–The University’s primary operating costs are the salaries and benefits paid to
a highly trained, world-class workforce. The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in revenue reductions and
unbudgeted costs for the University. To manage the budgetary impact and jump start future budgetary savings,
the fiscal year 2021 approved budget included a board-approved furlough and temporary pay reduction
program (projected to save $45 million to $50 million), and a Retirement Incentive program (projected to save
between $24 million and $40 million depending on the number of hires made to replace employees who retire).
These programs, and other more targeted options, will be critical to manage the growing costs associated with
COVID-19.
The University’s partnership with Fairview Health Services–The University has had a long-term academic
affiliation agreement with Fairview, the health care organization that purchased the University’s on-campus
hospital in 1996. A strong partnership is vital to supporting and strengthening research, outreach, and medical
education mission of the University of Minnesota Medical School.
A new agreement between Fairview and the University went into effect on January 1, 2019. The agreement
creates a new “joint clinical enterprise” that better aligns Fairview and the University’s goals for research and
clinical care. Major elements of the agreement include organizational changes, new branding, and improved
financial support to the University’s academic medicine enterprise. The new agreement will provide the
University’s Medical School with $185 million in payments from Fairview for calendar years 2019-2020. This
is a significant improvement in financial support for the University and demonstrates the strengthened
relationship between the University and Fairview. Although Fairview has suffered significant revenue losses
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, all scheduled payments have been made to the University. Furthermore,
Fairview has not requested budgetary relief from the payments, in response to the pandemic.
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University of Minnesota
Consolidated Statements of Net Position (Excluding Component Units)
As of June 30, 2020 and 2019 (in thousands)
2020

2019

Assets
Current assets
$

Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Receivables, net
Inventories
Student loans receivable, net
Prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total current assets

659,943
143,733
331,751
21,936
9,237
30,043
80
1,196,723

$

405,247
271,618
359,679
19,319
9,346
34,280
350
1,099,839

Noncurrent assets
Restricted cash and cash equivalents
Investments
Receivables, net
Student loan receivables, net
Prepaid expenses
Other assets
Capital assets, net
Total noncurrent assets
Total assets
Deferred Outflows of Resources

14,829
2,010,568
9,920
52,939
5,972
2,964
3,247,756
5,344,948
6,541,671

62,570
2,053,182
11,269
59,337
12,160
2,958
3,234,494
5,435,970
6,535,809

339,573

618,869

115,710
397,381
64,602
334,529
912,222

163,956
327,918
64,408
320,119
876,401

319,716
75
1,227,811
1,547,602
2,459,824

347,396
44
1,293,363
1,640,803
2,517,204

730,511

1,008,147

575,234
1,105,850
316,573
1,693,252
3,690,909

602,509
1,038,042
314,264
1,674,512
3,629,327

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities and other
Unearned income
Long-term debt
Total current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Accrued liabilities and other
Unearned income
Long-term debt
Total noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities
Deferred Inflows of Resources
Net Position
Unrestricted
Restricted

Expendable
Nonexpendable

Net investment in capital assets
Total net position

$

$

The accompanying Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.
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University of Minnesota
Component Units – Statements of Financial Position
As of June 30, 2020 and 2019 (in thousands)
University of Minnesota
Foundation
2020
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Investments, substantially at fair market value
Pledges receivable, net
Accounts and other receivables
Interest in charitable lead trusts, unitrusts, pooled income, and trusts
Gift annuities
Property and equipment, net
Prepaids and other assets
Total assets

$

Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Gift annuities payable
Unitrusts, pooled income, and annuity trusts payable
Investments held for custody of others
Long-term debt
Total liabilities
Net Assets
Without donor restrictions
With donor restrictions
Total net assets
Total liabilities and net assets

$

University of Minnesota
Physicians

2019

25,702 $
2,928,226
231,497
14,174
93,731
37,428
80,461

26,722
2,905,798
191,366
20,282
86,836
35,452
82,214

3,411,219

3,348,670

20,675
20,126
9,733
290,209
46,102
386,845

20,229
17,744
10,616
294,385
46,977
389,951

140,042
2,884,332
3,024,374

133,958
2,824,761
2,958,719

3,411,219 $

3,348,670

2020
$

$

2019

142,755 $
26,833

97,904
24,023

107,620

99,528

8,373
2,546
288,127

6,722
16,536
244,713

168,804

141,854

1,769
170,573

2,174
144,028

117,554

100,685

117,554

100,685

288,127 $

244,713

The accompanying Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.
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University of Minnesota
Consolidated Statements of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Position
(Excluding Component Units)
Years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019 (in thousands)
2020

2019

Revenues
Operating revenues

Student tuition and fees, net of scholarship allowances
of $319,546 in 2020; $302,655 in 2019
Federal grants and contracts
State and other government grants
Nongovernmental grants and contracts
Student loan interest income
Sales and services of educational activities, net of scholarship
allowances of $98 in 2020; $26 in 2019
Auxiliary enterprises, net of scholarship allowances of $12,508
in 2020; $12,444 in 2019
Other operating revenues
Total operating revenues
Expenses
Operating expenses

Education and general

$

Instruction
Research
Public service
Academic support
Student services
Institutional support
Operation & maintenance of plant
Scholarships & fellowships
Depreciation

Auxiliary enterprises
Other operating expenses, net
Total operating expenses
Operating Loss
Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses)
Federal appropriations
State appropriations
Grants, including CARES Act Funding of $16,818 in 2020, $0 in 2019
Gifts
Investment income, net
Interest on capital-asset related debt
Other nonoperating revenues, net
Net nonoperating revenues

826,683
478,953
85,529
421,541
1,887

$

823,690
479,820
87,042
409,298
2,053

140,848

149,267

413,049
750
2,369,240

457,742
213
2,409,125

843,727
775,110
275,927
465,291
137,213
294,488
314,976
68,389
215,954
292,356
(388)
3,683,043

801,626
720,614
243,734
401,418
122,009
238,655
268,839
64,524
214,336
269,780
1,070
3,346,605

(1,313,803)

(937,480)

17,146
694,910
294,831
189,170
91,435
(48,439)
11,537
1,250,590

17,883
674,288
230,057
214,458
146,282
(50,602)
8,529
1,240,895

Income (Loss) Before Other Revenues

(63,213)

303,415

Capital appropriations
Capital grants and gifts
Additions to permanent endowments
Total other revenues

96,263
26,134
2,398
124,795

80,446
24,219
3,680
108,345

61,582

411,760

3,629,327

3,217,567

Increase In Net Position
Net position at beginning of year
$

Net position at end of year

3,690,909

$

3,629,327

The accompanying Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.
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University of Minnesota
Component Units – Statements of Activities
Years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019 (in thousands)

Without donor
restrictions
Revenues
Contributions
Investment income, net
Net realized and unrealized gains on investments
Change in value of trusts
Support services revenue
UMF - Real Estate Advisors rental revenue
University Gateway Corporation revenue
Other revenue
Net assets released from restriction
Total revenues

$

1,802 $
(227)
(530)
(168)
7,165
6,916
4,062
5
251,824
270,849

Expenses
Program services
Distributions for University purposes
Support services
Management and general
Promotion and development
UMF - Real Estate Advisors
University Gateway Corporation
Total expenses
Increase in net assets
Net assets at beginning of year
Net assets at end of year

University of Minnesota Foundation
Total
With donor
2020
restrictions

$

259,328 $
22,525
23,288
6,254

Total
2019

261,130 $
22,298
22,758
6,086
7,165
6,916
4,062
5

224,141
20,298
187,852
2,159
7,165
7,034
4,702
2

330,420

453,353

202,039

202,039

210,433

11,233
37,798
6,375
7,320
264,765

11,233
37,798
6,375
7,320
264,765

11,086
36,791
6,964
7,739
273,013

(251,824)
59,571

6,084
133,958

59,571
2,824,761

65,655
2,958,719

180,340
2,778,379

140,042 $

2,884,332 $

3,024,374 $

2,958,719

The accompanying Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.
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University of Minnesota
Component Units – Statements of Activities
Years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019 (in thousands)
University of Minnesota
Physicians
Total (unrestricted)
2020
2019
Revenues
Contract revenue
Patient service revenue
Investment income, net
Net realized and unrealized losses on investments
Loss on equity method investments
Other revenue
Total revenues

$

662,994 $
34,707
897
138
(25,525)
18,799
692,010

504,585
126,341
1,368
53
(15,034)
11,834
629,147

Expenses
Program services
Health care services
Support services
Management and general
Total expenses

611,376

569,231

63,765
675,141

57,642
626,873

Increase in net assets
Net assets at beginning of year

16,869
100,685

2,274
98,411

Net assets at end of year

$

117,554 $

100,685

The accompanying Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of
these statements.
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University of Minnesota
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (Excluding Component Units)
Years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019 (in thousands)
2020
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Grants and contracts (federal, state, nongovernmental, other)
Student tuition and fees
Auxiliary enterprises
Sales and services of educational activities
Other operating revenues
Payments to employees for services
Payments to suppliers for goods and services
Payments for fringe benefits
Payments for scholarships and fellowships
Loans issued to students
Collection of loans to students
Net cash used by operating activities

$

Cash Flows From Noncapital Financing Activities
State appropriations
Grants for other than capital purposes
Gifts for other than capital purposes
Federal appropriations
Other nonoperating revenues, net
Private gifts for endowment purposes
Direct lending receipts
Direct lending disbursements
Agency transactions
Net cash provided by noncapital financing activities
Cash Flows From Capital and Related Financing Activities
Capital appropriations
Proceeds from capital debt
Capital grants and gifts
Proceeds from sale of capital assets
Principal received on notes receivable
Interest received on notes receivable
Purchases of capital assets
Principal paid on capital debt
Interest paid on capital debt
Issuance of notes receivable
Net cash used by capital and related financing activities
Cash Flows From Investing Activities
Proceeds from sales and maturities of investments
Purchase of investments
Investment income, net
Net cash provided (used) by investing activities
Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and Cash Equivalents at Beginning of Year
Cash and Cash Equivalents at End of Year

$

2019

1,006,313
815,919
403,713
141,263
615
(1,822,617)
(945,414)
(605,232)
(62,335)
(6,034)
14,030
(1,059,779)

$

956,874
820,392
455,859
148,934
459
(1,770,015)
(979,822)
(591,483)
(53,027)
(6,583)
12,891
(1,005,521)

694,936
302,314
200,505
15,873
11,967
30
361,698
(361,806)
(6,916)
1,218,601

674,476
223,146
214,402
21,287
12,656
3,664
368,758
(368,473)
(121)
1,149,795

101,165
52,500
17,320
4,215
1,796
511
(223,237)
(97,179)
(56,936)
(1,831)
(201,676)

79,409
220,301
20,791
1,630
551
455
(250,174)
(163,485)
(59,710)
(150,232)

9,908,540
(9,733,398)
74,667
249,809

20,185,458
(20,308,942)
108,391
(15,093)

206,955
467,817
674,772

(21,051)
488,868
467,817

$
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University of Minnesota
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (Excluding Component Units)
Years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019 (in thousands)
2020
Reconciliation of Net Operating Revenues (Expenses)
to Net Cash Used by Operating Activities
Operating loss
$
Adjustments to reconcile operating loss to net cash used by operating activities
Depreciation expense
Changes in assets, deferred outflows of resources, liabilities, and
deferred inflows of resources
Receivables, net
Inventories
Prepaid and other items
Deferred outflows of resources
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Unearned income
Deferred inflows of resources
Net cash used by operating activities
$
Noncash Investing, Capital, and Financing Activities
Capital assets on account
Realized gains on investments for stock distributions
Amortization of bond discount/premium
Contribution of capital assets
Capital assets acquired with capital lease
Net unsettled investment trades
Net unrealized gains (losses) on investments
Net gain on retirement of debt
Cash and Cash Equivalents at End of Year
Cash and cash equivalents
Restricted cash and cash equivalents
Total cash and cash equivalents at end of year

2019

(1,313,803)

$

215,954

18,495
(2,460)
9,415
244,945
(11,824)
52,948
(9,244)
(264,205)
(1,059,779)

(937,480)
214,336

$

(17,022)
69
5,721
272,668
8,430
(173,357)
(4,255)
(374,631)
(1,005,521)

$

26,148
22,645
8,553
5,698
2,091
(13,595)
(4,517)

$

21,773
24,654
7,024
3,192
22,420
5,173
9,782
519

$

659,943
14,829
674,772

$

405,247
62,570
467,817

$

$

The accompanying Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.
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Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
As of and for the years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019 (in thousands)

1. Organization, Basis of Presentation, and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Organization
The University of Minnesota (University) is both a state land-grant university with a strong tradition of
education and public service, and a major research institution serving the state of Minnesota (the State). The
University has five campuses: Crookston, Duluth, Morris, Rochester, and Twin Cities.
The University is considered a constitutional corporation and an agency of the State. As a result of this unique
status, authority to govern the University is reserved to the Board of Regents (Board) rather than state law.
The University complies with state law when specifically included by statute or when compliance does not
conflict with the University’s ability to accomplish its mission and purpose as established by the constitution
of the State.
Tax Status—The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has ruled that the University is an integral part of the State.
Therefore, the University is generally exempt from federal income taxes, although certain activities are
subject to federal unrelated business income tax.
Reporting Entity
The financial reporting entity for the University includes the financial results of the five campuses and, as
required under Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 61, The Financial
Reporting Entity: Omnibus—an amendment of GASB Statements No. 14 and No. 34 (GASB 61), its legally
separate component units. The component units are included in the University’s reporting entity because of
the significance of their operational or financial relationships with the University or its other component units.
Blended Component Units—The University has component units that provide services entirely for the
University’s own benefit. GASB 61 requires blended presentation—combining the component units and
University financial information together, displayed as one entity.
RUMINCO, Ltd.
RUMINCO, Ltd. is a wholly owned single parent captive insurance company. Although it is legally
separate from the University, RUMINCO, Ltd. is reported as if it were part of the University because its
sole purpose is to administer medical malpractice, general liability, directors’ and officers’ liability, and
automobile liability on behalf of the University. Coverage includes: commercial general and professional
liability, non-profit organization liability, business auto liability and excess automobile liability.
RUMINCO insurance agreements limit the exposure to loss on a per-occurrence and annual aggregate
basis.
2515 University Ave SE, LLC
2515 University Ave SE, LLC (University Village) is a wholly owned company of the University.
Although it is legally separate from the University, University Village is reported as if it were part of the
University. University Village provides spacious, affordable living on the Twin Cities campus.
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Discretely Presented Component Units—The University’s consolidated financial statements include the
financial data of two tax-exempt component units. They are reported in separate columns on separate pages.
GASB 61 requires discrete presentation of component units when either the resources held by these entities
can only be used by, or for the benefit of, the University or its component units; or the component units are
closely related to, or financially integrated with the University.
The University’s discretely presented component units are nonprofit organizations, organized under IRS
Code Section 501(c)(3). These units report under Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 958, Not-for-Profit Entities, and do not meet the criteria of a
blended component unit. The component units’ financial data has been aggregated into like categories for
presentation purposes.
University of Minnesota Foundation
The University of Minnesota Foundation (UMF) is a legally separate, tax-exempt organization dedicated
to raising and managing private gifts to benefit the University. The Board of Trustees of UMF consists
of between 30 and 45 members and includes the President of the University. One-fourth of the members
of the Board of Trustees are appointed by the University. Although UMF is an independent organization,
the majority of resources that it holds and invests, including income from its investments, are restricted
by donors to the activities of the University. The factor that contributes to UMF being classified as a
discretely presented component unit relates to the significant resources UMF holds on behalf of the
University. The University has access to these resources.
During fiscal years 2020 and 2019, UMF distributed $245,174 and $248,480, respectively, to the
University. Complete financial statements for UMF can be obtained from the UMF office, McNamara
Alumni Center, 200 Oak Street S.E., Suite 500, Minneapolis, MN 55455.
University of Minnesota Physicians
University of Minnesota Physicians (UMP) is a legally separate, tax-exempt clinical practice
organization for the faculty of the University Medical School. The Board of UMP consists of at least 25
and not more than 29 voting directors, ex-officio voting directors, and ex-officio non-voting directors.
Included in the composition of UMP’s board of directors is the dean of the University Medical School,
faculty, and department heads of the University Medical School totaling 19 members. Based on the
University appointing a voting majority of board members, the University has the ability to impose its
will on UMP, as management and direction of the business and affairs of UMP is vested in the board.
As a result, this contributes to UMP being classified as a discretely presented component unit.
During fiscal years 2020 and 2019, UMP distributed $112,717 and $105,828, respectively, to the
University. Complete financial statements for UMP can be obtained from the Chief Financial Officer,
720 Washington Ave S.E., Suite 200, Minneapolis, MN 55414.
Joint Ventures
A joint venture is a legal entity or other organization that results from a contractual agreement and that is
owned, operated, or governed by two or more participants as a separate and specific activity subject to joint
control, in which participants retain an ongoing financial interest or an ongoing financial responsibility.
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2407 University Investment, LLC
The University is a participant in a joint venture, 2407 University Investment, LLC with United
Properties Investment, LLC. The joint venture owns and operates a hotel and acts as a lessor of a
restaurant on property adjacent to the Twin Cities campus. The joint venture also provides the University
the opportunity to plan with United Properties Investment, LLC future redevelopment of the parcel of
land. It is governed by a five member board of governors, for which the University shall have the right
to appoint two of the governors. In addition, the University has a 49 percent membership with an equity
interest of $1,193 and $1,458 as of June 30, 2020 and 2019, respectively. During the fiscal year ended
June 30, 2014, the University provided an interest-bearing loan to the joint venture in the amount of
$8,750, which is expected to be repaid over a period of 20 years. During fiscal years 2020 and 2019, the
University received $404 and $415, respectively, in interest income. Principal outstanding is $8,342 and
$8,617, respectively, as of June 30, 2020 and 2019. Complete financial statements can be obtained from
2407 University Investment, LLC, c/o United Properties Investment, LLC, 3600 American Blvd, Ste.
750, Minneapolis, MN 55431.
Financial Statement Presentation
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles prescribed by GASB.
These statements are prepared on a consolidated, entity-wide basis. All significant inter-fund balances have
been eliminated upon consolidation.
Basis of Accounting
The University is considered to be a special purpose government engaged primarily in business type activities
(BTA). As a BTA, the University prepares its financial statements using the accrual basis of accounting and
the economic-resources-measurement focus. Under the accrual basis of accounting, revenues and expenses are
recognized when earned or incurred, respectively.
Significant Accounting Policies
Cash and Cash Equivalents—For purposes of the statement of cash flows, the University defines cash and
cash equivalents as highly liquid, short-term (90 days or less) investments that bear little or no market risk.
The intent of the Consolidated Endowment Fund (CEF), the Group Income Pool (GIP), and the Separately
Invested Funds (SIF) is long-term appreciation. Any cash balances held at the date of the statements are
due to the timing of reinvesting the proceeds within the funds.
Investments—Investments are reported at fair value, which represents the price that would be received to
sell the investment in an orderly transaction between market participants. The University’s investments are
valued using a hierarchy of valuation inputs based on the extent to which the inputs are observable in the
marketplace in accordance with GASB Statement No. 72, Fair Value Measurement and Application (GASB
72). Observable inputs reflect market data obtained from sources independent of the University and
unobservable inputs reflect the University’s own assumptions about how market participants would value
the investment based on the best information available. The University uses various industry standard
valuation techniques that are appropriate under the circumstances and for which sufficient information is
available to determine fair value—maximizing the use of observable inputs, while minimizing the use of
unobservable inputs. Purchases and sales of investments are recorded on a trade date basis. Investment
income includes: interest income; realized and unrealized gains and losses; and investment related expenses.
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The University may use derivative instruments for a variety of purposes. Financial futures are used to
maintain investment portfolio asset allocations in accordance with institutional policy and to enhance the
investment returns of certain asset classes. Forward foreign exchange contracts are used to protect against
foreign currency exposure; gas commodity forward contracts are used to synthetically fix the price of other
physical gas purchases used for University consumption; and interest rate swaps are used to manage the
cost of debt. Financial futures and forward foreign exchange contracts are recorded on the contract date and
are carried at fair value using listed price quotations or amounts that approximate fair value. The University
is required to post collateral, typically U.S. Treasury bills, for derivative contracts held. Collateral required
by these contracts is monitored daily and required deposits or withdrawals are made as necessary. In general,
the University follows the Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act (UPMIFA), as adopted
in Minnesota, for donor-restricted endowments. Under UPMIFA, the Board determines the prudent amount
of realized and unrealized endowment appreciation to be allocated to fund current operations. Investment
of the realized or unrealized appreciation in excess of the annual spending limits is discussed in Note 2.
Inventories—Inventories held for resale are carried at the lower of cost (first-in, first-out) or market value.
Other inventories are carried primarily at cost, which approximates market value.
Receivables and Student Loan Receivables, Net—Receivables and student loan receivables are shown net
of estimated allowance for uncollectible accounts.
Restricted Cash and Cash Equivalents—Restricted cash and cash equivalents represent unspent bond
proceeds, which are externally restricted for the construction or purchase of buildings or other capital assets.
Although these funds meet the University’s definition of cash and cash equivalents, they are recorded as
long-term assets, as these funds are required to be used for long-term capital projects.
Capital Assets, Net—Land, buildings, and other property are recorded at cost, if purchased or constructed
or at market value on the date of gift, if received by gift or bequest. Depreciation is determined using the
straight-line method, based on the estimated useful lives of the assets. Interest that qualified for interest
capitalization is $0 and $1,268 for fiscal years 2020 and 2019, respectively. The University prospectively
adopted GASB Statement No. 89 (GASB 89), Accounting for Interest Cost Incurred before the End of a
Construction Period, during fiscal year 2020. As a result, interest expense incurred will no longer be
included in the historical cost of a capital asset.
The University entered into a direct financing lease in fiscal year 2016, related to the Clinic and Surgery
Center with Fairview and UMP. The term of the lease is 30 years. The University has elected to report this
under capital assets, as the University retained title to the building. The current portion of the lease is
recorded as a current receivable. See Note 3 and Note 4 for additional information.
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The following schedule summarizes the useful lives and capitalization thresholds:
Asset category
Capitalized software (intangible asset)
Licenses (intangible asset)
Non income-producing intellectual property (intangible asset)
All other intangible assets
Buildings and improvements
Infrastructure
Leasehold improvements
Equipment
Direct financing lease - building
Land
Museums and collections
Library and reference books
Permanent right-of-way easements (intangible asset)

Useful life
Capitalization
(in years)
threshold
Shorter of legal life or 5 years
$500,000
License term
500,000
Legal life
500,000
5
500,000
10-40
50,000
10-40
50,000
Lease term
50,000
3-20
5,000
Indefinite
Indefinite
Indefinite
10
Indefinite

Deferred Outflows of Resources—Deferred outflows of resources represent current fiscal year
contributions made to the University’s participation in certain State cost-sharing, multiple employer defined
benefit plans, as well as changes in actuarial assumptions and methods and differences between expected
and actual experience related to the measurement of the respective plan’s net pension liability (NPL) and
changes in the University’s proportionate share in the NPL. Additional information regarding pensions is
discussed in Note 6. In addition, a portion of the balance is attributed to the University’s other
postemployment benefits (OPEB) offered through the UPlan for changes in actuarial assumptions and
methods and differences between expected and actual experience related to the measurement of the OPEB
liability. Additional information regarding other postemployment benefits is discussed in Note 10. The last
portion of the balance represents a loss related to the defeasance of long-term debt. Additional information
regarding long-term debt is discussed in Note 5.
Unearned Income—Unearned income represents amounts received from tuition, auxiliary services, and
grants and contracts prior to fiscal year-end but not yet earned.
Noncurrent Liabilities—Noncurrent liabilities represent the principal portion of bonds, notes, and capital
lease obligations as well as estimated amounts of accrued compensated absences, other postemployment
benefits, and other liabilities that will not be paid within the next fiscal year.
Deferred Inflows of Resources—Deferred inflows of resources represent the changes in the actuarial
assumptions and methods used to calculate the NPL related to the University’s participation in the State’s
cost-sharing, multiple employer defined benefit plans, as well as changes in the University’s proportionate
share in the NPL. Additional information regarding pensions is discussed in Note 6. In addition, a portion
of the balance is attributed to the University’s OPEB offered through the UPlan for changes in actuarial
assumptions and methods and differences between expected and actual experience related to the
measurement of the OPEB liability. Additional information regarding other postemployment benefits is
discussed in Note 10. The last portion of the balance represents a gain related to the defeasance of longterm debt. Additional information regarding long-term debt is discussed in Note 5.
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Net Position—Net position is reported in the following three components:


Unrestricted: Net position that has no external restriction imposed is classified as unrestricted.
Unrestricted net position may be designated for specific purposes by the Board or subject to
contractual limitations, but generally are designated to fund the academic, research, and public
service mission of the University.



Restricted:
Expendable—Net position that is restricted for specific purposes by grantors, donors, or law is
classified as restricted - expendable. Restrictions on these assets are released when the University
complies with the stipulations required by the grantor, donor, or legislative act.
Nonexpendable—Net position that is required to be retained permanently by the University is
classified as restricted - nonexpendable. These assets represent the principal portion (historical
value) of gifts to the University’s true and life endowment funds, and institutional contributions to
refundable loan programs.



Net investment in capital assets: Net investment in capital assets represents capital assets net of
accumulated depreciation and outstanding debt used to purchase, construct, or improve such assets.
If debt has been incurred but not yet expended for capital assets, these unspent proceeds are
classified as restricted-expendable net position.

If both restricted and unrestricted resources are to be used for the same purpose, the resources are used in
accordance with applicable instructions of the grantor, donor, or law.
Revenue Recognition—The University recognizes exchange revenue when the University receives
something and gives something with essentially equal value and recognizes nonexchange revenue when the
University receives something of value without directly giving something of equal value in exchange.
Revenue is recognized in accordance with GASB Statement No. 34 (GASB 34), Basic Financial
Statements—and Management’s Discussion and Analysis—for State and Local Governments and GASB
Statement No. 33 (GASB 33), Accounting and Financial Reporting for Nonexchange Transactions.
Revenue and Expense Classifications—The University has classified revenues and expenses as operating
or nonoperating based upon the following criteria:


Operating revenues: Operating revenues result from exchange activities that contribute to the
University’s mission of Research and Discovery; Teaching and Learning; and Outreach and Public
Service. Exchange activities are transactions where the amount received approximates the fair
market value of the goods or services given up. The University considers student tuition and fees
(net of scholarship allowances), most grants and contracts, interest on student loans, and sales and
services of auxiliary and educational activities (net of scholarship allowances) to be exchange
transactions.



Nonoperating revenues: Nonoperating revenues represent nonexchange activities. The primary
sources of these revenues are federal and state appropriations, gifts, capital grants, federal and state
financial aid grants (such as Pell and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants), and other
nonexchange grants and contracts. Although the University relies upon these revenue sources to
fund the cost of operations, the grantor or donor is not the direct recipient of the goods or services
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delivered under the grant or gift terms. Insurance recovery proceeds and legal settlements are
classified as nonoperating revenues as part of other nonoperating revenues, net. Insurance recovery
revenue recorded was $1,604 and $965 for fiscal years 2020 and 2019, respectively.


Operating expenses: Operating expenses are paid to acquire or produce goods and services in
return for operating revenues. The University has classified operating expenses based upon their
functional classification. Operating expenses by natural classification are presented in Note 11.
During fiscal years 2020 and 2019, nonsponsored departmental research of $251,207 and $240,918,
respectively, were recorded in both research expense and depreciation expense.



Nonoperating expenses: Nonoperating expenses are incurred in the performance of activities that
are not directly related to generating University operating revenues, such as interest on capital assetrelated debt.

Use of Estimates—To prepare the consolidated financial statements in conformity with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America, management must make estimates and
assumptions. These estimates and assumptions may affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the consolidated financial statements and the
reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. The COVID-19 pandemic has had
a significant effect on society, the economy, and government at all levels. Actual results could differ from
those estimates, including assumptions related to and the impacts of the duration and severity of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The most significant areas that require the use of management’s estimates relate to
investment valuations, accounts payable, receivables, allowances for uncollectible accounts, self-insurance
reserves, scholarship discounts and allowances, arbitrage rebates, and vacation pay and pension accruals.
New Accounting Pronouncements
GASB has issued new accounting standards that may be applicable to the University effective in future fiscal
years. During fiscal year 2020, the GASB issued GASB Statement No. 95 (GASB 95), Postponement of the
Effective Dates of Certain Authoritative Guidance, effective immediately for application, which provides
temporary relief by allowing the option to delay implementation of certain GASB statements as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The effective dates below have been updated in accordance with GASB 95.
GASB Statement No. 84 (GASB 84), Fiduciary Activities, establishes criteria for identifying fiduciary
activities. The focus of the criteria generally is on (1) when the University is controlling the assets of the
fiduciary activity and (2) the beneficiaries with whom a fiduciary relationship exists. Separate criteria apply to
identify fiduciary component units and postemployment benefit arrangements. An activity meeting the criteria
will require the University to present a statement of fiduciary net position and a statement of changes in
fiduciary net position. GASB 84 also provides guidance on recognition of a liability to the beneficiaries in a
fiduciary fund when the University is obligated to disburse fiduciary resources. The provisions of GASB 84
are effective for fiscal year 2021.
GASB Statement No. 87 (GASB 87), Leases, establishes a single model for lease accounting based on the
foundational principle that leases are financings of the right to use an underlying asset. As a result, recognition
of certain lease assets and liabilities for leases that previously were classified as operating leases and
recognized as inflows of resources (revenues) or outflows of resources (expenses) based on the payment
provisions of the contract. Under GASB 87, a lessee is required to recognize a lease liability and an intangible
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right-to-use lease asset, and a lessor is required to recognize a lease receivable and a deferred inflow of
resources. The provisions of GASB 87 are effective for fiscal year 2022.
GASB Statement No. 90 (GASB 90), Majority Equity Interests—an amendment of GASB Statements No. 14
and No. 61, defines a majority equity interest and specifies that a majority equity interest in a legally separate
organization should be reported as an investment if the University’s holding of the equity interest meets the
definition of an investment. A majority equity interest that meets the definition of an investment should be
measured using the equity method, unless it is held for fiduciary purposes or in an endowment. The provisions
of GASB 90 are effective for fiscal year 2021.
GASB Statement No. 91 (GASB 91), Conduit Debt Obligations, provides a single method of reporting conduit
debt obligations by issuers and eliminates diversity in practice. These objectives are achieved by clarifying the
definition of a conduit debt obligation; establishing that a conduit debt obligation is not a liability of the issuer;
establishing standards for accounting and financial reporting of additional commitments and voluntary
commitments extended by issuers and arrangements associated with conduit debt obligations; and improving
required note disclosures. The provisions of GASB 91 are effective for fiscal year 2023.
GASB Statement No. 92 (GASB 92), Omnibus 2020, enhances comparability in accounting and financial
reporting and to improve the consistency of authoritative literature by addressing practice issues that have been
identified during implementation and application of certain GASBs. The provisions of GASB 92 are effective
for fiscal year 2022
GASB Statement No. 93 (GASB 93), Replacement of Interbank Offered Rates (IBOR), addresses the
accounting and financial reporting effects that result from the replacement of an IBOR as a reference rate in
agreements where variable payments are made or received. The provisions of GASB 93 have effective dates
of fiscal years 2021 through 2023 depending on the applicable section of GASB 93.
GASB Statement No. 94 (GASB 94), Public-Private and Public-Public Partnerships (PPP) and Availability
Payment Arrangements (APA), improves financial reporting by addressing issues related to PPPs and also
provides guidance for accounting and financial reporting for APAs. GASB 94 refers to a PPP as an
arrangement in which the University (the transferor) contracts with an operator to provide public services by
conveying control of the right to operate and use a nonfinancial asset, such as infrastructure or other capital
assets for a period of time in an exchange transaction. An APA is an arrangement in which the University
would compensate an operator for services that may include designing, constructing, financing, maintaining,
or operating an underlying nonfinancial asset for a period of time in an exchange transaction. The provisions
of GASB 94 are effective for fiscal year 2023
GASB Statement No. 96 (GASB 96), Subscription-Based Information Technology Arrangements (SBITA),
defines a SBITA; establishes that a SBITA results in a right-to use subscription assets—an intangible asset—
and a corresponding subscription liability; provides the capitalization criteria for outlays other than
subscription payments, including implementation costs of a SBITA; and required note disclosures. The
provisions of GASB 96 are effective for fiscal year 2023.
GASB Statement No. 97 (GASB 97), Certain Component Unit Criteria, and Accounting and Financial
Reporting for Internal Revenue Code Section 457 Deferred compensation Plans—An Amendment of GASB
Statements No. 14 and No. 85, and a Supersession of GASB Statement No. 32, clarifies how the absence of a
governing board should be considered in determining whether the University is financially accountable for
purposes of evaluating potential component units and modifies the applicability of certain component unit
criteria as they relate to defined contribution pension and OPEB plans and other employee benefit plans. GASB
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97 also establishes accounting and financial reporting requirements for Section 457 plans that meet the
definition of a pension plan and for benefits provided through those plans and modifies the investment
valuation requirements for all Section 457 plans. GASB 97 is substantially effective for fiscal year 2022 with
one immediate application in fiscal year 2020 with no financial statement impact to the University.
Management is in the process of evaluating whether these GASB statements will be applicable to the
University and the impact these statements may have on the University’s consolidated financial statements.
2. Cash and Investments
Summary
The University maintains centralized management of substantially all of its cash and investments which are
held in several investment pools. Each pool has a specific set of guidelines designed to meet its respective
investment objectives within risk parameters established for that pool. Securities held in these portfolios are
exposed to various types of risk such as credit, interest rates, foreign currency and other capital market risks.
Material changes in the value of securities subsequent to June 30, 2020 could affect the market values reported
in the consolidated financial statements.
The following table summarizes cash and investments, including RUMINCO, Ltd., a wholly-owned captive
insurance company as of June 30, 2020:

Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Total current assets

Separately
Invested
Funds and
Other

Temporary
Consolidated
Group
Investment
Endowment
Income
Pool
Fund
Pool
$
653,856 $
5,233 $
465
125,255
17,177
1,301
779,111
22,410
1,766

Invested
Assets
RUMINCO, Ltd.
Related to
Insurance
Indebtedness
Subsidiary
$
389 $
389

Restricted cash and cash
equivalents

$

14,829

Total
659,943
143,733
803,676
14,829

Long-term investments
Fixed income
Public equity
Private capital
Inflation hedges
Other
Total noncurrent investments
Total cash and investments

407,589

278,890

67,624

15,459

308,246

$

12,926
420,515
1,199,626

$

629,112
130,021
116,678
1,462,947
1,485,357

769,562

35,453

$

67,624
69,390

$

8,560

$

10
8,570
8,570

$

14,829

$

343,699

50,912
51,301 $

637,672
130,021
129,614
2,010,568
2,829,073
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The following table summarizes cash and investments, including RUMINCO, Ltd., a wholly-owned captive
insurance company as of June 30, 2019:

Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Total current assets

Separately
Invested
Funds and
Other

Temporary
Consolidated
Group
Investment
Endowment
Income
Pool
Fund
Pool
$
383,976 $
20,670 $
505
253,695
17,034
889
637,671
37,704
1,394

Invested
Assets
RUMINCO, Ltd.
Related to
Insurance
Indebtedness
Subsidiary
$
96 $
96

Restricted cash and cash
equivalents

$

62,570

Total
405,247
271,618
676,865
62,570

Long-term investments
Fixed income
Public equity
Private capital
Inflation hedges
Other
Total noncurrent investments
Total cash and investments

484,697

306,357

64,035

357,069

$

484,697
1,122,368

$

523,989
141,254
115,827
1,444,496
1,482,200

$

64,035
65,429

$

8,402

$

13
8,415
8,415

$

62,570

$

16,773

871,862

34,676

391,745

90
51,539
51,635 $

532,391
141,254
115,930
2,053,182
2,792,617

Fair Value Measurements
GASB 72 establishes the framework for measuring investments at fair value and associated hierarchy that
categorizes the valuation inputs. In accordance with GASB 72, the University has categorized its investments
based on the priority of the inputs into a three-level fair value hierarchy.
Fair Value Hierarchy—The three levels of the fair value hierarchy are described below:


Level 1: Inputs for quoted prices (unadjusted) for identical investments in active markets that the
University can access at June 30.



Level 2: Inputs, other than quoted prices included within Level 1, that are observable for an investment.



Level 3: Inputs that are unobservable for an investment.

The hierarchy gives the highest priority to Level 1 inputs and lowest priority to Level 3 inputs. If a price for
an identical investment is not observable, the University measures fair value using a valuation technique that
maximizes the use of relevant observable inputs and minimizes the use of unobservable inputs.
Per GASB 72, in instances where the University does not have a readily determinable fair value, the University
is permitted to establish fair value by using the net asset value (NAV) per share (or its equivalent) if it is
calculated in a manner that is consistent with FASB measurement principles for investment companies.
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The following table summarizes investments according to the fair value hierarchy and NAV as of June 30,
2020:
Fair Value Measurements Using
Level 2
Level 3

Level 1
Fixed income
US agency
US Treasury
Corporate Bonds
Mortgage-backed securities
Return generating fixed income
Risk mitigating fixed income
Listed equity
Global developed equity
Diversifiers
Private capital
Other
Total

$

$

15,446
82,791

309,933
45,284
39,896
66,161
25,678

72,059
29,402

17,188

13,991
213,689

12,936
517,076

Total
$

$

309,933
45,284
39,896
66,161
41,124
82,791
72,059
46,590
8,560
26,927
739,325

8,560
8,560

1,414,976

Investments measured at net asset value (NAV)
$

Total investments

2,154,301

The following table summarizes investments according to the fair value hierarchy and NAV as of June 30,
2019:
Fair Value Measurements Using
Level 2
Level 3

Level 1
Fixed income
US agency
US Treasury
Mortgage-backed securities
Return generating fixed income
Risk mitigating fixed income
Listed equity
Global developed equity
Diversifiers
Private capital
Other
Total

$

$

61,294
76,811

317,495
274,137
79,569
23,741

108,656
30,342

17,042

3,219
280,322

2,693
714,677

Total
$

$

317,495
274,137
79,569
85,035
76,811
108,656
47,384
8,402
5,912
1,003,401

8,402
8,402

1,321,399

Investments measured at net asset value (NAV)
$

Total investments

2,324,800
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GASB 72 also requires additional disclosure information related to investments valued using NAV.
The following table summarizes NAV investments as of June 30, 2020:

Private capital
Fixed income
Global equity
Hedge fund
Real estate
Natural resources
Other
Total

Net Asset
Unfunded
Value
Commitments
$
629,112 $
230,504
310,930
91,493
199,029

$

115,904
47,152
51,499
61,350
1,414,976 $

20,573
17,137
17,070
376,777

Redemption
Frequency
None or monthly
None or annually
Monthly, quarterly, or semi-annually
None, monthly, quarterly, semiannually, or annually
None
None
None, daily, weekly, or quarterly

Redemption
Notice Period
None; 1 day
None; 60 days
1, 2, 30, 45, or 60 Days
None; 20, 30, 45, 60, 65, 75, or 90 Days
None
None
None; 2 days, 5 days, or 45 Days

The following table summarizes NAV investments as of June 30, 2019:

Private capital
Fixed income
Global equity
Hedge fund
Real estate
Natural resources
Other
Total

Net Asset
Unfunded
Value
Commitments
$
520,771 $
219,034
209,034
90,223
208,645

$

115,828
67,617
57,300
142,204
1,321,399 $

27,151
15,238
18,542
370,188

Redemption
Frequency
None
None, monthly, or annually
Monthly
None, semi-monthly, monthly,
quarterly, semi-annually, or annually
None or quarterly
None
None, daily, weekly, or quarterly

Redemption
Notice Period
None
None; 15 or 60 days
1 day, 2 days, or 30 days
None; 20, 30, 45, 60, 65, 75, or 90 days
None or 30 days
None
None; 2 days, 5 days, or 45 days

Private Capital—This category includes investments in private capital funds, generally through limited
partnerships that invest in private companies and venture capital. These investments cannot be redeemed at
the University’s discretion. It is estimated that the underlying assets of the fund would be liquidated over time.
Fixed Income—This category includes investments in private funds that invest in debt securities. Distributions
from each fund are received when the underlying investments in the funds generate distributable cash flows or
when the underlying investments are liquidated.
Global Equity—This category includes investments in funds that invest in listed equity securities of
companies. Distributions from each fund are received when the underlying investments in the funds generate
distributable cash flows or when the underlying investments are sold. The managers of the funds have the
flexibility to change their exposure based on their view of particular securities, and the overall market.
Hedge Funds—This category includes investments in hedge funds that invest in equity and debt. Debt
securities include corporate debt, mortgage debt, and derivative securities. The managers of the funds have the
flexibility to change their exposure based on their view of particular securities, and the overall market. Some
of these investments have lock-up and / or gate provisions that restrict the University’s ability to redeem these
investments.
Real Estate—This category includes investments in real asset funds that invest in real estate.
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Natural Resources—This category includes investments in funds that invest in energy firms and forestry
product firms. Distributions from each fund are received when the underlying investments in the funds generate
distributable cash flows or when the underlying investments are liquidated. It is estimated that the underlying
assets of the fund would be liquidated over time.
Other Investments—This category includes investments in other pooled fund interests.
Authorizations
The Board establishes the investment policies and objectives for all University funds. RUMINCO, Ltd., a
wholly-owned captive insurance company, has a separate Board of Directors that establishes the investment
policies and objectives for its reserves. Guidelines to manage the investment pools are described below:
Temporary Investment Pool (TIP)—Short-Term Reserves—The TIP funds are intended to meet the current
obligations of the University. The investment objectives for the TIP are to maximize current income and
investment returns, maintain sufficient liquidity for University operations, and provide backup liquidity for
certain University short-term or variable-rate debt obligations. The pool may invest in money market funds,
corporate obligations, and U.S. government and agency securities, within specified credit quality and term
constraints.
The Board’s Investment of Reserves policy allows for up to 30 percent of the pool to be invested in the
Consolidated Endowment Fund (CEF) or other illiquid fixed income securities. As of June 30, 2020 and 2019,
the market value of the TIP assets invested in the CEF was $143,330 and $144,106, respectively. These assets
are reported in the total cash and investments of the CEF. In addition, the Investment of Reserves policy
guidelines include the following: average duration of four years or less for the entire pool and maximum
duration of seven years for any individual holding; average credit quality of A1/A+ or better; no use of
leverage; and credit ratings of investment grade defined as Baa3/BBB- or better by Moody’s or Standard &
Poor’s. Retention of a lower rated security requires approval by the President or delegate with notification to
the Board.
As of June 30, 2020 and 2019, the Standard & Poor’s credit rating for instruments held in TIP was AA-.
Consolidated Endowment Fund (CEF)—The CEF represents the pooling of funds from both public and private
sources for which donor intent, law, or institutional decree determines the principal amount that must be
invested in perpetuity or other specified time frames. The funds are invested to achieve an inflation-adjusted
rate of return, after expenses are deducted, that exceeds the current payout rate of 4.5 percent of the average
of the endowment’s trailing month-end market values for the prior 60 months. The Board reserves the authority
to approve asset allocation ranges for this pool. For fiscal years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019, $62,461 and
$60,508, respectively, was made available for departmental spending.
Minnesota State Chapter 309, Section 745, governs the expenditure or accumulation of endowment funds. An
institution may appropriate for expenditure or accumulate so much of an endowment fund as the institution
determines is prudent.
The University makes distributions from the CEF for activities targeted by the individual endowments. When
the CEF investment return is less than the payout rate, accumulated capital gains are used to supplement the
distribution payout to meet the spending policy. If investment income exceeds the amount needed for
distribution the excess remains as a capital gain in the respective endowment.
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The CEF is a diversified portfolio that utilizes external investment managers. The CEF assets are held in
separately managed accounts, commingled pools, and limited partnerships (LP). Each of these fund structures
has different risk and return characteristics and different liquidity characteristics. LP investments are privately
negotiated transactions with very restricted liquidity. LPs are required to conduct an external audit annually in
accordance with the FASB or the International Accounting Standards Board.
Group Income Pool (GIP)—Long-Term Reserves—The GIP represents assets invested for the benefit of
various University units for long-term capital purposes. The investment objective of the GIP is to maximize
the total investment return while preserving capital balances until such time as the principal is required to fund
the intended use. The GIP is invested in fixed-income funds through external investment managers.
Additionally, up to 50 percent of the pool can be invested in the CEF. As of June 30, 2020 and 2019, the fair
value of the GIP assets invested in the CEF was $15,064 and $15,772, respectively. These assets are reported
in the total cash and investments of the CEF.
Separately Invested Funds (SIF) and Other—The SIF primarily represents investments in private equity
companies that were acquired through University-developed technology, as well as investments in start-up
companies through the University’s Discovery Capital Investment Program.
Invested Assets Related to Indebtedness—Invested Assets Related to Indebtedness are internally managed and
held in custodial accounts. These assets are invested in high quality, short-term fixed income securities until
needed for capital projects for which the debt was issued.
Regents of the University of Minnesota Insurance Company, Ltd. (RUMINCO)—RUMINCO is a whollyowned captive insurance company (Notes 1 and 9) whose principal activities are the insurance of certain risks
to the University. The investment objectives for the liability reserves, which cover specific known and expected
claims, are capital preservation and near-term liquidity. The investment objectives for the capital surplus in
excess of the liability reserves are to maximize the total return within acceptable risk parameters and to achieve
at least 400 basis points of return above the inflation rate over multiple year periods.
Components of the Net Investment Income—Components of the net investment income, net include interest,
dividends, realized and unrealized gains or losses and all changes in fair market value on investments.
Investment income is current year investment income that could include net increases or decreases in fair
market values of investments from prior years.
Investment Risks
Credit and Interest Rate Risk—Credit risk is the risk that company specific events may cause a bond issuer to
default, which results in a failure to repay principal or interest owed to the University in a timely manner. The
Board’s Investment of Reserves policy affecting the assets of the TIP limits investments in fixed income
instruments to those with credit ratings of investment grade as a means of managing its exposure to market
value losses arising from credit deterioration or defaults.
Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in interest rates will adversely affect the market value of the
University’s fixed income investments. The Board’s Investment of Reserves policy affecting assets in the TIP
limits investment duration as a means of managing its exposure to market value losses arising from increasing
interest rates.
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The following table summarizes the TIP, CEF, GIP, and RUMINCO credit and interest rate exposures as of
June 30, 2020:
Fixed income securities
Cash & equivalents
Mortgage-backed securities
US agency
US Treasury
Corporate Bonds
Mutual funds
Total marketable fixed income securities
Private fixed income securities
Total fixed income securities

$

$

Value
240,293
66,161
309,934
45,284
39,896
209,651
911,219
232,617
1,143,836

Maturity
(years)
15.9
1.5
0.9
2.5
5.2
3.0

AA or better
BBB to A
BB or lower
100 %
100
100
100
100
70
23 %
7 %

Not rated

The following table summarizes the TIP, CEF, GIP, and RUMINCO credit and interest rate exposures as of
June 30, 2019:
Fixed income securities
Cash & equivalents

Value
$

Mortgage-backed securities

Maturity
(years)

231,439

AA or better

79,569

16.9

100

US agency

317,495

2.1

100

US Treasury

274,136

1.0

100

Mutual funds

274,753

5.8

58

1,177,392

3.3

Total marketable fixed income securities
Private fixed income securities
Total fixed income securities

BBB to A

BB or lower

Not rated

100 %

22 %

20 %

177,458
$

1,354,850

Concentration of Credit Risk—Concentration of credit risk is the risk of loss attributed to the exposure of the
University’s investment in a single issuer. The Board’s Endowment Fund policy prohibits investing directly
in individual issuers in the CEF and places limits on exposures to individual managers and funds. The Board’s
Investment of Reserves policy places limits on concentrations to a single corporate issuer in the TIP of no
more than 5 percent. As of June 30, 2020, and 2019, all securities held in the pools were in compliance with
policy guidelines.
Foreign Currency Risk—The University invests in foreign currency denominated assets. Fluctuations in
exchange rates may adversely affect the fair market value of such investments when expressed in US dollar
equivalents.
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The following table summarizes the University’s exposure to foreign currency risk, stated in U.S. dollar
equivalents, as of June 30, 2020 and 2019:
Investment
Type
Equity/Debt/RE
Equity
Equity
Equity/Debt
Equity
Equity
Equity/Debt
Equity
Equity
Equity
Equity
Equity
Equity
Equity
Equity/Debt
Equity
Equity
Equity/Debt
Equity
Equity
Equity/Debt
Equity
Equity
Equity
Total

Foreign
Currency
Euro
British Pound Sterling
Japanese Yen
Hong Kong Dollar
Australian Dollar
Canadian Dollar
Swedish Krona
Israeli Shekel
Singapore Dollar
South Korean Won
Swiss Franc
New Taiwan Dollar
Norwegian Krone
New Zealand Dollar
Malaysian Ringgit
Danish Krone
South African Rand
Mexican Peso
Brazilian Real
Thailand Baht
Turkish Lira
Qatari rial
Indonesian Rupiah
Polish Zloty

Market
Value
2020
$ 36,017
15,596

$

51,613

Market
Value
2019
$ 52,739
26,705
26,726
6,176
6,097
3,992
3,922
2,176
1,894
1,470
1,371
1,080
926
757
380
369
276
215
187
130
117
115
80
6
$ 137,906

Financial Institution Credit Risk
Deposits—Depository credit risk is the risk that in the event of a bank failure, the University’s deposits may
not be recovered. Deposits held in noninterest-bearing transaction accounts are now aggregated with any
interest-bearing deposits that are held in the same ownership category, and the FDIC insured amount is $250.
As of June 30, 2020, the University’s bank balances of $124,005 were uninsured and uncollateralized and as
of June 30, 2019 the University’s bank balances of $176,429 were uninsured and uncollateralized.
Investment Securities—Custodial credit risk is the risk that, in the event of failure of the counterparty, the
University may not be able to recover the value of its investments held in custodial accounts. As of June 30,
2020 and 2019, the market value of cash and cash equivalents and investments held in the custodial accounts
was $714,494 and $738,392 in TIP; $77,332 and $134,483 in CEF; and $26,519 and $23,741 in GIP,
respectively.
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3. Other Asset and Liability Information
Receivables, net, and student loans receivable as of June 30, 2020, consisted of the following:
Current
$

State and federal appropriations
Sponsored grants and contracts
Notes receivable
Student receivables
Trade receivables
Accrued interest
Other
Allowance for uncollectible accounts
Total receivables, net

$

7,040
93,822
1,481
27,825
170,195
914
40,676
(10,202)

331,751

Noncurrent

$

9,920

$

9,920

12,792
(3,555)

Student loans receivable
Allowance for uncollectible accounts
Student loans receivable, net

$

9,237

$

Total
7,040
93,822
11,401
27,825
170,195
914
40,676
(10,202)
341,671

$

66,266
(4,090)
62,176

$

53,474
(535)

$

52,939

Accrued liabilities as of June 30, 2020, consisted of the following:
Current
$

Trade liabilities
Compensation and benefits
Self-insurance reserves
Accrued interest
Refundable advances
Other
Total accrued liabilities

17,325
254,913
49,030
16,150

Noncurrent
$
$

49,332
13,270

59,963

$

397,381

250,310
6,804

$

319,716

$

Total
17,325
505,223
55,834
16,150
49,332
73,233
717,097

Activity for certain liabilities consisted of the following as of June 30, 2020:
Beginning
Balance
Compensated balances
Self-insurance reserves (see Note 9)
Refundable advances
Other

$

479,127
59,557
56,190
44,521

Additions
$

235,274
310,409
73,233

Reductions
$

(209,178)
(314,132)
(6,858)
(44,521)

Ending Balance
$

505,223
55,834
49,332
73,233

Current Portion
$

254,913
49,030
59,963
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Receivables, net, and student loans receivable as of June 30, 2019, consisted of the following:
Current
$

State and federal appropriations
Sponsored grants and contracts
Notes receivable
Student receivables
Trade receivables
Accrued interest
Other
Allowance for uncollectible accounts
Total receivables, net

$

5,767
102,691
1,278
28,306
183,153
2,926
49,216
(13,658)

359,679

Noncurrent

$

$

9,346

$

72,688
(4,005)
68,683

11,266

3

$

12,752
(3,406)

Student loans receivable
Allowance for uncollectible accounts
Student loans receivable, net

$

Total
5,767
102,691
12,544
28,306
183,153
2,926
49,219
(13,658)
370,948

$

11,269
59,936
(599)

$

59,337

Accrued liabilities as of June 30, 2019, consisted of the following:
Current
$

Trade liabilities
Compensation and benefits
Self-insurance reserves
Accrued interest
Refundable advances
Other
Total accrued liabilities

20,184
212,469
48,321
15,735

Noncurrent
$
$

56,190
13,312

31,209

$

327,918

266,658
11,236

$

347,396

$

Total
20,184
479,127
59,557
15,735
56,190
44,521
675,314

Activity for certain liabilities consisted of the following as of June 30, 2019:
Beginning
Balance
Compensated balances
Self-insurance reserves (see Note 9)
Refundable advances
Other

$ 1,373,715
55,336
54,744
43,080

Additions
$

230,576
308,041
1,446
44,521

Reductions
$ (1,125,165)
(303,820)
(43,080)

Ending Balance
$

479,127
59,557
56,190
44,521

Current Portion
$

212,469
48,321
31,209
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4. Capital Assets
Capital assets, net as of June 30, 2020, consisted of the following:
Beginning
Balance
Depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Buildings and improvements
Leasehold improvements
Equipment
Infrastructure
Library and reference books
Capitalized software (intangible asset)
All other intangible assets
Total depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Non-depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Land
Direct financing lease - building
Museums and collections
Construction in progress
Permanent right-of-way easements (intangible asset)
Total non-depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Accumulated depreciation / amortization
Buildings and improvements
Leasehold improvements
Equipment
Infrastructure
Library and reference books
Capitalized software (intangible asset)
All other intangible assets
Total accumulated depreciation / amortization

Additions

$ 4,515,614 $
16,781
805,476
464,994
171,102
184,576
6,903
6,165,446

187,316
155,272
91,534
174,429
5
608,556

Transfers

17,593 $
67,033

Retirements &
Reductions Ending Balance

210,430 $
3,766
(367)
6,402

(11,826) $
(350)
(15,594)
(68)

220,231

(27,838)

3,839
14,386
102,851

42,691

(206)
(2,991)

6,170
83,689

9
(220,240)

132,550

(220,231)

(3,197)

15

10,619
350
13,813
68

(2,284,188)
(13,934)
(612,687)
(322,040)
(137,634)
(162,230)
(6,795)
(3,539,508)

(132,575)
(819)
(55,472)
(14,924)
(3,704)
(8,352)
(108)
(215,954)

Capital assets, net

$ 3,234,494 $

19,447

Summary
Depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Non-depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Total capital assets
Less accumulated depreciation / amortization
Capital assets, net

$ 6,165,446 $
608,556
6,774,002
(3,539,508)
$ 3,234,494 $

102,851 $
132,550
235,401
(215,954)
19,447

(15)

24,850

4,731,811
20,197
856,548
471,328
174,941
198,962
6,903
6,460,690

229,801
152,281
97,713
37,878
5
517,678

(2,406,129)
(14,403)
(654,346)
(336,911)
(141,338)
(170,582)
(6,903)
(3,730,612)

$

(6,185) $

3,247,756

220,231 $
(220,231)

(27,838) $
(3,197)
(31,035)
24,850
(6,185) $

6,460,690
517,678
6,978,368
(3,730,612)
3,247,756

$
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Capital assets, net as of June 30, 2019, consisted of the following:
Beginning
Balance
Depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Buildings and improvements
Leasehold improvements
Equipment
Infrastructure
Library and reference books
Capitalized software (intangible asset)
All other intangible assets
Total depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Non-depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Land
Direct financing lease - building
Museums and collections
Construction in progress
Permanent right-of-way easements (intangible asset)
Total non-depreciable / amortizable capital assets

Additions

$ 4,411,200 $
16,315
789,077
458,250
166,666
179,637
6,903
6,028,048

40,052 $
49,890

Retirements &
Reductions Ending Balance

64,362
466
1,200 $
6,804

$
(34,691)
(60)

72,832

(34,751)

4,436
4,939
99,317

162,735
158,170
88,138
105,616
3
514,662

3,407
141,650
2
169,963

(2,155,015)
(13,205)
(591,877)
(307,747)
(132,711)
(150,338)
(6,500)
(3,357,393)

(129,173)
(729)
(52,975)
(14,349)
(4,923)
(11,892)
(295)
(214,336)

Capital assets, net

$ 3,185,317 $

54,944

Summary
Depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Non-depreciable / amortizable capital assets
Total capital assets
Less accumulated depreciation / amortization
Capital assets, net

$ 6,028,048 $
514,662
6,542,710
(3,357,393)
$ 3,185,317 $

Accumulated depreciation / amortization
Buildings and improvements
Leasehold improvements
Equipment
Infrastructure
Library and reference books
Capitalized software (intangible asset)
All other intangible assets
Total accumulated depreciation / amortization

Transfers

24,904

99,317 $
169,963
269,280
(214,336)
54,944

(323)
(2,898)
(16)

5
(72,837)
(72,832)

(3,237)

32,165
56

32,221

4,515,614
16,781
805,476
464,994
171,102
184,576
6,903
6,165,446

187,316
155,272
91,534
174,429
5
608,556

(2,284,188)
(13,934)
(612,687)
(322,040)
(137,634)
(162,230)
(6,795)
(3,539,508)

$

(5,767) $

3,234,494

72,832 $
(72,832)

(34,751) $
(3,237)
(37,988)
32,221
(5,767) $

6,165,446
608,556
6,774,002
(3,539,508)
3,234,494

$
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5. Long-Term Debt
Long-term debt as of June 30, 2020, consisted of the following:

Original
issued
Fiscal year
amount (par) issued
General obligation bonds
Series 2019A (tax-exempt)
Series 2019B (tax exempt)
Series 2019C (taxable)
Series 2017A (tax-exempt)
Series 2017B (tax-exempt)
Series 2017C (taxable)
Series 2016A (tax-exempt)
Series 2015B (taxable)
Series 2014B (tax-exempt)
Series 2013D (taxable)
Series 2013B (taxable)
Series 2013A (tax-exempt)
Series 2011C (taxable)
Series 2010B (taxable)
Commercial paper notes
Series A (tax-exempt)
Series B (tax-exempt)
Series C (tax-exempt)
Series D (tax-exempt)
Series E (taxable)
Series F (tax-exempt)
Series G (tax-exempt)
Series I (taxable)
Infrastructure development bonds
Note Payable
Special purpose revenue bonds
Series 2015A (tax-exempt)
Series 2013C (tax-exempt)
Series 2011B (tax-exempt)
Series 2010A (tax-exempt)
Unamortized premiums and
discounts
Capital leases and other
Total

$

Coupon rates

Due at
various
dates
FY 2020
through beginning
fiscal year balance

2019
2019
2019
2018
2018
2018
2016
2016
2015
2014
2013
2013
2012
2011

5.00%
5.00%
2.466%-3.621%
2.00%-5.00%
2.00%-5.00%
1.375%-2.915%
3.00%-5.00%
0.799%-4.039%
2.00%-5.00%
0.60%-4.848%
2.60%-3.75%
2.00%-5.00%
0.90%-4.56%
0.74%-5.02%

2044
2030
2044
2043
2037
2029
2041
2032
2044
2039
2038
2038
2037
2036

159,100
61,000
70,000
25,000
51,620
50,100
33,372
64,000

2006
2007
2008
2010
2015
2017
2018
2019

0.20%-0.22%
0.20%-0.22%
0.16%-0.18%
0.18%
0.17%-0.24%
0.18%-0.20%
0.18%-0.20%
0.20%-0.28%

2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021

1995-2006

3.55%-5.29%

2025

2020

1.90%

2025

2016
2014
2012
2011

2.00%-5.00%
2.00%-5.00%
3.00%-5.00%
3.00%-5.00%

2032
2039
2037
2036

75,750
31,510
44,170
90,180

5,245
975
1,565
3,550

70,505
30,535
42,605
86,630

5,515
1,025
1,640
3,715

2045

157,138

8,553

148,585

8,553

90,075
35,395
52,485
111,400

181,181 2009-2020
1999-2020

2.78%-4.21%

$ 2,136,717

2028

104,215
51,240
20,000
114,510
222,470
11,060
114,150
8,520
137,100
11,100
11,430
61,785
15,725
31,390

$

54,000
24,800
29,500
12,128
45,020
46,100
33,372
5,000 $ 48,000
6,142

2,855 $
1,525
470
2,690
21,515
1,000
3,045
545
3,040
370
445
2,195
605
1,445

Current
portion

104,215
51,240
20,000
117,095
292,955
13,240
122,475
10,110
145,760
12,760
13,780
73,570
19,335
41,720

109,234
4,500

$

Additions Reductions

FY 2020
ending
balance

101,360 $ 2,275
49,715
1,460
19,530
555
111,820
2,810
200,955
22,320
10,060
1,020
111,105
3,205
7,975
560
134,060
3,160
10,730
380
10,985
460
59,590
2,285
15,120
625
29,945
1,480

16,000
3,100
3,500
100
2,200
2,000
7,925

38,000
21,700
26,000
12,028
42,820
44,100
25,447
53,000

38,000
21,700
26,000
12,028
42,820
44,100
25,447
53,000

2,095

4,047

1,722

4,500

4,500

43,977
2,091
7,180
38,888
6,668
$ 1,613,482 $ 54,591 $ 105,733 $ 1,562,340 $ 334,529
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Long-term debt as of June 30, 2019, consisted of the following:

Original
issued
Fiscal year
amount (par) issued
General obligation bonds
Series 2019A (tax-exempt)
$
Series 2019B (tax-exempt)
Series 2019C (taxable)
Series 2017A (tax-exempt)
Series 2017B (tax-exempt)
Series 2017C (taxable)
Series 2016A (tax-exempt)
Series 2015B (taxable)
Series 2014B (tax-exempt)
Series 2013D (taxable)
Series 2013B (taxable)
Series 2013A (tax-exempt)
Series 2011C (taxable)
Series 2010B (taxable)
Series 2010D (taxable)
Series 2009D (taxable)
Commercial paper notes
Series A (tax-exempt)
Series B (tax-exempt)
Series C (tax-exempt)
Series D (tax-exempt)
Series E (taxable)
Series F (tax-exempt)
Series G (tax-exempt)
Series H (tax-exempt)
Series I (taxable)
Infrastructure development bonds
Special purpose revenue bonds
Series 2015A (tax-exempt)
Series 2013C (tax-exempt)
Series 2011B (tax-exempt)
Series 2010A (tax-exempt)
Unamortized premiums and
discounts
Capital leases and other
Total

104,215
51,240
20,000
117,095
292,955
13,240
122,475
10,110
145,760
12,760
13,780
73,570
19,335
41,720
27,200
37,330

2019
2019
2019
2018
2018
2018
2016
2016
2015
2014
2013
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

2006
159,100
2007
61,000
2008
70,000
2010
25,000
51,620
2015
2017
50,100
2018
33,372
2019
57,627
2019
16,000
109,234 1995-2006
90,075
35,395
52,485
111,400

2016
2014
2012
2011

Coupon rates
5.00%
5.00%
2.466%-3.974%
2.00%-5.00%
2.00%-5.00%
1.375%-2.915%
3.00%-5.00%
0.799%-4.039%
2.00%-5.00%
0.60%-4.848%
2.60%-3.75%
2.00%-5.00%
0.90%-4.56%
0.74%-5.02%
3.86%-5.768%
6.30%

2044
2030
2044
2043
2037
2029
2041
2032
2044
2039
2038
2038
2037
2036
2030
2029

1.42%-1.44%
1.75%-1.85%
1.42%-1.45%
1.75%
2.38%-2.47%
1.50%
1.42%

68,000
27,900
33,000
14,300
47,220
48,100
32,000

2.47%
3.55%-5.29%

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2025

2.00%-5.00%
2.00%-5.00%
3.00%-5.00%
3.00%-5.00%

180,848 2009-2018
1999-2019

Due at
various
dates
FY 2019
through beginning
fiscal year balance

2.98%-4.28%

$ 2,206,041

Additions Reductions
$ 104,215
51,240
20,000

$

117,095
255,770
12,045
117,050
9,055
140,080
11,465
11,860
63,915
16,310
32,800
23,980
37,330

FY 2019
ending
balance
$

$

2,585
33,300
985
2,900
535
2,980
365
430
2,130
585
1,410
23,980
37,330

104,215 $ 2,855
51,240
1,525
20,000
470
114,510
2,690
222,470
21,515
11,060
1,000
114,150
3,045
8,520
545
137,100
3,040
11,100
370
11,430
445
61,785
2,195
15,725
605
31,390
1,445

54,000
24,800
29,500
12,128
45,020
46,100
33,372

54,000
24,800
29,500
12,128
45,020
46,100
33,372

8,534

57,627
11,000
2,392

5,000
6,142

5,000
2,095

2032
2039
2037
2036

80,745
32,440
45,660
93,555

4,995
930
1,490
3,375

75,750
31,510
44,170
90,180

5,245
975
1,565
3,550

2044

133,525

30,460

6,847

157,138

8,554

28,056

22,420

6,499

43,977

6,470

2028

14,000
3,100
3,500
2,172
2,200
2,000

Current
portion

1,372
57,627
16,000

$ 1,541,790 $ 303,334 $ 231,642 $ 1,613,482 $ 320,119

General Obligation Bonds
On May 21, 2019, the University issued General Obligation (GO) Bonds, Series 2019A, GO Refunding Bonds,
Series 2019B, and GO Taxable Bonds, Series 2019C.
The Series 2019A was issued in the par amount of $104,215 at coupon rates of 5.0 percent with a premium of
$21,041. Proceeds of $57,627 were used to refund the Commercial Paper (CP) Series H outstanding. The
remaining proceeds are being used to finance costs of issuance and fund portions of capital projects. Capital
projects being financed include the Pioneer Hall Project; the construction of the Health Science Education
Center; renovation of existing space on the third and fourth floors of the Biological Sciences Center; and a
new greenhouse addition to the Plant Growth Facilities for the College of Biological Sciences—all on the Twin
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Cities campus—and the construction of the Chemistry and Advanced Materials Science Building located on
the Duluth campus.
The Series 2019B was issued in the par amount of $51,240 at coupon rates of 5.0 percent with a premium of
$9,419 to current refund and defease the University’s GO Taxable Bonds Series 2009D and advance refund
and defease the University’s GO Taxable Bonds Series 2010D. A gain of $519 was recognized on the
transaction. Debt service savings totaling a net present value of $6,806, calculated using a discount rate of
2.257 percent to the date of refunding, will be realized over the life of the bond series.
A portion of the net proceeds of the Series 2019B was used for costs of issuance and to redeem the outstanding
Series 2009D bonds on June 1, 2019. The remaining portion of the net proceeds were deposited in an escrow
account to pay the principal and interest due on the Series 2010D bonds and to pay the redemption price of the
refunded bonds on its redemption date of February 1, 2020.
The Series 2019C was issued in the par amount of $20,000 at coupon rates of 2.466 – 3.974 percent. Proceeds
of $11,000 were used to refund a portion of CP Series I outstanding with the remaining $9,000 to be used for
various capital projects and costs of issuance.
The University previously had three series of Build America Bonds (BABs) – Direct Payment to Issuer
outstanding: Series 2009B, Series 2010D and Series 2010B, whereby the University expected to receive a 35
percent annual interest subsidy from the Federal Government for the life of the bonds. The Series 2009B and
Series 2010D were defeased in May 2019, and the Series 2010B is the only remaining outstanding BAB. Due
to the implementation of federal sequestration effective with the subsidy payment received beginning June 1,
2013, the subsidies received have been reduced by 5.9 percent and 6.2 percent in the federal fiscal years ending
September 30, 2020 and 2019, respectively. Interest payments for the remaining outstanding BAB, Series
2010B, are due August 1 and February 1.
All GO bonds are secured by the full faith and credit of the University and subject to mandatory sinking fund
requirements set forth in the prospectuses.
Special Purpose Revenue Bonds
The University issued Special Purpose Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2015A to defease the Special
Purpose Revenue Bonds (SPRB), Series 2006 that were originally issued to fund a portion of the TCF Bank
Stadium. The amended 2015 Minnesota Session Laws authorized the refunding of the Series 2006 bonds and
also provided that upon refunding, annual payments from the state of Minnesota will be the maximum annual
appropriation of $10,250 to reimburse the University for the annual debt service on these bonds and on the
Series 2015B GO Taxable Bonds, and for other University purposes.
The University issued three series of SPRBs for the State Supported Biomedical Science Research Facilities
Funding Program in fiscal years 2011, 2012 and 2014. The proceeds were used to fund a portion of the costs
of construction of one or more biomedical science research facilities. State legislation provides for an annual
appropriation to reimburse the University for the annual debt service on these bonds.
Commercial Paper Notes
On October 12, 2017, the Board authorized a revolving CP facility through which the University may issue
tax-exempt and taxable CP Notes for short or long-term financing of capital projects, including the purchase
of land and buildings, construction and remodeling projects, and the acquisition and installation of equipment.
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The aggregate principal amount outstanding under the facility shall not exceed $400,000, including any
previously issued Notes Series A – F still outstanding and additional Notes Series G – I to be issued.
Tax-exempt CP Notes Series G were issued as bridge funding to pay for a portion of the cost of the Athletes
Village Project. The initial issuance of $32,000 occurred on June 21, 2018 with additional Notes totaling
$1,372 issued during fiscal year 2019.
The University issued tax-exempt CP Notes Series H totaling $57,627 during fiscal year 2019 with the first
issuance occurring July 10, 2018 in the amount of $20,000. Proceeds were used for construction costs of six
specific capital projects. The total amount of Series H outstanding was refunded on May 24, 2019 with a
portion of the proceeds of GO Bonds Series 2019A.
The University issued taxable CP Notes Series I totaling $48,000 during fiscal year 2020, with the proceeds
used to finance certain property acquisitions. The initial issuance of $16,000 of Series I Notes occurred during
fiscal year 2019 to pay for a portion of the Pioneer Hall project and for property acquisitions. Proceeds of GO
Taxable Bonds Series 2019C were used to refund $11,000 of Series I outstanding on May 24, 2019, leaving a
$5,000 balance outstanding as of June 30, 2019.
All of the University’s outstanding CP is secured by the full faith and credit of the University and backed by
the University’s self-liquidity. Commercial paper is short-term in nature and classified as current liabilities in
the consolidated financial statements.
Infrastructure Development Bond Obligations
Pursuant to Minnesota law, the University is obligated to pay the State one third of the debt service of
infrastructure development bonds issued by the State for University capital projects. Debt was issued for this
purpose between July 1990 and October 2005. The total amount of outstanding debt issued by the State on
behalf of the University was $12,141 and $18,426 as of June 30, 2020 and 2019, respectively, of which the
University owes $4,047 and $6,142, respectively.
Note Payable
On December 20, 2019, the University executed a long-term promissory note payable to Otto Bremer Trust in
the amount of $4,500. The proceeds were used to fund a portion of the property acquisition at 2025 East River
Parkway, Minneapolis, the future home of the Masonic Institute for the Developing Brain. Interest only is due
at the rate of 1.90 percent annually for four years with the final interest payment and principal due in January
2025.
Capital Leases and Other Debt
The University has five distinct capital leases. Four of the capital leases have payments being paid directly to
the lessor and represent leases for building space. One of the five agreements is financed through third-party
financing for purchase of fleet vehicles. As of June 30, 2020, the associated capital assets were $76,352 for
buildings and $15,123 for vehicles with related accumulated depreciation of $43,811 and $8,776, respectively.
The capital leases bear interest rates between 2.2 percent and 4.2 percent, with none of the leases extending
beyond fiscal year 2028. The third-party financing agreement bears interest tied to the 30 Day LIBOR Index,
which ranged from 2.2 - 4.2 percent during the fiscal year ended June 30, 2020. The LIBOR Index is an average
yield of interbank offered rates for one-year US dollar denominated deposits.
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Future Debt Service Requirements
Interest payments on CP will vary depending on current market conditions from week to week. Using rates as
of June 30, 2020, debt service requirements of the University’s outstanding long-term debt obligations for the
next five years and in subsequent five-year periods are as follows:
Bonds and
obligations

Commercial
paper notes

Capital lease
and other

Total
principal

Total
obligations

Interest

Fiscal year ending June 30
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026-2030
2031-2035
2036-2040
2041-2045
2046-2051

$

64,766
67,153
58,256
60,375
66,924
339,888
294,057
209,027
99,911

$

263,095

$

6,668
6,714
6,807
6,751
4,813
7,136

$ 1,260,357

$

263,095

$

38,888

$

334,529
73,867
65,063
67,126
71,737
347,024
294,057
209,027
99,911

$

53,012
46,200
46,823
44,200
41,460
164,096
97,089
43,695
9,160

$

387,541
120,067
111,886
111,326
113,197
511,120
391,145
252,722
109,072

$ 1,562,340

$

545,735

$ 2,108,075

Defeased Bonds
The University has defeased various bonds by placing the proceeds from new bond issuances into an
irrevocable trust to provide for all future debt service payments on the old bonds or to immediately pay off
existing debt. The defeased bonds as of June 30, 2020 are as follows:

Associated bond issue
General obligation bonds
Series 2010D
Series 2011A
Series 2011D
Series 2009A
Series 2009B
Series 2009C
Series 1996A

Refunding
date
5/21/2019
9/28/2017
9/28/2017
9/28/2017
9/28/2017
9/28/2017
10/2/2005

Amount
defeased
$

Refunded
amount

22,305
204,020
47,400
32,505
12,085
20,380
159,000

$

22,305
204,020
47,400
32,505
12,085
20,380
159,000

Amount
outstanding on
June 30, 2020

$

134,995
42,935

38,000

Bond call date
2/1/2020
12/1/2020
12/1/2021
4/1/2019
4/1/2019
6/1/2019
7/1/2021

The Series 2010D bonds were issued in February 2010 to finance various capital projects. They were defeased
on May 21, 2019 with a recognized gain of $519. The bonds were redeemed on February 1, 2020.
The Series 2011A bonds were issued in February 2011 to refund the Series 1999A, 2001C and 2003A, and to
finance various capital projects. The Series 2011D bonds were issued in December 2011 to finance various
capital projects. The Series 2009A and 2009B, Series 2009C, and Series 2011D were issued in February 2009,
May 2009 and December 2011, respectively, to finance various capital projects. The Series 2011A, 2011D,
2009A, 2009B and 2009C were defeased on September 28, 2017 with a net recognized gain of $3,799. The
Series 2009A, 2009B, and 2009C were redeemed in fiscal year 2019 and are no longer outstanding.
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The Series 1996A bonds were issued in January 1997 to provide funds for capital projects and to refund the
GO Variable Rate Demand Bonds Series 1985F, 1985G, 1985H, and 1985I and the Commercial Paper Series
1991A and Series 1991B. As required under the terms of a put option exercised July 5, 2005, the proceeds
from the issuance of Commercial Paper Notes, Series A in October 2005 were used to defease the remaining
outstanding Series 1996A bonds. There was no gain or loss incurred with the defeasance of the Series 1996A
bonds.
Neither the outstanding indebtedness nor the related trust account assets for the defeased bonds are included
in the University’s consolidated financial statements.
Arbitrage
University GO debt and SPRB issuances after the Federal Tax Reform Act of 1986 are subject to federal
arbitrage regulations. This results when earnings on the invested gross proceeds of a bond issue exceed the
issuer’s tax-exempt borrowing rates. The University continues to monitor and report any arbitrage in
accordance with the Internal Revenue Code. The University had no arbitrage liability as of June 30, 2020 or
2019.
6. Pension Plans
The University and its employees contribute to pension plans characterized as either a defined benefit (specifies
the amount of pension benefits to be provided at a future date) or defined contribution (specifies how
contributions are to be determined, rather than an amount) plan.
Cost-sharing, multiple-employer plans
Defined Benefit Plans
United States Government (Federal) Retirement Plans
All University employees with federal benefits work for the University of Minnesota Extension
(Extension) or its partner colleges; College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resources Science
(CFANS), College of Design, and College of Education and Human Development. These employees
were grandfathered in, allowing them to keep their federal benefits, which were formerly offered
exclusively to Extension staff. No new participants are being accepted into the federal retirement plans
listed below. An exception would be granted to allow for a new participant when an appointment
transfers from another Extension service. Questions regarding the federal plans listed below, including
requests for financial statements and required supplementary information can be directed to the United
States Office of Personnel Management (OPM), 1900 E Street N.W., Washington, DC 20415.
Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS)
The CSRS is a federal program that provides retirement benefits for two employees who work for the
University. Participation is limited to those who initially entered federal service prior to January 1, 1984,
and have been continuously employed since December 31, 1983, or before, or have had a break in federal
service of one year or less since 1984. It is closed to new members. Retirement benefits are based on
years and months of service. CSRS provides full retirement benefits at age 55 with 30 years of service,
age 60 with 20 years of service, or age 62 with 5 years of service. Deferred benefits are payable at age
62 with 5 years of service. The annuity formula provides 1.5 percent of average salary for the first five
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years of service, 1.75 percent for the next five years, and 2.0 percent for any remaining service, up to a
maximum of 80 percent of average salary (based on the highest three consecutive years of salary).
Civil Service Retirement System Offset Retirement (CSRS Offset)
The CSRS Offset is administered in conjunction with the standard CSRS by the OPM. It provides
retirement benefits for one employee who works for the University. Participation is limited to federal
employees who had at least five years of creditable civilian federal service prior to January 1, 1987, and
had rejoined federal service since January 1, 1984, after a break of CSRS coverage of more than one
year; or were hired before January, 1, 1984, and acquired CSRS interim coverage (precursor to CSRS
Offset coverage) between 1984 and 1987.
Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS)
The FERS is a federal program that provides retirement benefits for 64 employees who work for the
University. In general, all civilian service employees newly hired on or after January 1, 1984, are
mandatorily covered by FERS. In addition, employees rehired after January 1, 1984, who had less than
five years of prior civilian service as of December 31, 1986, are mandatorily covered by FERS. Using
Social Security as a base, FERS provides an additional defined benefit and a voluntary thrift savings
plan. An employee who receives a new appointment can often elect FERS coverage voluntarily during
the first six months of the appointment. FERS provides full retirement benefits at the “Minimum
Retirement Age” (MRA) with 30 years of service, at age 60 with 20 years of service, or at age 62 with
5 years of service. The MRA is 55 for those born before 1948, and incrementally increases to 57 for
those born in or after 1970. Deferred retirement benefits are available at or after the MRA with 10 years
of service at reduced benefit levels. The annuity formula generally provides 1.0 percent of the
employee’s average salary (based on the highest three consecutive years of salary) multiplied by the
number of years of creditable service. If retirement is at age 62 or later with at least 20 years of service,
a factor of 1.1 percent is used rather than 1.0 percent.
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Funding Policy and Contribution Rates
CSRS

CSRS Offset

FERS

Statutory authority
United States code
Required contribution rates (%)
Active plan members
University
Required contributions ($)
Employee
2020
2019
2018
University
2020
2019
2018
Due to plan at June 30*
2020
2019
2018

Title 5,
Chapter 83

Title 5,
Chapter 83

Title 5,
Chapter 84

7.00%
7.00%

0.80%
7.00%

0.80%
16.00%

$

16 $
39
73

1 $
1
3

51
51
52

$

16 $
39
73

9 $
10
18

979
882
893

$

1 $
3
6

1 $
1
1

66
54
54

*Due to plan represents a liability the University has incurred for the employer and employee
portion of contributions as of fiscal year end.

Additional information related to the respective plans is presented in Required Supplementary
Information (RSI) following the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
State of Minnesota Retirement Plans
Basis of Accounting and Valuation of Investments
For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of
resources related to pensions, and pension expense, information about the fiduciary net position of the
Minnesota State Retirement System (MSRS) and the Public Employee Police and Fire Fund (PEPFF) and
additions to/deductions from MSRS’ and PEPFF’s fiduciary net position have been determined on the same
basis as they are reported by MSRS and PEPFF, respectively. Benefit payments (including refunds of
employee contributions) are recognized when due and payable in accordance with the benefit terms.
Investments are reported at fair value.
Public Employee Police and Fire Fund (PEPFF)
The PEPFF is administered by the Public Employees Retirement Association (PERA). PEPFF, in total,
provides coverage to approximately 500 local governmental subdivisions within the State. The
University’s participation in PEPFF covers 73 active law enforcement staff. Participation is mandatory
and begins from the first day of employment. The plan provides retirement, survivor, and disability
benefits. Benefit provisions are established by state statute and can only be modified by state legislature.
Each participant earns service credit for each month retirement deductions are withheld from the
employee’s salary. Retirement benefits are based on years and months of service. Normal retirement age
is 55. The annuity formula for each member is 3.0 percent of average salary for each year of service in
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that plan. Benefits for members first hired after June 30, 2010, but before July 1, 2014 vest on a prorated
basis from 50 percent after five years up to 100 percent after 10 years of credited service. Benefits for
members first hired after June 30, 2014, vest on a pro-rated basis from 50 percent after 10 years up to
100 percent after 20 years of credited service. For members hired prior to July 1, 1989, a full annuity is
available when the member’s age plus years of service equal at least 90. Annual benefits increase by 1.0
percent each year to annuitants who have been receiving a benefit for at least 12 months (pro rata increase
for annuitants receiving benefits for at least one month but less than 12 months). Increases for retirements
after May 31, 2014 will be delayed two years. Vested, terminated employees who are entitled to benefits
but are not receiving them yet are bound by the provisions in effect at the time they last terminated their
public service. Prior to 1981, these employees were not covered by a local relief association. The fund
covers all those hired since 1980. A publicly available financial report, which includes financial
statements and required supplementary information for this plan, can be obtained at
http://www.mnpera.org/ or by writing the Public Employees Retirement Association (PERA), 60 Empire
Drive, Suite 200, St. Paul, MN 55103.
State Employees Retirement Fund (SERF)
The SERF is administered by the Minnesota State Retirement System (MSRS). SERF, in total, provides
coverage to 24 employers within the State. The University’s participation in SERF covers approximately
8,700 active Civil Service and non-faculty bargaining unit employees. Participation is mandatory and
begins from the first day of employment. The plan provides retirement, survivor, and disability benefits.
Benefit provisions are established by state statute and can only be modified by state legislature. Benefits
are based on a member’s age, years of allowable service, and the highest average salary for any sixty
successive months of allowable service at termination of service. Benefit increases are provided to
benefit recipients each January and are related to the funded ratio of the plan. Annuitants receive benefit
increases of 1.0 percent each year for five years beginning January 1, 2019, and 1.5 percent each year
beginning January 1, 2024 and after.
The annuity formula is the greater of a step rate with a flat rate reduction for each month of early
retirement or a level rate (the higher step rate) with an actuarial reduction for early retirement. The
applicable rates if the employee was first hired before July 1, 1989, are 1.2 percent for the first 10 years
of allowable service and 1.7 percent for each subsequent year. The applicable rate if the employee is first
hired after June 30, 1989, is 1.7 percent of average salary for each year of allowable service. Average
salary is defined as the highest salary paid in a 60 successive month period. A publicly available financial
report, which includes financial statements, required supplementary information, and detailed
information about the plan’s fiduciary net position, can be obtained at www.msrs.state.mn.us or by
writing to the MSRS, 60 Empire Drive, Suite 300, St. Paul, MN 55103.
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Information pertaining to both PEPPF and SERF in accordance with GASB 68 and GASB 71 follows.
Funding Policy and Contribution Rates
PEPFF

SERF

353

352

11.300%
16.950%

5.750%
5.875%

Statutory authority
Minnesota chapter
Required contribution rates (%)
Active plan members
University
Required contribution rates ($)
University
Non-employer contributing entity

$

1,242 $
88

28,493

Net pension liability amounts recorded in accordance with GASB 68 and GASB 71 within the
University’s financial statements are reflective of the respective plan’s published financial statements
and actuarial valuations as of June 30, 2019. The University’s proportion of the respective plans’ net
pension liability was based on the University’s contributions to the respective plans during the
measurement period July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019, relative to the total contributions from all
participating employers, as well as on-behalf state contributions paid directly to PEPFF. As a result,
contributions made to the respective plans during fiscal year 2020, are recorded as deferred outflows of
resources per GASB 68 and GASB 71. The State has not enacted any law that requires the University to
assume the liability, as a participant of the pension plans, in the event the State were unable to continue
paying benefits from the retirement plans.
Summary of Pension Amounts
PEPFF
Proportionate share of the net pension liability ($)

$

Proportionate share of the net pension liability (%)
2020
2019

SERF

6,939

$

Total

199,773

$

206,712

0.652%
0.597%

14.200%
14.648%

Deferred outflows of resources

16,212

316,030

332,242

Deferred inflows of resources

18,452

705,997

724,449

1,415

26,669

28,084

Net pension expense
Non-operating grant revenue

88

88

Deferred Outflows of Resources
PEPFF
Differences between expected and actual experience

$

SERF
275

Changes in actuarial assumptions

5,336

Changes in proportion and contributions allocated

9,359

Contributions paid to plan subsequent to measurement date

1,242

Total

$

16,212

$

6,056 $
281,481

Total
6,331
286,817
9,359

28,493
$

316,030 $

29,735

332,242
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Deferred Inflows of Resources
PEPFF
Differences between expected and actual experience

$

SERF
982

Total
692 $

$

1,674

Changes in actuarial assumptions

7,053

625,926

632,979

Differences between projected and actual investment earnings

1,291

48,791

50,082

Changes in proportion and contributions allocated

9,126

30,588

39,714

Total

$

18,452

$

705,997 $

724,449

Net Deferred Outflows (Inflows) of Resources Recognized as Pension Expense or a Reduction in Net
Pension Liability
Fiscal year

PEPFF

SERF

Total

2021 $
2022
2023
2024
2025

(358) $
(842)
(2,484)
111
91

12,754 $
(293,842)
(135,304)
(2,068)

12,396
(294,684)
(137,788)
(1,957)
91

$

(3,482) $

(418,460) $

(421,942)

Contributions paid to plan subsequent to measurement date
Net deferred inflows
$

1,242
(2,240) $

28,493
(389,967) $

(392,207)

Net pension expense

29,735

The University’s net pension liability was measured as of June 30, 2019, and the total pension liability
used to calculate the net pension liability was determined by an actuarial valuation as of that date by the
respective plans. The total pension liability was determined using the following actuarial methods and
assumptions, applied to all periods included in the measurement.
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Actuarial Methods and Assumptions

Valuation date
Actuarial cost method
Asset valuation method
Long-term expected rate of return
20-year municipal bond rate
Inflation
Salary increases
Payroll growth
Experience study dates

PEPFF*

SERF**

6/30/2019
Entry age normal
5-year smoothed fair
market value

6/30/2019
Entry age normal
Fair value

7.50%
3.13%

7.50%
3.13%

***

2.50%

2.50%

Service related rates

Service related rates

3.25%

3.25%

2016

****

***

2008 - 2014

* Mortality rates were based on RP-2014 Mortality Tables.
**Mortality rates were based on RP-2014 Mortality Tables projected with mortality improvement
scale MP-2015 from a base year of 2014.
*** Based on the Fidelity Index's "20-Year Municipal GO AA Index" as of June 30, 2019.
**** Updated for economic assumptions in 2014.

As noted in the actuarial methods and assumptions, the long-term expected rate of return (discount rate)
was used to measure the total pension liability as of June 30, 2019 of the respective plans. The actual
selection of the rate was determined by looking at the asset class target allocations and long-term rate of
return expectations from the State Board of Investments (SBI), along with other information, such as the
Social Security Trustees Report, the U.S. Department of the Treasury yield curve rates, and historical
observations of inflation statistics and investment returns.
The SBI, which manages the investments of the respective plans, prepares an analysis of the
reasonableness of the long-term expected rate of return on a regular basis using a building-block method.
Best estimates of expected future real rates of return are developed for each major asset class.
These asset class estimates and target allocations are combined to produce a geometric, expected longterm rate of return as summarized in the following table:
SBI Asset Class

Asset class
Domestic equity
International equity
Private markets
Fixed income
Cash equivalents

Target allocation

Long-term expected
real rate of return
(geometric mean)

36%
17%
25%
20%
2%

5.10%
5.30%
5.90%
0.75%
0.00%

GASB includes a specific requirement for the discount rate that is used for the purpose of the
measurement of the SERF’s and PEPFF’s total pension liability. This rate considers the ability of SERF
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and PEPFF to meet benefit obligations in the future. To make this determination, employer contributions,
employee contributions, benefit payments, expenses, and investment returns are projected into the future.
SERF’s and PEPFF’s Fiduciary Net Position (assets) in future years can then be determined and
compared to its obligation to make benefit payments in those years. As long as assets are projected to be
on hand in the future, the long-term expected rate of return is used as the discount rate. In years where
assets are not projected to be sufficient to meet benefit payments, the use of a “risk-free” municipal bond
rate is required. The single discount rate is equivalent to applying these two rates (long-term expected
rate of return and “risk-free” municipal bond rate) to the benefits that are projected to be paid during the
different time periods.
The projection of cash flows used to determine the discount rate assumed that employee and employer
contributions will be made at the rate specified in the statute. Based on that assumption, each of the
pension plan’s fiduciary net position at June 30, 2019, was projected to be available to make all projected
future benefit payments of current and active employees. The long-term expected rate of return on
pension plan investments of 7.5 percent was applied to all periods of projected benefit payments through
June 30, 2119 for SERF and for all periods for PEPFF to determine the total pension liability.
The following presents the University’s proportionate share of the net pension liability, calculated using
the discount rate of 7.5 percent for SERF and 7.5 percent for PEPFF, as well as what the impact would
be if the net pension liability were calculated using a discount rate that was 1.0 percentage point lower
or 1.0 percentage point higher than these percentages.
Discount Rate Sensitivity

Pension plan

1.0% Decrease in
discount rate

PEPFF
Discount rate (%)
Net pension liability ($)

$

6.50%
15,172 $

7.50%
6,941 $

8.50%
134

$

6.50%
465,289 $

7.50%
199,773 $

8.50%
(20,634)

SERF
Discount rate (%)
Net pension liability ($)

Current
discount rate

1.0% Increase in
discount rate

Additional information related to the respective plans is presented in Required Supplementary
Information (RSI) following the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
Single-employer plan
Supplemental Benefits Plan (SBP)
The SBP is a closed plan sponsored by the University pursuant to the Board governing authority. This
plan is in addition to the Faculty Retirement Plan (FRP), where faculty members employed prior to 1963
and female participants employed prior to July 1, 1982, may be eligible to receive additional benefits.
SBP is designed to provide additional retirement benefits for certain groups of individuals who
participated in the FRP, but who, due to plan design, have retirement income levels that are significantly
lower than those of current participants. It accounts for 63 eligible participants. SBP is funded in an
amount equal to or greater than the amount required under Minnesota Statute Chapter 356. Each plan
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provides retirement, disability, and death benefits to plan members and beneficiaries. An internal faculty
and staff retirement program report is prepared on a fiscal year basis. Finances related to this plan are
immaterial to the overall University’s financial statements. Questions regarding the SBP may be directed
to Employee Benefits, 100 Donhowe Building, 319 15th Avenue S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455.
Due to the plan being closed, required contribution rates do not apply. Contribution amounts are
determined by funding status and actuarial value in compliance with state statutes. The University makes
all contributions to the SBP using a variable rate.
Defined Contribution Plans
The University’s defined contribution plans represent benefits to be received. They are limited to the value
of the participant’s account balance, depending on the plan. Accordingly, there is no unfunded actuarial
accrued liability (UAAL), or actuarial accrued liability (AAL), associated with the following plans. A
description of the plans and contribution information follows.
Faculty Retirement Plan (FRP)
The FRP is a mandatory retirement savings/investment plan contingent on meeting certain prescribed
eligibility requirements. Pursuant to the University’s Board of Regents governing authority, in
compliance with Section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue Code, it authorizes the University to contribute
to the plan and governs the requirements of this plan. Eligibility requirements involve an employee
appointment of at least nine months; employee appointments between 67 to 99 percent time are granted
prorated participation. The plan is funded through employee pre-tax contributions and University
contributions. Eligible academic employees with hire dates prior to January 2, 2012 contribute 2.5
percent of covered salary and the University contributes 13.0 percent. Eligible employees with a start
date (or who were rehired) on or after January 2, 2012 contribute 5.5 percent of covered salary and the
University contributes 10.0 percent. The FRP covers approximately 10,100 active faculty and
professional and administrative (P&A) staff. This amount includes approximately 5,800 with hire dates
on or after January 2, 2012.
University of Minnesota Optional Retirement Plan (ORP)
The ORP is a voluntary retirement savings/investment plan covered under Section 403(b) of the Internal
Revenue Code. All faculty and staff members who are paid on a continuous basis are eligible to
participate in this plan. The plan is funded mainly through employee pre-tax contributions. However, the
University may make discretionary contributions for select staff based on employment contracts.
Approximately 3,800 full- and part-time employees contribute to this plan.
University of Minnesota Section 457 Deferred Compensation Plan
The 457 Deferred Compensation Plan is a voluntary retirement savings plan authorized under Section
457 of the Internal Revenue Code. This plan is funded exclusively through employee pre-tax
contributions. All faculty and staff members who are paid on a continuous basis are eligible to participate
in this plan. Approximately 1,200 full- and part-time employees contribute to this plan.
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University of Minnesota 415(m) Retirement Plan
The 415(m) Retirement Plan is a qualified excess benefit plan authorized under Section 415(m) of the
Internal Revenue Code that is administered by the University. This plan is provided to select staff based
on individual employment contracts negotiated. All contributions provided by the University are
negotiated on an individual employee basis and are 100 percent vested and non-forfeitable at all times.
There are no assets accumulated in a trust or trust-like arrangement for this plan. Nine University
employees are part of this plan.
Contributions Made for Fiscal Year 2020
Employee
University

$

FRP
ORP
457
415(m)
39,553 $
41,751 $
17,561
N/A
116,628
335
N/A $
621

$

FRP
ORP
457
2,478 $
2,532 $
1,092
7,204
N/A
N/A

Due to plan at June 30*
Employee
University

415(m)
N/A
N/A

*Due to plan represents a liability the University has incurred for the employer and employee
portion of contributions as of fiscal year end.

7. Related Organization
The University is responsible for appointing eight members of the 15-member Board of Directors of UCare
Minnesota, a licensed nonprofit health maintenance organization (HMO) that provides medical services for its
members. The University’s accountability for this organization, however, does not extend beyond making
Board appointments. The dean of the University of Minnesota Medical School and the head of the University’s
Department of Family Medicine and Community Health appoint six board members; two members are
automatically appointed by virtue of the University positions that they hold.
8. Commitments and Contingencies
Construction projects in progress, principally buildings, approximated $37,878 as of June 30, 2020. The
estimated cost to complete these facilities is $160,399, which is to be funded from plant fund assets and
$18,555 in appropriations available from the State as of June 30, 2020.
The University owns steam production facilities that produce steam for heating and cooling the Twin Cities
campus, which by agreement are managed, operated, and maintained by an unaffiliated company. The original
agreement was for five years and began May 17, 2019, with a contract end date of May 2024. Under the
agreement, the University must make minimum fixed payments for certain operating and maintenance costs,
as well as contingent payments based upon performance requirements.
The University is obligated under various operating leases for the use of real property and equipment. Total
operating lease expenditures for the years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019, were $24,387 and $25,740,
respectively, of which $20,617 and $22,032 were for real property and $3,770 and $3,708 were for equipment,
respectively.
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The future steam plant and operating lease commitments as of June 30, 2020, for the next five years and in
subsequent five-year periods are as follows:
Steam
plant

Operating
leases

Total

14,499
13,434
5,113
3,772
2,999
14,787
11,672
306
301
$ 66,883

$ 14,778
13,713
5,392
4,051
2,999
14,787
11,672
306
301
$ 67,999

Fiscal year ending June 30
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026-2030
2031-2035
2036-2040
2041-2045
Total commitments

279
279
279
279

$

1,116

The University receives financial assistance from federal and state governmental agencies in the form of grants.
The disbursement of funds received under these programs generally requires compliance with the terms and
conditions specified in the grant agreements and are subject to audit by the grantor agencies. Any disallowed
claims resulting from such audits could become a liability of the University. Management is not aware of any
material disallowed claims at this time.
The University is a defendant in cases involving claims of medical malpractice, personal injuries, breach of
contract, and other civil matters. While any litigation has an element of uncertainty and the University cannot,
therefore, predict how these cases will be finally resolved, management and its general counsel believe the
outcomes of the cases, individually and combined, will not have a material adverse effect on the overall
financial position of the University.
9. Self-Insurance Programs
The University is self-insured for medical malpractice, general liability, non-profit organization liability, and
automobile liability through RUMINCO, Ltd., a wholly owned, single parent captive insurance company (see
Note 1). Claims are reported to a third-party administrator, which pays expenses and estimates claim liabilities.
The total expense of a claim is estimated and booked as a liability when it is probable that a loss has occurred,
and the amount of the loss can be reasonably estimated. In addition, an actuarial liability is established for
incurred but not reported (IBNR) claims using a discount rate based on a rate of return of 0.18 percent.
The University is also self-insured for workers’ compensation through an internally maintained fund, and
excess claims insurance is maintained through the Workers’ Compensation Reinsurance Association (WCRA).
The internal fund for workers’ compensation is maintained only to fund the current year’s expected payouts.
Each year, an actuarial estimate of the University’s liability for workers’ compensation is compiled and
recorded within the consolidated statements of net position, but the liability is not separately funded.
The University’s medical (health) coverage for faculty and staff and their dependents is a self-insured program
(UPlan). Under UPlan Medical, the University pays claims and establishes reserves, and the administration of
the program is handled by two independent administrators: Medica for medical plan administration, and Prime
Therapeutics for pharmacy benefit management. The University also carries stop-loss coverage, which protects
the University against the risk that an individual participant will incur medical expenses greater than $1,000
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in a single year. An annual actuarial estimate of the University’s liability for medical claims, including IBNR,
is recorded within the consolidated statements of net position.
The University’s dental coverage for faculty and staff and their dependents is also a self-insured program
(UPlan). Under UPlan Dental, the University pays claims and establishes reserves, and the administration of
the program is handled by one independent administrator, Delta Dental. An annual actuarial estimate of the
University’s liability for dental claims, including IBNR, is recorded within the consolidated statements of net
position.
Medical coverage for eligible graduate assistants is a self-insured program. Under the graduate assistant
medical plan, the University pays claims and establishes reserves. The program is administered by Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Minnesota. The University also carries stop-loss coverage, which protects the University
against the risk that an individual participant will incur medical expenses greater than $400 in a single year in
addition to aggregate stop-loss coverage for claims totals over 115 percent of plan year claims. An annual
actuarial estimate of the University’s liability for medical claims, including IBNR, is recorded within the
consolidated statements of net position. The Graduate Assistant Plan also offers self-insured Dental Plan
benefits at Boynton Health Service without a third-party administrator.
The University’s medical (health) coverage for eligible students and their dependents is a self-insured program
(Student Health Benefit Plan). Under the Student Health Benefit Plan (SHBP), the University pays claims and
establishes reserves, and the administration of the program is handled by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Minnesota. The administrator offers medical conversion policies to eligible University students who are able
to convert their SHBP coverage to single coverage after graduation. The University also carries stop-loss
coverage, which protects the University against the risk that an individual participant will incur medical
expenses greater than $400 in a single year in addition to aggregate stop-loss coverage for claims totals over
115 percent of plan year claims. An annual actuarial estimate of the University’s liability for medical claims,
including IBNR, is recorded within the consolidated statements of net position. The SHBP also offers selfinsured Dental Plan benefits at Boynton Health Service without a third-party administrator.
Medical coverage for eligible Medical Residents and Fellows is a self-insured program. Under the Medical &
Resident medical plan, the University pays claims and establishes reserves. The program is administered by
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota. An annual actuarial estimate of the University’s liability for medical
claims, including IBNR, is recorded within the consolidated statements of net position. The Medical &
Resident group also offers a fully insured Dental Benefit Plan through Delta Dental.
Reported liabilities as of June 30, 2020, are shown below:

RUMINCO, Ltd.
Workers’ compensation
UPlan medical
UPlan dental
Graduate assistant health plan
Student health plan
Medical residents & fellows

Liability
beginning
of year
$ 7,246
12,050
27,537
1,193
4,938
6,100
493

New
claims
$
1,465
3,493
264,278
15,723
25,307

Claim
payments
$ (1,266)
(3,493)
(266,968)
(15,766)
(25,307)

Other
adjustments
$
169
109
(1,097)
(723)
488
(279)
144

Liability
end
of year
$ 7,614
12,159
23,750
427
5,426
5,821
637

Other adjustments reflect reserve changes on prior years’ claims and changes in estimated IBNR.
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Reported liabilities as of June 30, 2019, are shown below:

RUMINCO, Ltd.
Workers’ compensation
UPlan medical
UPlan dental
Graduate assistant health plan
Student health plan
Medical residents & fellows

Liability
beginning
of year
$ 9,374
12,349
22,509
1,016
4,277
5,108
703

New
claims
$
814
2,325
262,146
18,070
23,690

Claim
payments
$ (2,719)
(2,325)
(262,549)
(17,736)
(23,690)

Other
adjustments
$
(223)
(299)
5,431
(157)
661
992
(210)

Liability
end
of year
$ 7,246
12,050
27,537
1,193
4,938
6,100
493

Other adjustments reflect reserve changes on prior years’ claims and changes in estimated IBNR.

10. Other Postemployment Benefits
Description of Plan
The University administers the UPlan—a self-insured, single-employer, defined benefit healthcare plan. It is
a partnership between the University and its employees to provide quality, cost-effective health benefits to
employees, retirees, and their families. Pursuant to the University’s Board governing authority, non-Medicare
retirees and former employees can purchase medical and dental insurance coverage. The benefit provision
process is initiated through the Benefits Advisory Committee (BAC). The BAC comprises representatives
from all employee groups who advise the University administration on health program benefit offerings. An
internal UPlan financial report is prepared on a calendar year basis. Questions regarding the UPlan may be
directed to Total Compensation, 100 Donhowe Building, 319 15th Avenue S.E., Minneapolis, MN 55455.
Contributions and Benefits Provided
The UPlan is currently financed on a pay-as-you-go basis. No assets are accumulated in a trust that meets the
criteria prescribed in GASB 75. The University has established that a former employee must pay the entire
premium for continuation coverage, except as otherwise provided in a collective bargaining agreement or
personnel policy. Non-Medicare retirees and eligible participants under the Academic Disability Plan (ADP)
can purchase medical and dental insurance coverage at the full premium rate. These rates are based on a
blended active and pre-Medicare retiree rate. With the University being self-insured, the University becomes
liable for the actual cost of retiree and disability related healthcare costs in excess of premiums collected. As
a result, an implicit subsidy is created, which is reflected in the OPEB liability that is recorded.
UPlan Membership Covered by Benefit Terms
UPlan membership
Active plan members
Inactive plan members or beneficiaries currently receiving benefits
Total

June 30, 2020
19,742
416
20,158

June 30, 2019
19,742
416
20,158
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OPEB Liability
The University’s OPEB liability was measured and determined as of June 30, 2020 and 2019, respectively, in
accordance with GASB 75.
The components that contributed to the change in the University’s OPEB liability are as follows:
OPEB liability—Beginning of year
Changes in net OPEB liability:
Service cost
Interest
Differences between expected and actual experience
Changes of actuarial assumptions or other inputs

$

June 30, 2020
June 30, 2019
40,283 $
34,936

Benefit payments
Increase in OPEB liability
OPEB liability—End of year

$

3,682
1,496
1,148
3,683

3,870
1,361
(344)
2,879

(3,606)

(2,419)

6,403

5,347

46,686 $

40,283

Actuarial Methods and Assumptions
Projections of benefits for financial reporting purposes are based on the substantive plan, the plan as understood
by the employer and plan members. This includes the types of benefits provided at the time of each valuation
and the historical pattern of sharing of benefit costs between the employer and plan members to that point.
The actuarial methods and assumptions applied to the measurement of the OPEB liability are as follows:
Actuarial Methods and Assumptions

Valuation date
Actuarial cost method
Asset valuation method
Discount rate
Inflation
Salary increases
Mortality
Experience applied

6/30/2020
Entry age normal, level
percent of pay
N/A
2.21%

6/30/2019
Entry age normal, level
percent of pay
N/A
3.50%

*

2.75%

2.75%

4.00% average including
inflation

4.00% average including
inflation

PubT-2010.H for Faculty and
PubG-2010.H for all others
2019

PubT-2010.H for Faculty and
PubG-2010.H for all others
2018

*

* Based on a AA/Aa or higher rated 20-year tax exempt muncipal bond rate.

The University’s OPEB liability is sensitive to changes in the discount rate and healthcare cost trends rates.
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The following presents the OPEB liability of the University, as well as what the University’s OPEB liability
would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is 1.0 percentage point lower and or 1.0 percentage
point higher than the current discount rate:
Discount Rate Sensitivity
1.0% Decrease
(1.21%)
OPEB liability ($)

$

49,622 $

Discount rate
(2.21%)
46,686 $

1.0% Increase
(3.21%)
43,793

The following presents the OPEB liability of the University, as well as what the University’s OPEB liability
would be if it were calculated using healthcare cost trend rates that are 1.0 percentage point lower (5.75 percent
decreasing to 3.50 percent) or 1.0 percentage point higher (7.75 percent decreasing to 5.50 percent) than the
current healthcare cost trend rates:
Healthcare Cost Trend Rate Sensitivity

Healthcare cost
1.0% Decrease
trend rates
1.0% Increase
(5.75% decreasing (6.75% decreasing (7.75% decreasing
to 4.50%)
to 5.50%)
to 3.50%)
OPEB liability ($)

$

40,545 $

46,686 $

54,038
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OPEB Expense, Deferred Outflows of Resources, and Deferred Inflows of Resources Related to OPEB
In accordance with GASB 75, the University recorded $7,417 and $7,214 in OPEB expense for the fiscal years
ended June 30, 2020 and 2019, respectively. In addition, the University reported the following deferred
outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources from the following sources:
Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows of Resources
Deferred
Outflows of
Resources

June 30, 2020
Differences between expected and actual experience

$

2,023 $
5,767

Changes in assumptions
Total

$

7,790 $

Deferred
Outflows of
Resources

June 30, 2019
Differences between expected and actual experience

$

2,072 $
3,243

Changes in assumptions
Total

$

5,315 $

Deferred
Inflows of
Resources
322
46

368
Deferred
Inflows of
Resources
416
71

487

Amounts reported as deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to OPEB will be
recognized in OPEB as expense as follows:
Net Deferred Outflows (Inflows) of Resources Recognized as Pension Expense or a Reduction in OPEB
Liability
Fiscal year

Net deferred outflows

Total

2021 $
2022
2023
2024
2025
After 2025

1,403
1,200
762
762
762
2,533

$

7,422

Additional information related to OPEB is presented in Required Supplementary Information (RSI) following
the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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11. Operating Expenses by Natural Classification
Operating expenses by natural classification for the year ended June 30, 2020, are summarized as follows:
Function
Instruction
Research
Public service
Academic support
Student services
Institutional support
Operation and maintenance of plant
Scholarships and fellowships
Depreciation
Auxiliary enterprises
Other operating expense

Compensation
and benefits
$
747,988
535,351
184,897
376,945
112,300
229,586
125,440
10,170

Supplies
Scholarships
and services and fellowships
$
95,739
239,759
91,030
88,346
24,913
64,902
189,536
1,587 $
56,632

127,788
$

2,450,465

Depreciation
$

$

215,954

$

215,954

164,568
$

960,380

$

(388)
56,244

$

Total
843,727
775,110
275,927
465,291
137,213
294,488
314,976
68,389
215,954
292,356
(388)
3,683,043

Operating expenses by natural classification for the year ended June 30, 2019, are summarized as follows:

Function
Instruction
Research
Public service
Academic support
Student services
Institutional support
Operation and maintenance of plant
Scholarships and fellowships
Depreciation
Auxiliary enterprises
Other operating expense

Compensation
and benefits
$
701,443
460,379
144,603
302,268
94,048
181,772
90,430
9,210

Supplies
Scholarships
and services and fellowships
$ 100,183
260,235
99,131
99,150
27,961
56,883
178,409
2,375 $
52,939

99,642
$

2,083,795

Depreciation
$

$

214,336

$

214,336

170,138
$

994,465

$

1,070
54,009

$

Total
801,626
720,614
243,734
401,418
122,009
238,655
268,839
64,524
214,336
269,780
1,070
3,346,605

12. Subsequent Events
On July 24, 2020, the University entered into a 364-day credit agreement with a major bank providing the
University a $150,000 line of credit for general operating purposes and as liquidity support for University
indebtedness. No funds have been drawn to date under this agreement.
On September 14, 2020, the University completed the acquisition of the 1015 Essex Street Southeast,
Minneapolis, MN property; otherwise, known as Classic City - Stadium Village Apartments. The property
includes 1.32 acres of land with a 121-unit, five building apartment complexes with parking. The total purchase
price for the property is $25,000 with $250 in earnest money. Funding for the purchase will be Universityissued long-term debt.
On October 14, 2020, the University priced its GO Bonds, Series 2020A and GO Taxable Bonds, Series 2020B.
The Series 2020A, in the par amount of $31,310, priced at coupon rates of 5.0 percent with a premium of
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$9,129. Proceeds will be used to finance various capital projects including the construction of and remodeling
projects to various University facilities, and acquisition and installation of equipment. The Series 2020B, in
the par amount of $84,690, priced at coupon rates of 0.4 – 2.9 percent. Proceeds will be used to finance a
portion of the costs of land and buildings near the Minneapolis campus to be used for University operations,
including the refunding of all of the University’s CP Notes Series I currently outstanding in the principal
amount of $53,000. The closing of the transactions are planned for on or about November 3, 2020.
13. Component Units
Discretely Presented Component Units
Based on significant balances reported in the University’s discretely presented component units’ Statements
of Financial Position, the note disclosures for investments and net assets with donor restrictions, as reported
in the separately issued financial statements of the University of Minnesota Foundation (UMF), are presented
below.
Investments
Investments in cash equivalents, corporate bonds, other fixed income securities, equity securities, hedge funds,
natural resources, and Treasury inflation protected securities with readily determinable fair values are reported
at fair value as set forth in Note 3 of the UMF’s annual report (traditional structures). Investments held in
alternative structures, except those reported as Level 3 in Note 3 of the UMF’s annual report or are investments
held at cost, investments held at the equity method or are consolidated, are recorded at net asset values provided
by external investment managers as a practical expedient in determining fair value. Because such investments
are not readily marketable, the estimated value is subject to uncertainty and therefore may differ materially
from the value that would have been used had a ready market for such investments existed.
The UMF invests in LLCs and LLPs in which the UMF has a majority interest and control. As a result, these
investments are consolidated within the financial statements.
Donated investments are recorded at their fair values, as determined on the date of donation. Investment
income and gains and losses are recorded in the period incurred.
For management efficiency, investments of net assets with and without restrictions are pooled, except for
certain net assets that the board of trustees or donors have designated to be segregated and maintained
separately.
Receivables from pending liquidations represent sales of investments made prior to the end of the fiscal year
but settled after the fiscal year-end.
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The UMF investments as of June 30 are summarized as follows:
Traditional
structures
Cash and cash equivalents
Fixed income
Global equity
Hedge funds
Natural resources
Treasury inflation protected securities (TIPS)
Real estate
Private equity
Other investments

$ 847,498
523,301
1,344
21,342
7,505
54,397

Subtotal
Less charitable gift annuities reported separately
Total

1,455,387

2020
Alternate
structures

Total
$

$ 792,117
16,215
2,292
59,268
42,031
591,593
5,270
1,508,786
$

Traditional
structures
Cash and cash equivalents
Fixed income
Global equity
Hedge funds
Natural resources
Treasury inflation protected securities (TIPS)
Real estate
Private equity
Other investments

$ 796,593
622,774
1,661
19,315
8,352
48,644

Subtotal
Less charitable gift annuities reported separately
Total

1,497,339

2019
Alternate
structures

847,498
1,315,418
17,559
23,634
66,773
54,397
42,031
591,593
5,270
2,964,173
(35,947)
2,928,226

Total
$

$ 698,673
15,939
4,297
82,195
52,504
582,447
6,122
1,442,177
$

796,593
1,321,447
17,600
23,612
90,547
48,644
52,504
582,447
6,122
2,939,516
(33,718)
2,905,798

Fixed income investments include high yield bonds, factored receivables, line of credit, bank loans, mortgage,
and related securitizations.
Investments held in traditional structures represent those held directly by the UMF in custodial accounts with
financial institutions. Investments held in alternative structures include those held through interests in
collective trust funds, limited partnerships, commingled funds, and limited liability companies.
Net asset values provided by external investment managers for alternative structures include estimates,
appraisals, assumptions, and methods that are reviewed by management. It is possible that the redemption
rights may be restricted by the funds in the future in accordance with the underlying fund agreements. Changes
in market conditions and the economic environment may impact the net asset value of the funds and,
consequently, the fair value of the UMF’s interests in the funds. At June 30, 2020 and 2019, the UMF has
$1,508,786 and $1,442,177 respectively, of investments in alternative structures which are reported at net asset
value as a practical expedient, except those reported as Level 3, loans measured at cost and investment held in
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LLC in Note 3 of the UMF’s annual report. Although a secondary market exists for these investments, it is not
active and individual transactions are typically not observable. When transactions do occur in this limited
secondary market, they may occur at discounts to the reported net asset value. It is, therefore, reasonably
possible that if the UMF were to sell these investments in the secondary market, a buyer may require a discount
to the reported net asset value, and the discount could be significant.
Fair Value Measurements
The UMF allows an accounting standard that defines fair value, establishes a framework for measuring fair
value, establishes a fair value hierarchy based on the quality of inputs used to measure fair value, and requires
expanded disclosures about fair value measurements. In accordance with this standard, the UMF has
categorized its investments, based on the priority of the inputs to the valuation technique, into a three-level fair
value hierarchy. The hierarchy gives the highest priority to unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for
identical assets or liabilities (Level 1 measurements) and lowest priority to unobservable inputs (Level 3
measurements).
The three levels of the fair value hierarchy are described below:


Level 1: Inputs that utilize quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities
that the organization has the ability to access.



Level 2: Inputs that include quoted prices for similar assets and liabilities in active markets and inputs
that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or indirectly, for substantially the full term
of the financial instrument. Fixed income securities are generally traded in the over-the-counter market
and are valued at a price that reflects fair value as quoted by dealers in these securities or by an
independent pricing service. These prices are based on observable market data for the same or similar
securities, including quoted prices in markets that are not active, or matrix pricing or other similar
techniques that use observable market inputs, such as benchmark yields, expected prepayment speeds
and volumes, and issuer ratings.



Level 3: Inputs that are unobservable inputs for the asset or liability, including bankruptcy claims and
auction rate securities, which are typically based on an entity’s own assumptions, as there is little, if
any, related market activity.

In instances where the determination of fair value measurement is based on inputs from different levels of the
fair value hierarchy, the level in the fair value hierarchy within which the entire fair value measurement falls
is based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement in its entirety.
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The following tables summarize the UMF’s financial assets and other liabilities measured at fair value on a
recurring basis as of June 30, 2020 and 2019:
2020
Fair value measurements using
Level 2
Level 3

Level 1
Investments
Fixed income
Asset backed securities
Mortgages
Corporate bonds
Government
Large cap
Other
Global equity
Small cap
Large cap
Hedge funds
Long/short non-equity
Natural resources
Treasury inflation protected
securities (TIPS)
Total investments

$
$

5,648
1,204
14,117
493,100

1,120

$

8,112
1,344

21,342
7,505

$ 31,311

5,648
2,324
14,117
493,100
8,112
1,344

54,397
576,578

$

$

1,884

$

1,884

Cash and cash equivalents
Investments measured at net asset
value or its equivalent
Investments held at cost
Investments at equity method
Consolidated investments
Total investments and cash
Gift annuities not categorized above
Beneficial interest in perpetual trusts
Assets held in charitable trusts
Beneficial interest in trusts
UGC derivative financial instrument

Total

23,226
7,505
54,397
609,773
847,498

$
$

891
8,498
18,833

$

589
2,730

$
$

60,985
2,686

(1,981)

1,013,623
73,202
92,114
327,963
2,964,173
1,480
72,213
18,833
2,686
(1,981)

Assets held in charitable trusts consist of equities, bonds, and cash.
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2019
Fair value measurements using
Level 2
Level 3

Level 1
Investments
Fixed income
Asset backed securities
Mortgages
Corporate bonds
Government
Large cap
Other
Global equity
Small cap
Large cap
Hedge funds
Long/short non-equity
Natural resources
Treasury inflation protected
securities (TIPS)
Total investments

$

$

2,496
3,094
20,222
590,681

$

253
6,028
1,661

19,315
8,352

$ 29,581

2,496
3,094
20,222
590,681
253
6,028
1,661
-

48,644
671,165

$

$

3,716

$

3,716

Cash and cash equivalents
Investments measured at net asset
value or its equivalent
Investments held at cost
Investments at equity method
Consolidated investments
Total investments and cash
Gift annuities not categorized above
Beneficial interest in perpetual trusts
Assets held in charitable trusts
Beneficial interest in trusts
UGC derivative financial instrument

Total

23,031
8,352
48,644
704,462
796,593

$
$

1,146
8,757
19,952

$

588
2,695

$
$

52,642
2,790

(1,547)

1,016,813
23,720
92,275
305,653
2,939,516
1,734
64,094
19,952
2,790
(1,547)
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The changes in investments measured at fair value on a recurring basis included as Level 3 measurements are
summarized as follows as of June 30:

Hedge funds
Long/short non-equity

Beginning
balance at
July 1, 2019

Investment
income

$
$

$
$

3,716
3,716

Beginning
balance at
July 1, 2018

Hedge funds
Long/short non-equity
$

1,831
1,831

63
63

Investment
income

$

117
117

Net realized
and
unrealized
gain (loss)

$
$

Purchases

(104)
(104)

$
$

Net realized
and
unrealized
gain (loss)

36
36

$

82
82

S ales

$
$

Purchases

$
$

3,234
3,234

(1,873)
(1,873)

S ales

$

(1,502)
(1,502)

Ending
balance at
June 30, 2020

$
$

1,884
1,884

Ending
balance at
June 30, 2019

$
$

3,716
3,716

The changes in other investments or financial assets measured at fair value on a recurring basis included as
Level 3 measurements are summarized as follows:
Beginning
balance at
July 1, 2019

Beneficial interest in trusts
Beneficial interest in perpetual trusts

$

2,790 $
52,642

Beginning
balance at
July 1, 2018

Beneficial interest in trusts
Beneficial interest in perpetual trusts

$

3,003 $
52,178

Change in
carrying
value
of trusts

(104) $
8,343
Change in
carrying
value
of trusts

(213) $
464

Ending
balance at
June 30, 2020

2,686
60,985

Ending
balance at
June 30, 2019

2,790
52,642
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The following is a summary of the investments whose net asset value approximates fair value and the related
unfunded commitments and redemption restrictions associated with each major category as of June 30:
Net
asset value
Alternative investments
Fixed income

$

Unfunded
commitments

319,268 $

Global equity

2,415

Hedge funds
Natural resources
Real estate
Private equity
Other investments
Total

408
59,268
42,031
584,963
5,270
1,013,623 $

$

Net
asset value
Alternative investments
Fixed income

$

6,697
16,341
128,312

300,640 $
2,139

Hedge funds
Natural resources
Real estate
Private equity
Other investments
Total

580
82,195
52,504
572,633
6,122
1,016,813 $

None or quarterly
None or daily to
quarterly
None or monthly to
quarterly
None
None
None
None

Redemption
notice period

None or 60 days
None or 0-60 days
None or 0-90 days
None
None
None
None

221,830

Unfunded
commitments

Global equity

$

70,480

2020
Redemption
frequency

192,154

11,536
24,294
143,729

2019
Redemption
frequency

None or quarterly
None or daily to
quarterly
None or monthly to
quarterly
None
None
None
None

Redemption
notice period

None or 60 days
None or 0-60 days
None or 0-90 days
None
None
None
None

371,713

The UMF’s alternative investments which are redeemable at net asset value under the original terms of the
partnership agreements and/or subscription agreements and operations of the underlying funds may be
restricted or eliminated by the funds in the future in accordance with the underlying fund agreements. Due to
the nature of the investments held by the funds, changes in market conditions and the economic environment
may significantly impact the net asset value of the funds and, consequently, the fair value of the UMF’s interest
in the funds.
Investment Commitments
As of June 30, 2020, the UMF also had unfunded commitments for investments held at cost of $13,401,
unfunded commitments for investments at equity method of $68,470, and unfunded commitments for
consolidated investments of $137,567.
The UMF had unfunded commitment for investments held at June 30, 2020, which are allowed to be cancelled
by the UMF. This was approximately $175,300 and is included in the commitment disclosure above.
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In addition to the unfunded commitments noted above, the UMF has entered into investment commitments of
$94,300 since June 30, 2020, which are expected to be paid within one year.
Net Assets
Net assets and revenues, expenses, gains, and losses are classified based on the existence or absence of donorimposed restrictions. Net assets of the UMF and changes therein are classified into the following categories:


Net Assets with Donor Restrictions: Net assets subject to donor-imposed restrictions. Some donorimposed restrictions are temporary in nature, such as those that will be met by the passage of time or
other events specified by the donor. Other donor-imposed restrictions are perpetual in nature, where
the donor stipulates that resources be maintained in perpetuity. Gifts of long-lived assets and gifts of
cash restricted for the acquisition of long-lived assets are recognized as restricted revenue when
received and released from restrictions when the assets are placed in service. Donor-imposed
restrictions are released when a restriction expires, that is, when the stipulated time has elapsed, when
the stipulated purpose for which the resource was restricted has been fulfilled, or both.



Net Assets without Donor Restrictions: Net assets available for use in general operations and not
subject to donor (or certain grantor) restrictions. The governing board has designated, from net assets
without donor restrictions, net assets for a board-designated endowment.
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Net Assets with Donor Restrictions
Net assets with donor restrictions as of June 30 are restricted for the following purposes:
Gifts and other unexpended revenues and gains available for:
2020
146,816
20,646
140,506
44,281
563,757
161,602
7,162
7,795
$ 1,092,565

Capital improvement/facilities
Faculty and staff support
Scholarships and fellowships
Lectureships, professorships, and chairs
Program support
Research and outreach/community engagement
Trusts
Other
Subtotal

$

Endowments:
Original donor-restricted gift amount and amounts required to be maintained in perpetuity:
Restricted by donors for:
Capital improvement/facilities
$
9,969
Faculty and staff support
33,317
Scholarships and fellowships
623,082
Lectureships, professorships, and chairs
436,167
Program support
97,715
Research and outreach/community engagement
78,448
Trusts
15,392
Other
3,537
Subtotal
$ 1,297,627
Subject to foundation endowment spending policy and appropriation:
Capital improvement/facilities
Faculty and staff support
Scholarships and fellowships
Lectureships, professorships, and chairs
Program support
Research and outreach/community engagement
Other
Subtotal
Total endowments
Not subject to spending policy or appropriation:
Capital improvement/facilities
Faculty and staff support
Scholarships and fellowships
Lectureships, professorships, and chairs
Program support
Research and outreach
Trusts
Other
Subtotal
Total net assets with donor restrictions

$

2019
133,711
20,668
151,745
45,703
486,034
160,655
7,401
8,768
$ 1,014,685
$

$

9,934
33,377
588,188
418,321
95,702
73,823
15,635
3,072
$ 1,238,052

9,225
11,506
128,488
193,300
43,292
18,974
2,513
407,298
$ 1,704,925

$

$

$

291
2,799
5,857
328
11,149
2,949
62,574
895
86,842

$ 2,884,332

9,953
14,292
172,652
229,015
53,995
24,017
2,917
506,841
$ 1,744,893

68
1,570
6,953
1,035
54,466
1,091
65,183

$ 2,824,761
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Net assets were released from donor restrictions by incurring expenses satisfying the restricted purpose or by
occurrence of the passage of time or other events specified by the donors as follows for the years ended June
30:
Net assets released for purpose:
2020
2019
17,282 $
21,970
3,742
4,582
57,930
50,304
31,150
28,609
83,225
84,795
42,274
62,666
16,223
505
$ 251,826 $ 253,431

Capital improvement/facilities
Faculty and staff support
Scholarships and fellowships
Lectureships, professorships, and chairs
Program support
Research and outreach/community engagement
Other
Total net assets released from donor restrictions

$
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Blended Component Units
Condensed statements of net position; statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position; and
statements of cash flows for fiscal years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019 for RUMINCO, Ltd, are as follows:
Condensed statements of net position
Current assets
Noncurrent assets
Total assets
Deferred outflows of resources
Total assets & deferred outflows of resources

$

Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities
Deferred inflows of resources
Total liabilities & deferred inflows of resources
Unrestricted net position

$

Condensed statements of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position
Operating revenues:
Net underwriting income
Operating expenses
Operating income (loss)
Nonoperating revenues:
Investment income, net
Increase in net position
Net position at beginning of year
Dividends paid
Net position at end of year
Condensed statements of cash flows
Net cash provided (used) by:
Operating activities
Noncapital financing activities
Investing activities
Net increase in cash
Cash at beginning of year
Cash at end of year

2020
430
50,911
51,341

$

51,341

51,696

1,621
2,367
3,988

1,401
2,112
3,513

3,988

3,513

47,353

$

2020
$

$

2,600
1,545
1,055

$

48,183
2019

$

3,515
1,501
2,014

2,115
3,170
48,183
(4,000)
47,353 $

3,019
5,033
43,150

2020
$

2019
158
51,538
51,696

2,033 $
(4,000)
2,006
39
96
135 $

48,183
2019
687
(640)
47
49
96
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Condensed statement of net position; statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position; and
statement of cash flows for fiscal year ended June 30, 2020 for 2515 University Ave SE, LLC (University
Village), is as follows:
Condensed statement of net position
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts and other receivables
Noncurrent assets:
Capital assets, net
Total assets
Deferred outflows of resources
Total assets & deferred outflows of resources

2020
$

Current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities
Deferred inflows of resources
Total liabilities & deferred inflows of resources
Unrestricted net position

$

Condensed statement of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position
Operating revenues:
Rental income
Other revenue
Operating expenses:
General operating expenses
Depreciation expense
Operating loss
Nonoperating expenses
Increase (decrease) in net position
Net position at beginning of year
Net position at end of year
Condensed statement of cash flows
Net cash provided (used) by:
Operating activities
Capital and related financing activities
Net increase in cash
Cash at beginning of year
Cash at end of year

1,245
54

2019
$

42,311
43,610

42,757
43,472

43,610

43,472

707
43,500
44,207

569
43,500
44,069

44,207

44,069

(597) $
2020

$

4,477
90

$

(597)
(597) $
2020

$

$

(597)
2019

1,792
513
2,262
2,262

$

185
530

3,389 $
(2,329)
1,060
185
1,245 $

1,069
20
852
250
(13)
584
(597)
(597)
2019
783
(598)
185
185
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Required Supplementary Information (RSI) (Unaudited)
Years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019 (in thousands)

Other Postemployment Benefits (OPEB)
Schedule of Employer’s Contributions

Year Ended
June 30
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016

OPEB Liability
(a)
$
46,686
40,283
34,936
32,461
32,447

Contributions as a
University's Covered- Percentage of CoveredEmployee Payroll
Employee Payroll
(b)
(c) = a / b
$
1,485,066
3.14%
1,427,948
2.82%
1,439,621
2.43%
1,384,251
2.35%
1,350,645
2.40%

This schedule is intended to show information for 10 years. Additional years will be
displayed as they become available.

Schedule of Changes in Total OPEB Liability
Total OPEB Liability at June 30
Service cost
Interest
Differences between expected and actual experience
Changes of actuarial assumptions or other inputs
Benefit payments
Increase in OPEB liability
Total OPEB liability—beginning
Total OPEB liability—ending

$

$

2020
3,682 $
1,496
1,148
3,683
(3,606)
6,403
40,283
46,686 $

2019
3,870 $
1,361
(344)
2,879
(2,419)
5,347
34,936
40,283 $

2018
3,763 $
1,202
2,596
(120)
(4,966)
2,475
32,461
34,936 $

2017
3,446 $
973
(281)
1,023
(5,147)
14
32,447
32,461 $

2016
2,961
1,150
3,374
1,674
(5,794)
3,365
29,082
32,447

This schedule is intended to show information for 10 years. Additional years will be displayed as they become available.

Notes to Required Supplementary Information
No assets are accumulated in a trust that meets the criteria prescribed in GASB Statement No. 75 (GASB 75),
Accounting and Financial Reporting for Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions.
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Schedules of the Employer’s Share of Net Pension Liability
Public Employee Police and Fire Fund (PEPFF)*

Actuarial
valuation date
6/30/2019
6/30/2018
6/30/2017
6/30/2016
6/30/2015
6/30/2014

University's
Proportion of the Net
Pension Liability (%)
(a)
0.652%
0.597%
0.589%
0.604%
0.613%
0.608%

University's Proportionate
Share of the Net Pension University's CoveredLiability ($)
Employee Payroll
(b)
(c)
$
6,939
$
6,723
6,367
6,295
7,952
6,046
24,240
5,818
6,965
5,781
6,567
5,255

University's Proportionate
Share of the Net Pension
Liability as a Percentage
of its Covered Payroll
(d) = (b)/(c)
103.213%
101.144%
131.525%
416.638%
120.481%
124.967%

Plan Fiduciary Net Position as
a Percentage of the Total
Pension Liability
(e)
89.26%
88.84%
85.43%
63.88%
86.61%
87.07%

*This schedule is intended to show information for 10 years. Additional years will be displayed as they become available.

State Employees Retirement Fund (SERF)*

Actuarial
valuation date
6/30/2019
6/30/2018
6/30/2017
6/30/2016
6/30/2015
6/30/2014

University's
Proportion of the Net
Pension Liability (%)
(a)
14.200%
14.648%
14.906%
15.200%
15.424%
16.031%

University's Proportionate
Share of the Net Pension University's CoveredLiability ($)
Employee Payroll
(b)
(c)
$ 199,773
$ 442,079
203,027
437,428
1,105,713
428,771
1,884,630
417,703
237,436
451,306
259,954
410,364

University's Proportionate
Share of the Net Pension
Liability as a Percentage
of its Covered Payroll
(d) = (b)/(c)
45.189%
46.414%
257.880%
451.189%
52.611%
63.347%

Plan Fiduciary Net Position as
a Percentage of the Total
Pension Liability
(e)
90.73%
90.56%
62.73%
47.51%
88.32%
87.64%

*This schedule is intended to show information for 10 years. Additional years will be displayed as they become available.

Notes to Required Supplementary Information
In the fiscal years ended June 30, 2019 and 2018, there were changes in actuarial assumptions for both
PEPFF and SERF that affected the measurement of the total pension liability since the prior actuarial
valuation. Part of the assumption changes included changes to the single discount rates. For PEPFF, the
single discount rate remained unchanged at 7.5 percent in fiscal year 2019, and changed from 5.6 percent to
7.5 percent in fiscal year 2018. For SERF, the single discount rate changed from 5.42 percent to 7.50
percent in fiscal year 2019, and from 4.17 percent to 5.42 percent in fiscal year 2018. Refer to Note 6 for
additional information related to PEPFF and SERF.
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Pensions
Schedules of Employer’s Contributions – Last 10 Years
Public Employee Police and Fire Fund (PEPFF)*

Year Ended
June 30
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014

Contractually Required
Contribution
(a)
$
1,140
1,020
979
943
885
804

Contributions in Relation
to the Contractually
Required Contribution
(b)
$
1,140
1,020
979
943
885
804

Contribution
Deficiency
(Excess)
(c) = a - b

University's CoveredEmployee Payroll
(d)
$
6,723
6,295
6,046
5,818
5,781
5,255

Contributions as a
Percentage of CoveredEmployee Payroll
(e) = b / d
16.95%
16.20%
16.20%
16.20%
15.30%
15.30%

*This schedule is intended to show information for 10 years. Additional years will be displayed as they become available

State Employees Retirement Fund (SERF)*

Year Ended
June 30
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014

Contractually Required
Contribution
(a)
$ 25,972
24,059
23,582
22,974
22,565
20,518

Contributions in Relation
to the Contractually
Required Contribution
(b)
$ 25,972
24,059
23,582
22,974
22,565
20,518

Contribution
Deficiency
(Excess)
(c) = a - b

University's CoveredEmployee Payroll
(d)
$ 442,079
437,428
428,771
417,703
451,306
410,364

Contributions as a
Percentage of CoveredEmployee Payroll
(e) = b / d
5.88%
5.50%
5.50%
5.50%
5.00%
5.00%

*This schedule is intended to show information for 10 years. Additional years will be displayed as they become available

Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS)

Year Ended
June 30
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

Contractually Required
Contribution
(a)
$
16
39
73
97
109
139
152
172
226
271

Contributions in Relation
to the Contractually
Required Contribution
(b)
$
16
39
73
97
109
139
152
172
226
271

Contribution
Deficiency
(Excess)
(c) = a - b

University's CoveredEmployee Payroll
(d)
$
229
557
1,043
1,386
1,557
1,986
2,171
2,457
3,229
3,871

Contributions as a
Percentage of CoveredEmployee Payroll
(e) = b / d
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
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Civil Service Retirement System Offset Retirement (CSRS Offset)

Year Ended
June 30
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

Contractually Required
Contribution
(a)
$
9
10
18
22
30
35
35
34
33
32

Contributions in Relation
to the Contractually
Required Contribution
(b)
$
9
10
18
22
30
35
35
34
33
32

Contribution
Deficiency
(Excess)
(c) = a - b

University's CoveredEmployee Payroll
(d)
$
129
143
257
314
429
500
411
400
388
376

Contributions as a
Percentage of CoveredEmployee Payroll
(e) = b / d
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
7.00%
8.51%
8.51%
8.51%
8.51%

University's CoveredEmployee Payroll
(d)
$
6,119
6,431
6,518
6,511
8,993
7,106
7,513
7,378
7,563
8,545

Contributions as a
Percentage of CoveredEmployee Payroll
(e) = b / d
16.00%
13.70%
13.70%
13.70%
13.70%
13.20%
11.90%
11.90%
11.90%
11.20%

Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS)

Year Ended
June 30
2020
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011

Contractually Required
Contribution
(a)
$
979
881
893
892
1,232
938
894
878
900
957

Contributions in Relation
to the Contractually
Required Contribution
(b)
$
979
881
893
892
1,232
938
894
878
900
957

Contribution
Deficiency
(Excess)
(c) = a - b
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Deloitte & Touche LLP
Suite 2800
50 South Sixth Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402-1538
USA

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT ON SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULES

Tel: +1 612 397 4000
Fax: +1 612 397 4450
www.deloitte.com

The Board of Regents
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Our audits were conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic consolidated financial statements of the University
of Minnesota (the “University”) as of and for the years ended June 30, 2020 and 2019, as a whole. The accompanying schedules of
net position by campus, and of revenues, expenses, and changes in net position by campus as of and for the years ended June 30,
2020 and 2019, are presented for the purpose of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic consolidated financial
statements. These schedules are the responsibility of the University's management and were derived from and relate directly to
the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the basic consolidated financial statements. Such schedules have
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in our audits of the basic consolidated financial statements and certain
additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such schedules directly to the underlying accounting and other records
used to prepare the basic consolidated financial statements or to the basic consolidated financial statements themselves, and
other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our
opinion such schedules are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic consolidated financial statements as a
whole.

October 21, 2020
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Statements of Net Position by Campus
As of June 30, 2020 (in thousands)
(Unaudited)
Crookston
Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Receivables, net
Inventories
Student loans receivable, net
Prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total current assets

$

Noncurrent assets
Restricted cash and cash equivalents
Investments
Receivables, net
Student loan receivables, net
Prepaid expenses
Other assets
Capital assets, net
Total noncurrent assets
Total assets

1,607 $

Duluth

46,728 $

Morris

Rochester

5,316 $

2,931 $

1,496
80
81
43

5,623
2,133
1,442
518

826
31
138
76

644

3,307

56,444

6,387

3,589

4,282

121,169

363

6,687
8

5,210
15
607

43,489
48,134
51,441

213,847
341,711
398,155

14

61
9

47,342
53,174
59,561

39,228
39,298
42,887

Deferred Outflows of Resources
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities and other
Unearned income
Long-term debt
Total current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Accrued liabilities and other
Unearned income
Long-term debt
Total noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities

1,346
1,575
1,040

6,173
10,841
6,079

1,796
2,433
184

633
595
104

3,961

23,093

4,413

1,332

670

9,911

1,058

305

670
4,631

9,911
33,004

1,058
5,471

305
1,637

Deferred Inflows of Resources
Net Position
Unrestricted
Restricted
Expendable
Nonexpendable
Net investment in capital assets
Total net position

(3,545)

$

5,832
1,034
43,489
46,810 $

17,308
65,469
68,527
213,847
365,151 $

(4,502)
9,025
2,225
47,342
54,090 $

Twin Cities

(1,703)

Total

603,361 $ 659,943
143,733
143,733
323,162
331,751
19,692
21,936
7,576
9,237
29,392
30,043
80
80
1,126,996
1,196,723
14,829
1,879,907
9,844
45,282
5,955
2,964
2,903,850
4,862,631
5,989,627

14,829
2,010,568
9,920
52,939
5,972
2,964
3,247,756
5,344,948
6,541,671

339,573

339,573

105,762
381,937
57,195
334,529
879,423

115,710
397,381
64,602
334,529
912,222

307,772
75
1,227,811
1,535,658
2,415,081

319,716
75
1,227,811
1,547,602
2,459,824

730,511

730,511

567,676

575,234

3,725

1,021,799
1,105,850
244,787
316,573
39,228
1,349,346
1,693,252
41,250 $ 3,183,608 $ 3,690,909
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Statements of Net Position by Campus
As of June 30, 2019 (in thousands)
(Unaudited)
Crookston
Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Short-term investments
Receivables, net
Inventories
Student loans receivable, net
Prepaid expenses
Other assets
Total current assets

$

Noncurrent assets
Restricted cash and cash equivalents
Investments
Receivables, net
Student loan receivables, net
Prepaid expenses
Other assets
Capital assets, net
Total noncurrent assets
Total assets

1,634 $

Duluth

40,317 $

Morris

Rochester

4,374 $

2,775 $

1,292
154
89
6

5,763
2,167
1,568
655

1,053
60
149
62

501

3,175

50,470

5,698

3,281

4,165

119,727

450

8,289
3

5,077
20
741

45,484
50,099
53,274

217,348
345,367
395,837

5

654
6

50,419
56,257
61,955

41,947
42,607
45,888

Deferred Outflows of Resources
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities and other
Unearned income
Long-term debt
Total current liabilities
Noncurrent liabilities
Accrued liabilities and other
Unearned income
Long-term debt
Total noncurrent liabilities
Total liabilities

1,205
1,600
869

6,366
10,251
4,508

1,550
2,531
299

320
543
10

3,674

21,125

4,380

873

759

11,763

1,298

278

759
4,433

11,763
32,888

1,298
5,678

278
1,151

Deferred Inflows of Resources
Net Position
Unrestricted
Restricted
Expendable
Nonexpendable
Net investment in capital assets
Total net position

(3,187)

$

5,526
1,017
45,485
48,841 $

20,338
57,015
68,249
217,347
362,949 $

(4,899)
8,628
2,129
50,419
56,277 $

Twin Cities

(510)

Total

356,147 $ 405,247
271,618
271,618
351,070
359,679
16,938
19,319
7,540
9,346
33,552
34,280
350
350
1,037,215
1,099,839
62,570
1,924,213
10,595
49,857
12,151
2,958
2,879,296
4,941,640
5,978,855

62,570
2,053,182
11,269
59,337
12,160
2,958
3,234,494
5,435,970
6,535,809

618,869

618,869

154,515
312,993
58,722
320,119
846,349

163,956
327,918
64,408
320,119
876,401

333,298
44
1,293,363
1,626,705
2,473,054

347,396
44
1,293,363
1,640,803
2,517,204

1,008,147

1,008,147

590,767

602,509

3,300

963,573
1,038,042
242,869
314,264
41,947
1,319,314
1,674,512
44,737 $ 3,116,523 $ 3,629,327
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Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position by Campus
Year ended June 30, 2020 (in thousands)
(Unaudited)
Crookston
Duluth
Morris
Rochester Twin Cities
Total
Revenues
Operating revenues
Student tuition and fees, net
$
10,042 $
87,789 $
6,252 $
7,512 $ 715,088 $ 826,683
Federal grants and contracts
122
6,986
1,418
12
470,415
478,953
State and other government grants
104
3,662
188
81,575
85,529
Nongovernmental grants and contracts
271
2,265
10
106
418,889
421,541
Student loan interest income
18
278
26
1,565
1,887
Sales and services of educational activities, net
554
4,846
142
46
135,260
140,848
Auxiliary enterprises, net
3,362
33,358
5,582
2,046
368,701
413,049
Other operating revenues
5
166
22
557
750
Total operating revenues
14,478
139,350
13,640
9,722
2,192,050
2,369,240
Expenses
Operating expenses
Educational and general
Instruction
Research
Public service
Academic support
Student services
Institutional support
Operation and maintenance of plant
Scholarships and fellowships
Depreciation
Auxiliary enterprises
Other operating expenses, net
Total operating expenses
Operating Loss
Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses)
Federal appropriations
State appropriations
Grants
Gifts
Investment income, net
Interest on capital asset-related debt
Other nonoperating revenues (expenses), net
Net nonoperating revenues
Income (Loss) Before Other Revenues
Capital appropriations
Capital grants and gifts
Additions to permanent endowments
Transfers
Other internal charges
Total other revenues (expenses)

11,218
137
684
2,848
2,997
2,373
4,138
520
2,159
6,530
(11)
33,593

71,584
20,327
4,478
24,054
15,801
18,501
27,840
2,818
10,076
32,618
(379)
227,718

13,211
704
1,555
4,093
5,170
3,410
9,094
1,541
3,159
8,020
(43)
49,914

(19,115)

(88,368)

12,529
5,698
1,053
769

2,806
679
1
1,781
1,922
4,127
(27)
3,456
3,580
268
18,593

744,908
753,263
269,209
432,515
111,323
266,077
273,931
60,054
196,980
244,920
45
3,353,225

843,727
775,110
275,927
465,291
137,213
294,488
314,976
68,389
215,954
292,356
(388)
3,683,043

(36,274)

(8,871)

(1,161,175)

(1,313,803)

52,257
26,725
5,877
13,791

23,625
7,455
1,217
830

8,373
2,911
172
120

20,049

33
98,683

263
33,390

11,576

17,146
598,126
252,042
180,851
75,925
(48,439)
11,241
1,086,892

17,146
694,910
294,831
189,170
91,435
(48,439)
11,537
1,250,590

934

10,315

(2,884)

2,705

(74,283)

(63,213)
96,263
26,134
2,398

124,795

498
(3,463)
(2,965)

297
464
10,295
(19,169)
(8,113)

10
4,806
(4,119)
697

(1,700)
(4,492)
(6,192)

96,263
25,837
1,924
(13,899)
31,243
141,368

Increase in Net Position

(2,031)

2,202

(2,187)

(3,487)

67,085

61,582

Net position at beginning of year

48,841

362,949

56,277

44,737

3,116,523

3,629,327

46,810 $

365,151 $

54,090 $

41,250 $ 3,183,608 $ 3,690,909

Net position at end of year

$
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Statements of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Net Position by Campus
Year ended June 30, 2019 (in thousands)
(Unaudited)
Crookston
Duluth
Morris
Rochester Twin Cities
Total
Revenues
Operating revenues
Student tuition and fees, net
$
12,194 $
93,829 $
7,637 $
7,473 $ 702,557 $ 823,690
Federal grants and contracts
131
6,996
1,097
30
471,566
479,820
State and other government grants
128
4,191
69
82,654
87,042
Nongovernmental grants and contracts
247
2,804
40
4
406,203
409,298
Student loan interest income
15
302
32
1,704
2,053
Sales and services of educational activities, net
394
5,073
257
22
143,521
149,267
Auxiliary enterprises, net
4,314
41,757
7,321
2,548
401,802
457,742
Other operating revenues
213
213
Total operating revenues
17,423
154,952
16,453
10,077
2,210,220
2,409,125
Expenses
Operating expenses
Educational and general
Instruction
Research
Public service
Academic support
Student services
Institutional support
Operation and maintenance of plant
Scholarships and fellowships
Depreciation
Auxiliary enterprises
Other operating expenses, net
Total operating expenses
Operating Loss
Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses)
Federal appropriations
State appropriations
Grants
Gifts
Investment income, net
Interest on capital asset-related debt
Other nonoperating revenues (expenses), net
Net nonoperating revenues
Income (Loss) Before Other Revenues

11,243
162
477
2,876
2,987
2,498
4,139
291
2,188
6,776
3
33,640

70,479
22,022
6,442
24,607
16,049
13,687
27,822
2,587
14,588
32,720
154
231,157

13,300
850
1,324
4,039
5,145
3,214
7,878
1,138
3,237
8,888
12
49,025

(16,217)

(76,205)

11,848
5,217
1,100
429

2,723
630
5
1,827
1,905
3,822
284
2,901
3,147
446
17,690

703,881
696,950
235,486
368,069
95,923
215,434
228,716
57,607
191,176
220,950
901
3,015,093

801,626
720,614
243,734
401,418
122,009
238,655
268,839
64,524
214,336
269,780
1,070
3,346,605

(32,572)

(7,613)

(804,873)

(937,480)

48,966
25,359
6,041
4,916

22,653
5,971
1,270
477

8,284
2,194
101
106

(10)
18,584

21
85,303

295
30,666

10,685

17,883
582,537
191,316
205,946
140,354
(50,602)
8,223
1,095,657

17,883
674,288
230,057
214,458
146,282
(50,602)
8,529
1,240,895

2,367

9,098

(1,906)

3,072

290,784

303,415

264

10
18,797
(4,155)
14,652

80,446
24,219
3,680

18,303
(4,070)
15,733

80,446
21,573
2,770
(135,365)
30,551
(25)

108,345

Capital appropriations
Capital grants and gifts
Additions to permanent endowments
Transfers
Other internal charges
Total other revenues (expenses)

10,866
(3,362)
7,768

882
900
87,399
(18,964)
70,217

Increase in Net Position

10,135

79,315

12,746

18,805

290,759

411,760

Net position at beginning of year

38,706

283,634

43,531

25,932

2,825,764

3,217,567

48,841 $

362,949 $

56,277 $

44,737 $ 3,116,523 $ 3,629,327

Net position at end of year

$

1,500
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Cost Definition and Benchmarking Analysis

December, 2020

Executive Summary
The following pages offer details on the goals, definitions and methodology behind the annual Cost
Definition and Benchmarking analysis at the University of Minnesota. In addition, the results for the
FY20 analysis are presented and explained in terms of variance from the prior year. Total spending
at the University for FY20 (as defined for this purpose) was $3,776,923,000, which was a 1.8%
(roughly $66 million) increase over the FY19 total of $3,710,560,000. This analysis does not
attempt to link changes in spending with specific or tied increases in revenues; it is solely an
analysis of spending changes and trends.
FY20 results show slight shifts from previous years. Reductions in non-personnel spending
primarily due to COVID-19 reduced Mission and Mission Support & Facilities expenditures as a
percent of the total. This, combined with usual increases in personnel spending, resulted in a slight
increase in Leadership & Oversight as a percent of total expenditures. However, changes are not
significant at the full University level. In all but one of the categories of comparison on a percent-oftotal basis, the shifts from FY19 to FY20 were 1% or less. For example, as a percent of total
expenditures, Mission and Mission Support & Facilities personnel spending each went down -0.1%
with an offsetting increase in Leadership & Oversight personnel spending. In the non-personnel
categories as a percent of total, Mission spending decreased by -0.5% and Mission Support &
Facilities decreased by -1.0% while Leadership & Oversight remained flat. Notably, Student Aid
spending as a percent of total increased 1.4% due to the CARES Act funds dedicated to that purpose.
General levels of change occur each year in all categories, some years slightly more and some
slightly less, with a general trend towards growth. However, while overall spending increased,
shifts in the pattern of spending for FY20 reflect unique spending changes due to COVID-19. In
particular, non-personnel spending (excluding Student Aid) decreased by -3.4% while Student Aid
increased by 4.8%.
Personnel costs increased $90 million (4.0%) and increased from 60.8% of total costs to 62.2%. ,
The increase in personnel expense overall is associated with a general increase in the salary pool of
2.25%, increases in the fringe benefit rates (rates increasing for non-student groups an average of
1.1%), decisions on equity/market adjustments, promotions and negotiations, and program growth
in select areas. As mentioned above, a decrease in non-personnel spending while personnel
spending grew at past rates (or even if it would have remained flat) would result in personnel
spending becoming a larger proportion of overall expenditures.
Non-personnel costs experienced unique shifts in FY20. Expenditures in the categories of
Equipment/Other Capital Assets, Consulting/Professional Services, and Student Aid increased,
comparable to patterns in prior years. However, these increases were more than offset by
decreases or flat growth in other spending categories. Many of the shifts are largely associated
with changes in spending related to COVID-19. The shifts in personnel and non-personnel
spending are explored further in the following pages.
The overall results for spending across the categories show relative stability, even as individual
spending categories shifted as the University responded to the initial impacts of COVID-19. Total
spending on Mission remains just under 50% of the total; Student Aid remains between 8 and 9% of
the total; Mission Support & Facilities hovers at about 35% of the total, and Leadership & Oversight
remains at roughly 9% of the total. The analysis continues to be useful in monitoring spending
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across the institution and providing a deeper understanding of activities in the units. However, the
unique adjustments to program and service delivery related to COVID-19 make identifying trends
versus one-time adjustments difficult at the University level.
History and Purpose
The purpose of the cost benchmarking analysis is to define and categorize the University’s costs in
order to develop a shared understanding of University spending and improve the University’s
ability to set spending benchmarks and monitor changes in spending over time. As a result, the
analysis offers a view of spending through a different lens compared to the annual budget or the
financial statements. Originally, it was created to answer questions related to “administrative
costs” at the University. Prior to this analysis, there was no shared definition of those costs, so
there was no accepted and standard way to answer those questions. Through a consultative
process involving stakeholders throughout the institution over a period of months, the analysis was
shaped in a way to define mission (and student aid) related spending separately from all other
spending on support functions and basic infrastructure. It was further decided at the time that
these latter two categories would be the basis for how the University would define “administrative
costs” for purposes of reallocation and communication to external parties. The focus of the
analysis, however, encompasses all of the University’s spending, so moving forward it will be
referenced as simply the annual Cost Definition and Benchmarking Analysis.
FY12 was the first year of the cost benchmarking analysis. Goals for the analysis included:
 Develop a shared understanding of University spending
 Promote a broader dialogue of the University’s cost structure – where the money goes
 Identify gaps in processes, data and information
 Improve the University’s ability to set its own spending benchmarks
 Establish a repeatable methodology to monitor changes and patterns in spending over time
The analysis is achieving these goals. At the institutional and unit level, it is used to better
understand cost components and how to manage them. It has also been used in conjunction with
the “budget framework” (overall University budget balancing plan) as a tool for units in
understanding the baseline for developing reallocation plans focused on administrative costs vs.
mission costs. It is also a valuable tool for investigating unit level activities and identifying trends
outside of the norm, which may then spur recommendations for change.
The cost benchmarking analysis is unique to the University of Minnesota and cannot be used to
compare spending patterns across institutions. While other institutions may be creating similar
analyses, they have not progressed to the same level of detail. Other institutions also rely on
unique aspects of their individual reporting and data elements, so the results will not be
comparable.
Of special note this year, the University is embarking on a broad analysis of support functions
across the institution with the intent of modernizing structures and processes, improving services,
increasing efficiency and generating recurring budget savings. This initiative may impact how the
University defines “administration” going forward. If so, future versions of this report will address
that change and how it impacts this analysis.
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Structure and Methodology
This analysis starts with total expenditures at the close of each fiscal year, but it will not equal
expenditures as represented in the final audited financial statements for a number of reasons. Most
significantly, institution-level accounting entries for accruals, deferrals, depreciation, amortization,
etc., are not included because they do not contribute to the operational view of spending
management at the unit level. Spending in ISO funds is excluded to avoid duplicating the effect of
expenses charged internally. Expenses in system-wide management Resource Responsibility
Centers (RRCs) are excluded for much the same reason; for example, including direct payment of
fringe benefit expense to service providers from the system-wide RRC would duplicate the fringe
benefit charges assigned at the unit level and included in the personnel costs.
Within the analysis, categories of spending are identified as the following:
• Direct Mission Delivery – the expenses of the ‘doers’ of the mission
• Mission Support & Facilities – the expenses to ‘support’ the delivery of mission activities
• Leadership & Oversight – the expenses for the ‘leadership, direction, control and
management’ of the mission
Expenses in all three categories occur throughout the organization (in academic and support units)
and are supported by multiple funding sources. The benchmarking analysis focuses on current
operating funds, including sponsored activity. The intent is to categorize expenditures that relate
to the regular ongoing operations of the University supported by annual revenues. As a result, it
excludes non-current and agency funds, internal service organization (ISO) funds, and cross-unit
charges (with the exception of transfers into the plant fund for facility projects).
Within the analysis, different types of costs are distributed among the spending categories in
different ways. Personnel costs are distributed based on job code: each individual job code has
been reviewed and assigned to one of the three spending categories based on the definitions of
those categories and a reasonable judgement of the function represented by the job code
description. Non-personnel expenditures are distributed based on a combination of function
designation (research, instruction, etc.) and account code definition (consulting, supplies, etc.).
Examples of the types of expenditure included in each spending category are noted in the table
below. Note that direct student aid is treated as a separate category related to but not included in
the delivery of mission.
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Expenditures by Expense Category

Direct Mission Delivery
‘doers’ of the mission
Personnel:
 Tenured and
tenure-track
Professors
 Adjunct
instructors,
lecturers, clinical
professors
 Extension
educators
 Health science
professionals
 Scientists and
laboratory
technicians
 Students in
teaching assistant,
research assistant,
or fellowship roles
Non-Personnel:
All non-personnel
expenses with
instruction, research, or
public service function
codes –
Excludes facility-related
activity: utilities, rents,
leases and repairs &
maintenance, etc.

Mission Support & Facilities
‘support’ the delivery of the
mission

Leadership & Oversight
‘leadership, direction,
control, and management’ of
the mission
Personnel:
Personnel:
 Audit/Finance/HR/Info
 Executive leadership
Tech/Legal
– President, Vice
Presidents,
 Clerical Support
Chancellors, Provost
 Advisors, librarians,
& Vice Provosts
curators, child care
 Academic leadership
workers, coaches
– Deans & Associate
 “Skilled generalists” –
Deans, Department
administrative
chairs and heads
professional, associate
 Directors – program,
to, etc.
department, campus,
 Buildings and grounds
system-wide, and job
workers
family-specific
 Skilled trades, engineers,
 Supervisor and
safety technicians,
manager titles across
environmental health
the organization
and safety workers,
police
 Temp & Casual workers
Non-Personnel:
Non-Personnel:
Prorated share of supplies
Prorated share of supplies
and services, etc. in non& services, non-capital
mission functions; equipment
equipment, etc.
purchases in non-mission
functions, all consulting in nonmission functions, facilities
costs: utilities, rents, leases,
repairs & maintenance,
transfers for facilities projects,
debt

Note that the definition for Leadership & Oversight encompasses all supervisory and manager
positions regardless of their function in the institution. For example, job codes that designate
someone as a manager of finance personnel or grounds workers are included in that third column,
rather than in the second (Mission Support & Facilities) column where their “functional” home
would be.
The FY20 analysis has been updated to incorporate changes in the financial chart of accounts and
new job codes. Updates to the financial chart of accounts reflect organizational changes and affect
the Cost Definition and Benchmarking Analysis only at the RRC level (e.g., a department moving
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from one RRC to another). Organizational updates have been applied to all three years of the
current analysis for comparability. For the most part, new job codes in FY20 are the result of the
market refinement initiative, thus related job code changes for an individual employee did not
result in reclassification that would affect their Cost Definition and Benchmarking placement. For
instance, the market refinement may have reclassified an employee with job code 9780A3 Finance
Analyst 3 to 9783TA Fin Anlst 3 – Tax without affecting their Cost Benchmarking assignment as
Mission Support & Facilities in the Audit/Finance/HR/Info Tech/Legal group. Job code
reassignments based on changes in job responsibilities for an individual are not restated for
previous years as they indicate managerial decisions that affect institutional costs.
Very few changes have been made to the methodology used in the report for the current year.
However, in past years, personnel data in the analysis was restated to reflect then current job codes
for all fiscal years of the analysis for employees whose job codes changed due to the job family
study. No job code data has been restated this year since the Job Family Study changes occurred
prior to FY18. In addition, early years of the analysis did not include temporary and casual
employees or facility-related transfers and debt service at the institutional level (non-personnel
section). These categories were added in later years to offer an even more complete reflection of
management decisions affecting the allocation of resources to overall operating costs. These
differences in approach may create inconsistencies when comparing the current report to those
presented in previous years.
Cost Benchmarking FY20 Results
The FY20 Expense Summary for Cost Definition and Benchmarking is included in Attachment A.
Overall, expenditures increased 1.8% from FY19 to FY20.
At a summary level, the analysis shows expenditure patterns with relatively small changes from
prior years, with fluctuations in percent of the total spend at 0.5% or less for each category. Total
expenditures for Mission and Student Aid are at 56.2% (FY19: 55.9%), Mission Support & Facilities
at 34.8% (FY19: 35.3%), and Leadership & Oversight at 9.1% (FY19: 8.8%). Personnel
expenditures comprise a slightly larger portion of total expenditures than in FY20 at 62.2% (FY19:
60.8%), primarily due to increased personnel spending contrasted with reduced non-personnel
spending. Facility project transfers and debt comprise 3.5% of all expenditures (FY19: 3.9%).
The most significant shifts from previous years are the increase in Student Aid spending of $14.8
million (4.8%) and the reduction in non-personnel spending of $39.0 million (-3.4%). Within the
non-personnel reduction, Debt/Facilities Projects accounts for $16.0 million (-1.4%) of the
decrease. Expenditure reductions in Supply/Service/Misc Expense ($20.2 million; -1.9%) reflect
changes in spending patterns primarily related to COVID-19. These reductions most significantly
affect the Mission and Mission Support & Facilities Benchmark groups. In the terms of this analysis,
these expenditure reductions are anomalies; they reflect short-term adjustments in response to
significant external events rather than ongoing trends. While some reductions and changes in
practice may be sustainable, the long-term impacts of reductions related to COVID-19 are yet to be
determined.
Details on changes and what contributed to those changes by spending category follow in the
sections below. The examples detailed in this section serve as evidence of the types of significant
pattern changes surfacing through the analysis that generate further investigation and allow for a
deeper understanding of what drives costs either over time or at a point in time and what
contributes to changes in spending year to year.
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Compensation
It is important to note that the annual change in salaries and fringe benefits is responsible for the
majority of cost growth. From FY19 to FY20, personnel costs grew 4.0%. Included within that
growth are the costs of the general merit pool increase (2.25% on average for FY20); other types of
annual pay increases for employees (promotions and awards, market and equity adjustments, onetime bonuses); increases in the number of employees; negotiated agreements for senior leaders;
and fringe benefit costs (most notably health care). The fringe benefit rates (a percentage applied
to salary expenditures and charged to the same funding source to recover and pay the actual benefit
costs) continued to increase for FY20 (average of 1.1% for non-student employees), and the
primary driver of that change was medical costs growing consistently with the national trend. The
overall fringe rate for faculty, professional and administrative, and police (most Leadership &
Oversight category personnel) increased 1.8%, and the rate for civil service, AFSCME and
Teamsters employees increased 1.1%. Roughly $23.2 million of the increase in overall personnel
spending between FY19 and FY20 is due to the increase in the fringe benefit rates: approximately
26% of the cost growth in personnel expenditures can be attributed to the fringe costs alone.
Without the fringe benefit increase, the overall increase in personnel spending would be 3.0%
rather than 4.0%.
Compensation in the fourth quarter of FY20 was affected somewhat by COVID-19, but the related
personnel actions had little definable impact on the Cost Definition and Benchmark analysis at the
system level. Some units saw modest reductions in personnel spending due to the hiring freeze or
to the voluntary pay reductions taken by senior leaders. Other units had increased personnel
expenditures due to the essential employee augmentations. Overall, the University commitment to
paying its employees during COVID-19 resulted in far less effect on personnel spending in FY20
than other spending categories at the University level. We will be looking closely at COVID-related
compensation decisions in the analysis for FY21 and beyond as we see further effects of the hiring
freeze, furloughs, and pay reductions.
The following examples by spending category provide more context for the increased personnel
spending, incorporating the drivers mentioned above (merit pool, other adjustments, increased
headcount, benefits), and increases in non-personnel spending.
Mission
Mission spending increased a modest $34.3 million (1.9%) from FY19 to FY20, but held steady
at 47.5% of total expenditures. Personnel spending increases of 48.7 million (3.8%) were
offset by non-personnel spending decreases of $14.4 million (-3.1%). Outside of the general
cost increases for salaries and benefits, this increase was driven largely by increased spending
on sponsored grants in the Medical School. Notable shifts in mission spending include:
 $19.7 million increase (6.5%) for Mission personnel in the Medical School, led by
increases in research spending on sponsored funds ($11.1 million, 16.4% increase).
 $6.6 million increase (4.6%) for personnel supported by Tuition and State funds in the
College of Science & Engineering, particularly related to increases in instructional
personnel in Computer Science and Engineering (note: phase in of the surcharge is
specifically to address instructional and facility needs to address demand).
 $2.5 million increase (8.0%) in spending on Mission personnel in Dentistry, mainly
related spending on O&M funds coded for instruction.
Personnel expenditures represent 74.5% of the total Mission spend.
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Mission personnel spending increases were offset by decreases of $14.4 million (-3.1%) in nonpersonnel spending led by reduced spending on sponsored funds ($10.3 million, -4.5%). For all
funds, only spending on capital equipment experienced an increase ($8.5 million, 25.5%). The
most significantly affected areas were travel spending (down $9.2 million, -25.1%), laboratory
and medical services (down $5.0 million, -10.0%, and general operating supplies (down $3.7
million, -19.4%). Shifts in spending in these areas are primarily connected to reduced or
curtailed activities due to COVID-19.
Student Aid
COVID-19 significantly affected Student Aid spending. Over half of the total Student aid
spending increase of $14.8 million (4.8%) relates to $8.3 million in student assistance funded
by the CARES Act (all campuses). (The balance of the $18 million in CARES Act funds for
student assistance posted to the ledger in FY21 and will affect in the FY21 Cost Definition &
Benchmark Analysis.) Without that funding source, Student Aid spending increased only $6.6
million (2.1%), driven by large upticks in fellowships, grants, and scholarships in the Law
School, the College of Science and Engineering, and the Medical School.
Mission Support & Facilities
Mission Support & Facilities expenses increased only 0.1% ($1.1 million) between FY19 and
FY20, with a 3.7% ($25.7 million) increase in personnel spending and -4.0% decrease in nonpersonnel. Some notable increases in personnel spending for this category include:
 Increased spending in University Relations of $2.9 million (13.2%) on behalf of the
University of MN Foundation led by increases in gift officers and related professionals
in the other support group as they continued to ramp up for the capital campaign.
Almost 90% of the increased spending is funded by gift funds due to the organizational
relationship with the University of MN Foundation; personnel spending in the
University of MN Foundation rolls through the University’s payroll, funded by transfers
from the Foundation.
 In the Skilled Generalists area, the Medical School increased spending by $1.2 million
(26.3%), with the largest increase in Medical School Administration in support of new
leadership positions focused on increasing research rankings and support for the
Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME) accreditation.
 Personnel spending at UMD increased by $2.2 million (4.3%), with the most significant
increases due to spending on athletic coaches and related contractual obligations.
 Spending on temporary and casual employees decreased $1.0 million across the
University, with many units reducing use of temporary employees under COVID
reduced operations.
 Most expenditure shifts above the compensation plan and fringe benefit rate increases
are the result of small intentional investments, restructuring plans, or filling of open
positions. The EFS Module Support Team in the Controller’s Organization provides an
example of these routine yet intentional personnel actions on a small scale. The
department increased personnel spending in this category between FY19 and FY20
primarily by filling open positions. The overall increase was $300,000, not a significant
blip in the University level analysis, but the spending increased 15.9% at the
department level.
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Non-personnel spending routinely fluctuates more than personnel expenditures since it
includes significant one-time expenditures for things like facility renovations, capital
equipment, and consulting/professional services. However, FY20 is unusual in that categories
that change in a fairly predictable manner and tend to increase modestly year over year have
decreased for FY20. For instance, spending on general supplies and services (including travel)
decreased $7.6 million (-4.1%); spending on utilities decreased 4.4 million (-4.0%; a more
significant reduction than the average rate adjustment from FY19 to FY20); and spending on
rents/leases decreased by $3.6 million (-10.6%) These reductions largely appear related to
reduced or curtailed activities due to COVID-19. Other notable changes include:
 One of the most highly fluctuating expenditures year to year is outside legal fees
(consulting/professional services) in the Office of the General Counsel. In FY20,
spending in this category increased by $1.1 million (40.9%) after a drop of $2.0 million
between FY18 and FY19.
 Auxiliary Services posted spending of $6.9 million in FY20 under
consulting/professional services for COVID-19 meal plan and flex dine refunds
(auxiliary funds).
 Education abroad fees in the Global Programs and Strategies Alliance dropped by $4.3
million (-24%) due to COVID-related program adjustments (supply/service/misc.
spending category).
 Software license fees in the Office of Information Technology increased $2.5 million
(23.0%) primarily related to software supporting existing storage platforms and
software to assist in deprovisioning google accounts.
 Intercollegiate Athletics (TC) reduced non-personnel spending by $4.1 (-7.2%) in FY20,
with the largest reductions in travel spending ($1.7 million).
 Rents/Leases spending in Auxiliary Services reduced $2.0 million due to the ending of
the University Village Apartment master lease. (The University concurrently
established a new Limited Liability Company (LLC) and purchased the property.)
 Spending on Debt/Capital Project Transfers fluctuates significantly year to year based
on discreet decisions for one-time spending on the physical plant. The overall
reduction of $16.0 million (-10.9%) is spread over multiple RRCs and reflects a
reduction in transfers to Capital Project Management for multiple projects. The
decrease in capital project transfers overall is offset by an increase of $2.2 million
(2.3%) in Debt expense at the University level.
Leadership & Oversight
Spending on Leadership & Oversight (all spending on managerial and supervisory positions
plus their related supplies and equipment costs) increased 5.0% between FY19 and FY20.
Leadership spending occurs in all units and in almost all personnel subcategories since this
report defines Leadership & Oversight as including all supervisory and managerial personnel
classifications. Increases in certain areas due to specific initiatives or managerial decisions are
offset by decreases in other areas. For example, in the Office of the President, total leadership
spending for all personnel categories decreased by -4.0% between FY19 and FY20, but that
decrease is offset at the institution level by increases in other areas (described below). A
careful analysis occurs annually on changes in Leadership & Oversight spending to ensure a
thorough understanding of decisions that affect institutional initiatives to control
administrative costs. Spending on personnel in this category increased 0.3% in terms of the
percent of total spending across all categories, from 12.2% to 12.5% (see Attachment B).
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From FY19 to FY20 noteworthy changes in personnel spending included:
 Direct Academic spending for Leadership & Oversight increased 5.7% ($1.5 million). In
the Medical School, increases related to research professional supervisory or
managerial positions being filled or shifting from Mission to Leadership & Oversight
due to promotional reclassifications (increase of $905,000). No other units
experienced notable shifts.
 Leadership spending increased by 6.8% ($4.2 million) driven by several targeted
strategic decisions and contractual obligations. Spending in the University of MN
Foundation (that rolls through University Relations in the chart of accounts) increased
by $870,000 related to the positions of Foundation President and Chief Executive
Officer and the Foundation Vice President, funded almost exclusively with gift funds.
Spending in the Office of the Senior Vice President for Finance & Operations increased
by $1.4 million due to inclusion in that unit for FY20 of the compensation expenditures
related to the President Emeritus (partially funded by gift funds) and negotiated
contracts for the Associate Vice President and Chief Investment Officer (investment
earnings). Other significant increases occurred in the Medical School as Associate Dean
positions focused on increasing research rankings were filled. Leadership spending in
many units decreased even with the general 2.25% salary pool increase and even
though fringe benefit rates increased significantly
 Campus Operations spending increased 3.9% ($936,000). Spending increased 23.1%
in Public Safety due to promotional reclassifications and filling a managerial position.
Spending increased 9.6% in UMD spread throughout various campus operations
classifications and departments.
 Audit/Finance/HR/Info Tech/Legal spending increased $3.1 million (6.0%) due in part
to reclassifications, filling open positions, and increased staffing. The Medical School
had the most significant increases, particularly in the areas of financial and grants
management.
 Skilled Generalists spending increased $1.8 million (3.1%). Increases occurred in
many units and job codes, sometimes related to promotional situations reclassifying
the position from a support role to a supervisory role to reflect actual duties more
accurately, or hiring replacement positions in a different job code.
 Other Support spending increased $4.8 million (8.4%). Spending in University
Relations rose $1.8 million, again reflecting changes the Foundation implemented for
gift officers and planned giving officers funded by gifts. In the Medical School, spending
on research manager positions increased by $653,000, with funding from private
practice funds, indirect cost recovery, and sponsored grants. The Athletic
Administration unit in Intercollegiate Athletics (TC) increased spending in this
category by $415,000 due to shifts from the skilled generalists category without
significant change in total Leadership & Oversight. In the Office of the Vice President
for Research, reclassifications resulting in shifts from other personnel categories and
between cost benchmark categories added $241,000 in spending in this category.
The above examples are provided to illustrate the complexity of analyzing changes in
personnel costs over time. In addition, however, they provide evidence of a benefit of this
analysis: significant or unusual changes that surface in the University level analysis,
investigated at the unit level, brings a deeper understanding of decisions made throughout
the institution and the corresponding rationale. It is a structured opportunity to monitor
spending.
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Non-personnel spending in the Leadership & Oversight category is prorated based on
salaries, and drivers are discussed in the Mission Support & Facilities section.
Headcount
In recent years, the Office of Human Resources, Enterprise Data Management and Reporting,
and the University Budget Office worked together to incorporate the Cost Definition and
Benchmark Groups (Mission, Mission Support & Facilities, and Leadership &Oversight) and
subgroups (employee groupings: Direct Academic, Student, Leadership, etc.) into headcount
and FTE reports available in UM Analytics, the University’s enterprise data reporting system.
The Employee Headcount and FTE by Admin Cost Benchmark and Subgroup report
contributed to this analysis. The University Budget Office continues to examine the
relationships between headcount, FTE, and financial data and how the additional nuances
provided by these frameworks can enhance various analyses.
Summary
Across all categories, the most significant spending occurs in the following categories:
 Direct Academic personnel make up 46% of all personnel spending, by far the largest
personnel group.
 Direct Academic personnel combined with the Student personnel group comprise over 60%
of the personnel spend.
 Supply, Service and Miscellaneous spending makes up 30% of non-personnel spending, with
48% of that in the direct Mission expense group.
 Excluding Debt/Capital Project Transfers, expenditures in Mission and Student Aid make up
roughly 60% of non-personnel spending.
These proportions fluctuated very little if at all between FY19 and FY20.
COVID-19 has affected the Cost Definition and Benchmarking Analysis for FY20 in comparison with
FY19. Most significantly, decreases in non-personal spending in the Mission and Mission Support &
Facilities categories disproportionately decreased expenditures in those categories as compared to
Mission. As a result, Mission spending increased slightly as a percentage of total spending. We can
expect that additional actions taken in response to COVID-19 in FY21 (hiring freezes, furloughs, pay
reductions, utilization of federal relief funding, etc.) will have significant impacts on this analysis in
future years. Trends will be difficult to identify during these changing times, but the Cost Definition
and Benchmarking analysis will continue to provide useful insights.
Conclusion
The Cost Definition and Benchmarking Analysis is a valuable tool to monitor expense categories at
the all-University level over time, but its greatest contribution is through providing a different lens
to understand unit-level costs and to identify cost drivers. It serves as just one of many tools that
are used to manage spending at the University effectively. Cost Definition and Benchmarking
characteristics and lessons include:
 It is most useful as a way to frame conversations about spending and as a tool for
developing and tracking reallocation plans. Since the inception of the analysis in 2012, the
cost categories of Mission, Mission Support & Facilities, and Leadership & Oversight have
become part of the common parlance. There has never been greater awareness of the
expectation to reduce and control costs.
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It is difficult to shift percentages on an institutional basis; movement of a tenth of a percent
in one of the analysis categories takes roughly $3.8 million (Attachment B).
Non-personnel spending experiences the most volatility with fluctuations common in such
items as sponsored subcontracts, significant equipment purchases, professional
services/consulting, and repairs and maintenance.
Increased personnel spending can often be connected to growth for specific activities (e.g.,
investment in development officers for a capital campaign and expansion in health care
areas). However, compensation is also subject to market forces and benefit cost increases,
particularly medical benefits, which can result in spending increases without expansion of
the work force.
Shifts in sponsored awards disproportionately affect the Mission category.
Changes in Mission spending also affect Mission Support & Facilities and Leadership &
Oversight.
Program expansions and investment in essential services required to support the mission
(such as maintaining library materials, technology licensing, compliance, etc.) result in
increases to Mission Support & Facilities and Leadership & Oversight expenditures without
a corresponding increase in Mission expenditures.
External factors such as a pandemic can have deep and unanticipated impacts on spending
with minimal managerial control, particularly at the unit level.
One of the most valuable uses for cost benchmarking is the perspective it brings to unitlevel analysis and its ability to highlight changes over time at that level. This analysis is the
start of many in-depth conversations.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Cost Definition and Benchmarking Analysis (methodology and results) has been presented to
the Finance Committee of the Board of Regents annually beginning in the 2012-2013 academic
year. Slight changes in methodology each year have been explained, and those changes have been
implemented back three years each time for comparability. As a result of these changes, however,
each individual annual report should be reviewed on its own and not compared to a report from a
prior year.
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ATTACHMENT A:
Expense Summary for Administrative Cost Benchmarking

FY20

University of Minnesota - Systemwide *
($$ in Thousands)
11/16/20
a
1

PERSONNEL

2

Direct Academic
Students **
Leadership
Campus Operations ***
Support:

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

b

c

Mission

Mission
as % of
Total

1,056,951
281,060

d

e

Student Aid

97.4%
86.4%

Audit/Finance/HR/Info Tech/Legal
Clerical Support
Sk illed Generalists
Other Support
TemplCasual
Support Subtotal
Total Personnel

d

e

Student
MS&F
Mission Support
Aid as %
as % of
& Facilities
of Total
Total

f

g

h

Leadership &
Oversight

L&O as
% of
Total

Total

28,240

2.6%

65,893
24,749

100.0%
17.0%

79.7%
100.0%
35.8%
78.2%
100.0%

54,705
0
60,527
58,371

20.3%
0.0%
64.2%
21.8%

44,074

13.6%

121,213

83.0%

214,744
78,387
33,720
208,863
16,208

1,085,190
325,133
65,893
145,962

269,449
78,387
94,248
267,234
16,208

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

551,922

76.1%

173,603

23.9%

725,525

1,338,010

57.0%

0

0.0%

717,209

30.5%

292,485

12.5%

2,347,704

14
15
16

NON-PERSONNEL

17

Operating Ex pense

Mission
as % of
Total

Student Aid

MS&F
MS&F
Mission Support
as % of
as % of
& Facilities
Total
Total

107,238
207,039
58,241
85,001

100.0%
48.1%
53.5%
64.0%

326,948

100.0%

457,519

35.2%

326,948

27

Operating Ex pense Subtotal
Debt/Capital Project Transfers **

28

Total Non-Personnel

457,519

32.0%

1,795,529

47.5%

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Direct Mission Subcontract/Participant
Supply/Service/Misc
Equipment/Other Capital Assets
Consulting/Prof Services
Repair & Maintenance Supply
Utilities
Rents/Leases
Student Aid

Mission

Leadership &
Oversight

L&O as
% of
Total

Total

107,238
430,755
108,774
132,820
57,063
105,150
29,984
326,948

180,779
44,047
47,819
57,063
105,150
29,984

42.0%
40.5%
36.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

42,937
6,487

10.0%
6.0%

25.2%

464,843
130,486

35.8%
100.0%

49,423

3.8%

1,298,733
130,486

326,948

22.9%

595,329

41.7%

49,423

3.5%

1,429,219

326,948

8.7%

1,312,538

34.8%

341,908

9.1%

3,776,923

29
30

TOTAL EXPENSE

* Excludes expenditures for Enterprise Systems Upgrade Project (RRC: Enterprise Resource Planning), real estate acquisitions, non-current and agency funds, cross-unit charges
** Inlcudes interfund transfers to support facility-related projects and the University's contribution to debt activities from direct cash or gifts (not including HEAPR or capital appropriations).
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ATTACHMENT B:

Expense Summary for Administrative Cost Benchmarking
Summary of Results - FY18-FY20
($$ in Thousands)
A

Mission

1
2

B

% of
Total (E)

C

Mission
Leadership
Student
Support & % of
&
% of
% of
Total
(E)
Total
(E)
Total
(E)
Aid
Facilities
Oversight

FY20
FY19
FY18

1,338,010
1,289,298
1,243,324

56.99%

0.00%

57.12%

0.00%

57.00%

0.00%

457,519
471,955
459,560

32.01%

9
11

Non-Personnel
FY20
FY19
FY18

10

Total
1,795,529
1,761,253
1,702,884

47.5%

4
5
6

7
8

11
12
13

E

Total

Personnel

3

6

D

FY20
FY19
FY18

32.47%
32.37%

47.5%
47.29%

326,948
312,106
302,425
326,948
312,106
302,425

717,209
691,516
671,327

30.55%

595,329
619,945
610,681

41.65%

1,312,538
8.4% 1,311,461
8.40% 1,282,009

34.8%

22.88%
21.47%
21.31%

8.7%

30.64%
30.78%

42.66%
43.02%

35.3%
35.61%

292,485
276,394
266,428

12.46%

49,423
49,346
46,825

3.46%

341,908
325,740
313,253

2,347,704
2,257,208
12.22% 2,181,079
12.24%

1,429,219
3.40% 1,453,352
3.30% 1,419,491
3,776,923
8.8% 3,710,560
8.70% 3,600,570
9.1%

* Excludes expenditures for Enterprise Systems Upgrade Project (RRC: Enterprise Resource Planning), real estate acquisitions, non-current and agency
funds, cross-unit charges (except facilities projects), and ISO Funds.
** Inlcudes interfund transfers to support facility-related projects and the University's contribution to debt activities from direct cash or gifts (not
including HEAPR or capital appropriations).
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Capital Project Management
Semi-Annual Report
Projects

December 2020
Scope

Schedule

Budget

Project Budget

Est. Design
Completion

Est. Substantial
Completion

Projects in Design
Institute of Child Development, Twin Cities

$

43,800,000

January 2021

August 2022

Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Laboratories

$

98,400,000

August, 2021

TBD

PWB-2 Physical Therapy Classroom Renovation

$

2,708,000

February 2021

November 2021

Microbial Cell Production Facility/BioMADE

$

96,300,000

August, 2021

September 2023

Lind Hall Renovation

$

33,000,000

June, 2021

September 2022

Early Childhood Learning Center (ECLC), Twin Cities

$

5,000,000

July 2020

June 2021

Lab School-Child Development Center Unified Building Project, Twin Cities

$

11,000,000

June 2020

August 2021

Masonic Institute for the Developing Brain (MIDB), Twin Cities

$

38,500,000

August 2020

August 2021

CMRR MDT Optical Imaging Renovation and Addition, Twin Cities

$

16,900,000

May 2019

April 2021

PWB-1 Clinic to Office Renovation, Twin Cities

$

2,155,700

July 2020

January 2021

Owen Hall Repurpose Garage Warehouse into Lab Space, Crookston

$

2,100,000

September 2019

February 2021

Pillsbury Hall Rehabilitation, Twin Cities

$

36,480,000

October 2019

June 2021

UMMC Resident Fellow Health and Rest Suite, Twin Cities

$

3,972,000

April 2020

December 2020

Projects in Construction
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Capital Project Management
Semi-Annual Report
Projects

December 2020
Scope

Schedule

Budget

Project Budget

Design
Completion

Substantial
Completion

Completed Projects
Knoll Area Infrastructure Improvements, Twin Cities

$

12,035,600

May 2019

September 2020

3M Arena at Mariucci Weight Room and Office Renovation, Twin Cities

$

1,970,000

January 2019

June 2020

Horticulture and Operations Headquarters, Arboretum

$

5,650,000

May 2019

August 2020

Larson Football Performance Center Recovery Suite, Twin Cities

$

1,500,000

March 2020

July 2020

Dowell Hall Lab Space Reconfigurations, Crookston

$

2,700,000

June 2019

October 2020

Ordean Court Renovation, Duluth

$

2,500,000

March 2019

August 2020

$

416,671,300
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PROJECTS IN DESIGN
Institute of Child Development, Twin Cities
Description
This project involves the renovation of an existing 1913 building, demolition of its 1968 addition, and
construction of a new addition. Total renovation and new addition to be approximately 77,400 GSF.

Status

Project is currently in Design Development.

Scope

Schedule

Budget

Chemistry Undergraduate Teaching Laboratories, Twin Cities
Description
This project will consolidate, modernize, and relocate undergraduate chemistry courses to Fraser Hall
by renovation of the main portion of the existing 1928 building, demolition of a portion of the 1928
building and 1954 additions, and construction of a new addition. Total renovation and new addition is
approximately 121,720 GSF.
Status

Project is currently completing Schematic Design.

Scope

Schedule

Budget
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PROJECTS IN DESIGN
PWB-2 Physical Therapy Classroom Renovation, Twin Cities
Description
The renovation will include 6,800 GSF of classroom and support space with retractable partitions to
accommodate different class sizes, storage space, a faculty touchdown office, and main reception
space.

Status

Design completion scheduled for February 2021; Substantial Completion expected
November 2021

Scope

Schedule

Budget

Microbial Cell Production Facility/BioMADE, Twin Cities
Description
The Project consists of a new 80,145 SF microbial cell production facility on the St. Paul Campus to
accommodate expansion of the Biotechnology Resource Center (BRC) program and BioMADE client.

Status

The project will begin Schematic Design in December 2020. Construction is scheduled
to start November 2021.

Scope

Schedule

Budget
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PROJECTS IN DESIGN
Lind Hall Renovation, Twin Cities
Description
The Project involves demolition and renovation of approximately 57,500 gsf of the existing Lind Hall
building for the College of Science and Engineering (CSE).

Status

Project is currently completing Schematic Design. Construction scheduled to begin in
July of 2021.

Scope

Schedule

Budget
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PROJECTS IN CONSTRUCTION
Early Childhood Learning Center (ECLC), Twin Cities
Description
This project is a new 12,000 GSF building development for the YMCA to lease and operate for 25
years. The facility will accommodate 166 children and includes onsite parking.

Status

Construction substantial completion is expected in June 2021.

Scope

Schedule

Budget

Lab School-Child Development Center Unified Building Project, Twin Cities
Description
The project renovates the existing facility of 18,700 GSF and provides a new 12,000 GSF addition to
combine the relocated Lab School and the Child Development Center into a unified program.

Status

Construction substantial completion for this design-build project is expected in August
2021.

Scope

Schedule

Budget
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PROJECTS IN CONSTRUCTION
Masonic Institute for the Developing Brain (MIDB), Twin Cities
Description
The project renovates a newly acquired 116,000 GSF facility for the new Masonic Institute for the
Developing Brain, combining current groups from the Office of Academic and Clinical Affairs, the
College of Education and Human Development, and the Medical School.

Status

Construction substantial completion is expected in August 2021.

Scope

Schedule

Budget

CMRR MDT Optical Imaging Renovation and Addition, Twin Cities
Description
This project renovates and adds to the existing CMRR facility to create space for the MDT (Minnesota
Discovery Team) Optical Imaging program. Additional space will house a new magnet to enhance
magnetic resonance research.

Status

Construction substantial completion is expected in April 2021.

Scope

Schedule

Budget
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PROJECTS IN CONSTRUCTION
PWB-1 Clinic to Office Renovation, Twin Cities
Description
Project scope involves renovation of former clinic space into 5,180 SF of office space, including faculty
offices, open workstations, conference space, and common areas.

Status

Substantial Completion expected January 2021

Scope

Schedule

Budget

Owen Hall: Repurpose Garage Warehouse into Lab Space, Crookston
Description
The project repurposes existing high-bay space in Owen Hall for a chemistry and biology research
laboratory.

Status

Project incurred water damage due to high-pressure steam leak. Substantial completion
is anticipated February 2021.

Scope

Schedule

Budget
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PROJECTS IN CONSTRUCTION
Pillsbury Hall Rehabilitation, Twin Cities
Description
This 60,100 SF project renovates one of the Twin Cities campus' oldest and most iconic buildings to
provide modern teaching, learning, and research space.

Status

Estimated substantial completion is June 2021.

Scope

Schedule

Budget

UMMC Resident Fellow Health and Rest Suite, Twin Cities
Description
This project renovates 8,200 square feet on the First Floor of the Phillips Wangensteen Building (PWB)
into an on-call suite serving UMMC residents and fellows previously located in the Mayo Building.

Status

Construction substantial completion is expected in December 2020.

Scope

Schedule

Budget
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COMPLETED PROJECTS
Knoll Area Infrastructure Improvements, Twin Cities
Description
This project integrates several utility and roadway improvement needs into one coordinated
construction effort. The scope of work includes chilled water, sewer, steam and telecommunications
infrastructure, as well as road reconstruction. Due to the complexity, the project was completed in
two phases.
Status

Phase I construction was completed in October 2019. Phase II was completed Summer
2020.

Scope

Schedule

Budget

3M Arena at Mariucci Arena Weight Room and Office Renovations, Twin Cities
Description
This project created a state-of-the art space in 3M Arena at Mariucci for the men’s and women’s
hockey programs, its coaches, and supporters by updating the existing strength training area, men’s
hockey offices, and a new M-Club alumni room.

Status

Construction substantially complete in June 2020.

Scope

Schedule

Budget
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COMPLETED PROJECTS
Horticulture and Operations Headquarters, Landscape Arboretum
Description
This project provided enclosed maintenance bays and shop space for ongoing repairs, and
maintenance of grounds machinery and vehicles onsite. The project also included office and support
space for staff, and lockers/breakroom for the grounds crew and horticulturalists.

Status

Project substantially complete in August 2020.

Scope

Schedule

Budget

Larson Football Performance Center Recovery Suite, Twin Cities
Description
This project remodeled the existing Larson Football Performance Center 2nd Floor for a new recovery
suite including an Infrared Sauna Room, Float Tank Suites, Sleep Pod Suite, and Wellness Recovery
Equipment.

Status

Project substantially complete in July 2020.

Scope

Schedule

Budget
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COMPLETED PROJECTS
Dowell Hall Lab Space Reconfigurations, Crookston
Description
The project remodeled existing Chemistry, Physics, Biology, and Anatomy science classrooms on
Dowell's third floor, also creating collaboration space.

Status

Project substantially completed in October 2020.

Scope

Schedule

Budget

Ordean Court Renovation, Duluth
Description
This project included sidewalk/landscape, site electrical and lighting upgrades.

Status

Project substantially complete in August 2020.

Scope

Schedule

Budget
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Quarterly Asset Management Report
For the period ending September 30, 2020

Myron Frans, Senior Vice President for Finance and Operations
Stuart Mason, Associate Vice President, Chief Investment Officer

Office of Investments & Banking
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University Investment Funds
The endowment fund increased by ~8% during the first fiscal quarter, largely driven by increasingly strong private capital
valuations (particularly in venture capital) and the continuing recovery in equity markets post the COVID-induced lows in
March ‘20. The operating pool (TIP) increase of ~15% was driven by positive net inflows, as investment gains for the
quarter were modest at +0.44%.

OIB Managed Funds ($ mm)
Consolidated Endowment Fund (CEF)

9/30/2020
$

FY 2020

FY 2019

FY 2018

FY 2017

FY 2016

1,530 $

1,418 $

1,477 $

1,415 $

1,352 $

Long-Term Reserves (GIP)

87

85

81

71

71

66

Short-Term Reserves (TIP)

1,256

1,086

1,183

1,068

1,113

1,101

RUMINCO Ltd.

54

51

52

48

45

41

Invested Assets Related to Indebtedness

12

15

63

25

49

101

2,939

2,656

2,855

2,628

2,631

2,566

Total Managed Assets

1,258
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Our goal is to preserve the
inflation adjusted value of the
endowment (CPI+5%)
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Outperformance vs. Long-Term Objective
The endowment’s growth- and private-heavy tilts have been additive this past decade as the resulting endowment’s
valuation exceeded CPI+5% by $386M and a passive 70/30 stock/bond mix by $180M.
As of September 30, 2020

$1,600
$1,500

CEF

Passive Mix*

Total CEF
$1,529M
9.4% CAGR

CPI+5%**

$1,400

Passive Mix*
$1,349M

CEF Value (millions)

$1,300

8.3% CAGR

$1,200

CPI+5%**
$1,143M

$1,100

7.0% CAGR

$1,000

$900
$800
FY-10

FY-11

FY-12

FY-13

FY-14

FY-15

FY-16

FY-17

FY-18

FY-19

FY-20

* Measures efficacy of long-term strategy vs. passive mix of stocks and bonds. 7/2015-current: 70% MSCI ACWI, 30% Barclays Global Aggregate; 1/1990-6/2015: 70% MSCI ACWI, 30% Barclays US Aggregate. Source: State Street
** Measures ability to preserve inflation-adjusted corpus of endowment. Index Return: US CPI Urban Consumers MoM SA. Source: Bloomberg
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CEF Asset Allocation
OIB has not initiated any tactical portfolio shifts of late, but continued outperformance of equities (privates more so than
publics) over Diversifiers has led to a persistent overweight to Growth versus policy targets.
Stability
7%

High Quality
Credit, $8M

Diversifiers
22%

Growth
Diversifiers,
$156M

Target

Liquid
Reserves,
$100M

Idiosyncratic,
$79M
Enhanced
Stability,
$100M

Extended
Credit,
$54M

Growth

62%

Diversifiers

30%

Stability

8%

9%

Public Equity,
$400M

Private Capital
Aggregate,
$633M

-8%

-1%

Growth
71%
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CEF Performance Summary
A strong 8.9% quarter reflects the gradual incorporation of 6/30 private valuation uplifts as both the private equity (+11%
for the quarter) and venture capital (+16% for the quarter) portfolios delivered double digit returns. Over the mediumterm, both absolute and benchmark relative performance has been aided by venture capital and private equity but
dragged down by Diversifiers – particularly natural resources and certain credit-oriented funds that experienced realized
losses in March ‘20.

SHORT TERM

MEDIUM TERM

LONG TERM
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5-Year CEF Asset Class Returns
Private capital strategies drove 5-year absolute returns, while the overweight to the strategy buoyed relative performance.
Public equity suffered primarily due to the portfolio’s defensive posturing and slight value tilt. The Diversifiers sleeve has
struggled to keep pace with both absolute- and benchmark-relative bogeys.
16%

13.8% 13.7%

Asset Class

Benchmark

12%
9.2%
8%

7.2%

7.1%

6.9%

6.4%
3.8% 3.7%

4%

1.7%

3.0%

2.5%

3.0%

1.8%

0%
Liquid Equity

Illiquid
Equity

GROWTH

Extended
Credit

Enhanced Idiosyncratic Growth
Stability
Diversifiers

DIVERSIFIERS

STABILITY
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Short-Term Reserves (TIP)
Asset Allocation

Performance Summary
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Long-Term Reserves (GIP)
Asset Allocation

Performance Summary
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RUMINCO Ltd.
Asset Allocation

Performance Summary
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December 10, 2020
The Honorable David McMillan, Chair, Finance & Operations Committee
The Honorable Richard Beeson, Vice Chair, Finance & Operations Committee
The Honorable Tom Anderson
The Honorable Mary Davenport
The Honorable Kao Ly Llean Her
The Honorable Michael Hsu
The Honorable Mike Kenyanya
The Honorable Janie Mayeron
The Honorable Kendall Powell
The Honorable Darrin Rosha
The Honorable Randy Simonson
The Honorable Steven Sviggum
Committee Members:
Enclosed are Purchasing Services’ reports on purchasing activity for the first quarter, fiscal year ‘21.
Regents policy requires that purchasing activity, including exceptions to competitive purchases, be
reported to the Board of Regents. This letter provides explanatory background and brief analysis of the
report and attachments that follow.
Background
The enclosed reports and attachments provide statistics, graphics and some detail on four categories of
purchasing activity for the one quarter:
•
•
•
•

Summary of Purchasing Activity
Purchases made as Approved Exceptions to the competitive purchasing process
Purchases made as Preapproved Exceptions to the competitive purchasing process
Regents Purchasing Policy Violations

“Total Purchasing Activity” represents the total amount of goods and services purchased for the quarter
and year-to-date across all funding sources, including construction projects.
“Approved Exceptions” refers to purchases where, following proper protocol, the vendor was not selected
through a Request for Bid or Request for Proposal process. All of the approved exceptions were justified
in writing by the requisitioning department, with the justification reviewed and approved by the Director
of Purchasing before the purchase took place. Additionally, the appropriate Vice President and the
University Controller approved all exceptions of $250,000 and over, except pre-approved exceptions.
Section II provides a listing of the transactions that followed this process and were approved as
exceptions.
“Pre-approved Exceptions” are also purchases where the vendor has not been selected through a
competitive process. However, they are exceptions that occur routinely with consistent reasons, so that
the approval of the justification has become standardized. Refer to Section III of the report for a listing of
transactions processed as pre-approved exceptions during the quarter.
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“Regents Purchasing Policy Violations” refers to purchase transactions which bypassed the competitive
process without following proper protocol and without the necessary approvals. Section IV provides a
listing of purchasing violations.
The reports compare dollars spent on purchases in the respective quarter of the current year to dollars
spent on purchases in same quarter of the previous year. The same quarter-to-quarter comparison is made
for approved exceptions and for preapproved exceptions. With that in mind, the following observations
are worth noting:
Summary:
•

Purchasing Activity for Q1 was up from last quarter but is still below pre-pandemic levels.

•

Q1 Exception Dollars are slightly below last quarter.

•

Q1 Exception Transactions are trending similar to pre-pandemic levels.

•

There was one Regents Purchasing Policy Violations in the first quarter of FY21.

If you have any questions on the report, please do not hesitate to contact Beth Tapp, Director of
Purchasing, or me.
Sincerely,

Suzanne Paulson
Controller
Cc:

Michael Volna, Associate Vice President and Assistant Chief Financial Officer
Brian Steeves, Executive Director and Corporate Secretary, Board of Regents
Beth Tapp, Director, Purchasing Services
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I. Summary of Purchasing Activity for Q1 FY21

Q1 Purchasing Activity

$250,000,000

100,000

$200,000,000

80,000

$150,000,000

60,000

$100,000,000

40,000

$50,000,000

20,000
‐
# of Transactions
Total Dollars Spent

# of Transactions

110

Q1 FY20

Q1 FY21

120,306

98,916

69,243

$241,589,450

$247,242,061

$179,322,785

Q1 Approved Exceptions

$0

$35,000,000
$30,000,000

105

$25,000,000

100

$20,000,000

95

$15,000,000
$10,000,000

90
85
# of Transactions
Total Dollars Spent

# of Transactions

Q1 FY19

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
‐
# of Transactions

$5,000,000
Q1 FY19

Q1 FY20

Q1 FY21

94

107

103

$30,977,641

$15,062,962

$17,179,425

Q1 Pre‐Approved Exceptions

$0

$20,000,000
$15,000,000
$10,000,000
$5,000,000

Q1 FY19

Q1 FY20

Q1 FY21

57

71

48

Total Dollars Spent

$18,151,299

$11,833,403

$6,177,149

Q1 Exceptions
Q1 Exception Dollars

151
$49,128,940

178
$26,896,365

151
$23,356,574

Total Dollars Spent

# of Transactions

120,000

Total Dollars Spent

$300,000,000

Total Dollars Spent

140,000

$0
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II.

Purchases made as Approved Exceptions to Competitive Purchasing Process
Exception #1:
Purchasing of research products (animal feed, serum, test
equip/supplies) for clinical trials. Also purchasing from a previous
supplier to ensure consistency of research results.

Exception #2:
Equipment that requires brand compatibility with existing
equipment and is available only from manufacturer or sole source
authorized distributor.

Exception #3:
Funding source or granting agency specified a single supplier.

Exception #4:
Other

Emergency Exception #1:
A threat to health, welfare, safety.

Emergency Exception #2:
A significant loss to the University.

Emergency Exception #3:
A failure to provide core services to University
students/faculty/staff.

Emergency Exception #4:
Emergency equipment repairs and parts or emergency facility
repairs and parts under $100,000.

TOTAL Approved Exceptions

Q1FY21

Total # of Exceptions
10

Total Dollars
$1,135,070

Total # of Exceptions
25

Total Dollars
$3,989,075

Total # of Exceptions
12

Total Dollars
$1,868,732

Total # of Exceptions
53

Total Dollars
$9,430,756

Total # of Exceptions
2

Total Dollars
$426,792

Total # of Exceptions
0

Total Dollars
$0

Total # of Exceptions
1

Total Dollars
$329,000

Total # of Exceptions
0

Total Dollars
$0

103

$17,179,425
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III.

Pre‐Approved Exceptions to Competitive Purchasing
Exception #2:
Media advertising, purchase or access to uniquely compiled
database information.

Exception #3:
Farm commodities such as grain or livestock.

Exception #5:
Subcontractors previously arranged by Sponsored Projects
Administration (SPA).

Exception #6:
Service (1) available only from another governmental agency or
public entity or (2) required by law to be provided by another
governmental entity.

Exception #7:
Service/maintenance agreements with the original manufacturer/
developer for equipment and software.

Exception #8:
Unique specification research animals purchased under guidelines
of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).

Exception #9:
Software license renewals and software upgrades available only
from developer. This includes adding licenses to an existing
license agreement.

Exception #10:
Development, design and/or creation of original artwork.

Exception #11:
Fairview purchases related to research projects.

Exception #12:
Entertainers, lecturers, speakers and honoraria.

Exception #13:
Purchases from University Physicians that are not part of
sponsored research activities.

Exception #15:
Legal Services for the Office of General Counsel.

TOTAL Pre‐Approved Exceptions

Q1FY21
Total # of Exceptions
7

Total Dollars
$834,841

Total # of Exceptions
3

Total Dollars
$347,000

Total # of Exceptions
1

Total Dollars
$20,000

Total # of Exceptions
4

Total Dollars
$969,000

Total # of Exceptions
12

Total Dollars
$1,974,901

Total # of Exceptions
1

Total Dollars
$52,750

Total # of Exceptions
14

Total Dollars
$1,403,657

Total # of Exceptions
1

Total Dollars
$100,000

Total # of Exceptions
2

Total Dollars
$100,000

Total # of Exceptions
1

Total Dollars
$75,000

Total # of Exceptions
1

Total Dollars
$150,000

Total # of Exceptions
1

Total Dollars
$150,000

48

$6,177,149

There are 25 categories of Pre‐Approved Exceptions. Only those categories which had qualifying transactions
are reported above.
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IV.

Regents Policy Violations

Q1FY21

There is one Regents Policy Violations to report.
Department Name
Vendor Name
Total Dollar
CEHD School of Social Work
Flowetik, Inc.
$61,000
Product/Service Description
Qualitative Research Design/Facilitation, Analysis and Topline Reporting
Violation
Work began before contract was in place.
Explanation for Violation
Processing of this requisition was started in early June by the PI, Marti DeLiema, with invoices expected in
July and August. Due to staffing shortages in the Department, staff who aren’t as familiar with the processes
stepped in to provide assistance. The approval timeframe also took longer than usual on this requisition due
to a few different reasons including: dollar amount, funding source, and additional documentation CEHD
now requires due to COVID‐19 and the University wide hiring freeze.
At the College‐ level, CEHD is also working out some issues receiving appropriate prior approval from PIs and
Departments while working remotely. Given the complexity, number of approvals required, and vacations
along the way, the requisition had to be modified numerous times before the EFS approval process could
even begin and before it
could get to Purchasing Services.
Action Taken by Department to Prevent Further Violations
The CEHD Financial Services Office is well aware of this Regents Policy and will remind departmental staff, PIs
and full requisition preparers of the policy as well. CEHD has College‐wide communication tools to do so;
CEHD is also attempting to streamline the routing of our approvals which should help lessen the approval
timeframe in EFS on complex requisitions like this one.
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